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Pursuant to the authoriEy in Arricle 23 (a) of the Uniforrn Code of Military
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lieuLenants Colonel
Major

Major
Major

U.S. Mari.ne Corps,
Mari.ue corps,
, U.S, Marine Corpa;
U.s, Marj.lre corps;
U.S. MarlD,e Corpr;

Capt.ain
capbain
u.s. Marine corps;
U.S. Marine Corps, and,
First Lieutenanc
Chief warranc Officer-4
U. S. Marine Co rps .
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CHARGE SHEET

I.
1.

NAME OF ACCUSED

ARTHUR
5.

PERSONAL DATA

2

flast. First Ml)

4

EDIP

Jesse D.

6
a

UN T OR ORGANIZATION

8th Communication Banalion. ll l\'larine lnfornlation Group.
Nlarine Expcditionary Force. Camp Lejeune. Nonh Carolina
7,

ll
l8 Jun

E-l

c

SEA/FOREIGN DUTY

CURRENT SERVICE
lNlTlAL DATE
TERM

b

19 Jun

21

NATIJRE OF RESTRAINT OF
ACCUSED

b

BASIC

EAS:
E

PAY PER MONTH

a.

PAY GRADE

PFC

I

.1

Yrs

DATE(SI TVPOSED

TOTAL

Prctrial ( onfinetnenr

$t.000.70

l7

l4

Dec

l0 - Present

s1.000.70

$0.00

II, CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS
10

Violation of the UCllJ, ,{rticle 120
Ir : In
Priyate First Class .lesse D. .ARl HUR. U.S. N4arine Co rps. on active duq
1020. cornmit a se\ual act upon Lance Corporal
did at or near .lacksonv ille. North C at0
LI
r
U.S. N,larine Corps. b1 peuetrating Lan
Prir ate First Class ARTHUR's
finger. u'ith an intent to arouse or gati$ the sexual desire of
ce Co rporal
'rvc
Cha rge I:

Spccification

busir e Scrual
actir.e dut_r. did aI or near
Lance Corporal
U.S. N'larr
arouse or sratif] the serual desire of

that Private First Class Jesse D. ARTHUR. U.S. N4arine Corps- on
I I Februal1'1010. unlan l'ull_r' touclr the brcast ol
of
flrolir
hand. rr i h an intent to
t )c
AR

rps.
an1.'

person. u it

.?

ec0

.?ct cu

i1
z.i\
vi0lation of the ucMJ. Article 128
.4dditiartt} Charge .[I+ 't t's
Spccifi cation (Assault co nsutnlna ted b! a batt€r],): In that Pri\,ate First Class Jesse D. AR fl lt-lR. Ll.S. N4arine
Corps. on active duty. did at or near Jacksonvillc. Nonh Carolina. on or aboul I February 2020. comrnit an assaull
upon Lance Corporal
bl unlau fulll liissing Lance Corporal
on the neck u ith the said Pri\,ate Firsl
C lass ARTHIJR's mouth.

lll PREFERRAL: SERVICE OF CHARGES
11a NAME

Iu cneoe

OF ACCUSER (LasI, FIISI. MI)

L

SIGNATURE OF ACCUSER

LCpr

fi

ORGAN ZATION OF ACCUSER

I

llq S

Bn

\l C

e

DATE

-East.

NICB{amp

5 I ebrua

Lejeune. NC

t0t

I

AFFIDAVITT Before me, the undersigned, authorized by law to administer oaths in cases of this character, personally appeared the above
named accuser this ElE day of Februarv, ?921, and signed the foregoing charges and specificatrons under oath that he is a person subject
to the uniform Code of Military Justice and that he either has personal knowledge ot or has investigated the matters set forth therein and that
the same are true to the best of his knowledge and belief.

T. J. SCH\\'ERDTFEGER

HqSptBn. 1\',CI-East. \'1CB. Cam p Lejeune. NC

fyped Name ol Olficer

Oryanizalion ol Oaicet

Judge Advocate

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Grade and

SCHWERDTFEGER.THOM

AS.JAME

---------

Diqitallysiqned by

Ofraal Capacit/ to Adnlnistat Oaths
(See R C-M. 307(b)-nust be cnnnissioned ofrcet)

SCHWERDTFEGERTHOMAS.JAMES

3

----fdE-2r2il2-C!4e24!!I-c0
s/N 0102-LF-000-4580
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ORIGINAL

o

o
12

5

On

l0l I

FLK)

the accused was informed of the charges agarnst him/her and of the name(s) of
(See R.C.M. 308 if notificaton cannot be made.l

See R.C.M. 308(a))

SdrCommBn.
fyped Nane at lnnediate Connandet

ll \{EF.

Camp Leleune.

\C

Aryanlza\od oi hnedtale Comnande.

First Lieutenant. L.S. \larine Corps

IV, RECEIPT BY SUMMARY COURT.MARTIAL CONVENING AUTHORITY

trIf

13. The sworn charges were received at
t- :r;rr1. L l ieunr- \C

ho

LJ

rs

ljeh

:0:

I

SthCommBn.

at

Il \lEF.

Desgdatar oi Ccmnan1 or

FoR

THE CO\I\1A\DI\G OFF I(.ER
t csal Oill.'er

I irst Lieut.nant. L.S. \larine

Ccr

Grade

V.

REFERRAL: SERVICE OF CHARGES

b

14a. OESIGNATION OF COMMANO OF CONvENING AUTHORITY

II Ntarinc Expcditionary Forcc

Spccial

Relerred for trial to the

Llittcrl

c. OA]E

PLACE

cou('martial convened by courts-martial convening order

l0l0 ,slblect to the lollowing instructions :'
Jul)
t:.
m :JrDmcmffiltr
,:i -, '
tsy xxxixxxxxxxxxxx or
I0

ChrETs-Trrctcrrcrt

JUN 2

Canrp Lejcunc, North Carolina

Conntand cr

#

)r

t-10

Adet

B, D, BEAUDREAT]I.T

C()\IIU.\NDINL; CLNERAI,

Typecl Name ol Olhcer

Otloial Capacity ol Oflicet ,gninO

Jr. -<
1-,

201I

. I caused a copy hereof to be served on the above named accused

J. SCH\YERDTFECER

Captain. U.S. Nlarinc Corps
Grade o. Rank ol TialCounsel

Typed Nam€ ol TrialCounsel

Stgn
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TRIAL COURT MOTIONS & RESPONSES
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o

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY

Ensrrnx Juorcral CtRCUtr

UNITED STA"TES
Joint Motion for Appropriate Relief
(Docketing Request)

Jesse D.

Arthur

Date: 26 February 2021

Private First Class
U.S. Marine Corps

t.

Nsture of Motion, The Govemmenl and Defense move the Courl to dock€t the above-captioned case

for a Pre-Referral Anicle 30a hearing on Thursday, 4 March 2021.

2. Justificetion. The Defense filed

an Article 30a motion rcquesting the Coun assign a Military Judge

to hear the motion. Ltcol Harrell on behalfofthe Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary for the Eastern
Judicial Circuit was detailed to hear the motioo and requested the parries submit a docketing request.

3. Dates end Deedlincs.

The Governmenl and Defense rcspectfully request that lhe Court docket the

Anicle 30a hearing for 4 Merch 2021.

Thomas J. Schwerdtfcger
Captain. U. S. Marine Corps
Trial Counsel
**l***********t***lt***l**t*i**tJ,t*t***t*t*********************r.*J,************

Ccrtificate of Service
I hereby certify that I electronically served a copy of this motion upon thc dctailed defense
counsel on 26 February 2021 .

Thomas J. Schwerdtfeger
Captain, U. S. Marine Corps
Trial Counsel
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUNTcI,Iny
EASTERN

Juotcw Ctncurr
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Court Ruling
It is hereby ordered, all parties shall appear before the Court on:

4 March 2021 for an Article 30a proceeding.
H A RRE LL.

ATON.H
llvtarch
Date

KE 31,;';ii'1ilf"'^1,

o4 Siii;,}'llil'

,2021

Military Judge

.,
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
PRE.REFERRAL

DEFENSE MOTION

UNITED STATES

FOR

APPROPRIATE RELIEF: RELEASE
FROM PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT
JESSE D. ARTHUR
25 February 2021

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

MOTION
This is a motion pursuant to l0 U.S.C. $830a, R.C.M. 906(bX8), and R.C.M. 305(iX I XB)
to release Private First Class (PFC) Arthur from pretrial confinement.

SUMMARY
PFC Arthur should be released from pretrial confinement because he is not a flight risk
and, because he has a demonstrated record of compliance with the military protective order

(MPO) imposed on him with respect to the alleged victim, he does not pose a risk of commining
serious criminal misconduct.

FACTS

l.

PFC Arthur's commanding officer placed him in pretrial confinement on

l4 December

2020, immediately after the Marine's discharge lrom

The Article 32 Preliminary Hearing took place on 22 February 202 I . No charges have been
referred against PFC

2.

Arthur.

He remains in pretrial confinement.

ln September 2019, PFC Anhur's
[Encl (4)].
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3.

Ever since then, PFC Arthur has suffered

. IEncl (5)].

4.

Currently, PFC Arthur is regularly receiving

lEncl (s)l

5.

Before being placed in pretrial confinement. PFC Anhur's

contributed to minor disciplinary problems with respect to his duties at 8th Communication
Battalion,

6.

ll

Marine Expeditionary Force. [Encls, (5), (6)].

ln October 2019, PFC Arthur

. He reported

[Encl (5)]

7.

On or about I February 2020, PFC Arthur

Corporal (LCpl)

E.

had sexual intcrcoursc with a Marine, Lance

, at a house party in Jacksonvillc, Nonh Carolina. [Encls (5). (6)]

PFC Arthur received

[Encl (5)l

9.

On I I May 2020, PFC Arthur received company-level nonjudicial punishment on three

charges, all of which stemmed from not showing up to work on time or missing parts of work.

lEncl (6)l

10.

The explanation for Charge I states PFC Arthur missed "0615 section physical fitness . .

until he was able to be reached at 0725, when he srated
I

l.

he

.

just woke up." [Encl (6)]

On 29 June 2020, the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) opened an

investigation into PFC Anhur for an alleged sexual assault in January 2020. [Encl (6)]

-)
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12.

On 30 June 2020, PFC Arthur received a MPO in connection with the NCIS

investigation. IEncl (6)]

13.

On 22 October 2020, PFC Arthur received battalion-level nonjudicial punishment for

four spccifications ofunauthorized absence. IEncl (6)]

14.

On 7 December

2020

47 days into the 60 days of rrstriction he was

awarded

PFC

Arthur checked in I 5 minutes late, at 071 5 rather than 0700. [Encl (6)l

15.

On 9 December 2020, PFC Arthur's Company First Sergeant, Firsl Sergeant (lstsgt)

, rcported seeing PFC Arthur in what he believed to be PFC Arthur's girlfriend's personally
own vehicle for approximately 45 minutes before returning to the company office al 1301, [Encl
(6)1.
I

6.

stated
17

.

In his

email concerning PFC Arthur's alleged restriction-breaking,

I

stSgt

"Why: do Ineed to answer this?" [Encl (6)]
After being inlormed by his lstSgt that he would be placed in pretrial confinement, PFC
[Encl (7)]

Arrhur

lE.

PFC Arthur received

19.

Upon discharge from

PFC Arthur's commanding officer placed him

in pretrial confinement. IEncl (6)]

20.

The 7-day review was held on 17 December 2020. [Encl (8)]

2l.

The initial review officer (lRO) considered only the information conlained in the 72-hour

memorandum. [Encl (8)]

22.

The 72-hour memorandum only obliquely mentions PFC Arthur's

paragraph 3 it states PFC Arthur "violated Anicle

9l

in

by disobeying his staff noncommissioned

officer's order to stop escofting another Marine to their appointments due to it conflicting with

l
AE III
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his personal appointments that he needed to attend." In paragraph 5.b. il states PFC Arthur

[Encl
(6)l

23.

The 72-hour mcmorandum makes no mention

ofthe unexpccled death ofPFC Arthur's

wife, the motherof his child and step-child. [Encl (6)]

24.

The tRO decided to retain PFC Arthur in confinement to ensure his presence at trial due

to his "[p]ast record ofabsence offenses," "br[eaking] restriction." and "Itlhe nature and
circumstances of the ofTenses charged or suspected." The IRO also decided confinement was
necessary to prevent the commission of serious criminal misconduct because

"Ii]t

is foreseeable

that the alleged and potential acts ofthe detainee pose a serious threal to the safcty ofthe

community or to the effectiveness, morale, discipline, readiness, or safety of the command,"

lEncl (8)l

25.

On23 December 2020, one specification of violating Article 120. UCMJ, sexual assault

without consent, was preferred against PFC Arthur. The specification alleges the sexual
intercourse PFC Arthur had with LCpl

26.

wasasexual assault. IEncl (1)]

On 5 February 2021, one specification ofsexual assault and one ofabusive sexual contact

in violation of Article 120, and one spccification ofassault consummated by a battery in

violation of Article 128, UCMJ, werc preferred against PFC Arthur. All ofthese specifications
arise out ofthe same
2'l

.

I

February 2020 sexual intercourse with LCpl

. [Encl (2)]

On 9 February 2021, the Defense submitted a rcquest for rclease from pretrial

confinement and demand for speedy trial to PFC Arthur's battalion commander. PFC Arthur
rcmains in confinemcnt. lEncl (3)]

{
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28.

While in confinement, PfC Anhur has
. [Encl (5)]

29.

PFC Arthur has received multipte above average Work and Tmining Reports lrom the

brig and has not had any Unfavorable Observation Reports or Disciplinary Reports. [Encl (9)]

30.

There is no allegation or evidence PFC Arthur has ever violated the MPO imposed upon

him with respect to LCpl

I

I

.

. [Encl (6)]

There is no evidence PFC Anhur harassed or made inappropriate contact with LCpl

from I February 2020 to when the MPO was imposed on 30 June 2020. lEncl (6)]
BURDEN

32.

As the moving party, the Defense has the burden ofpersuasion as to whether the military

judge should order PFC Arthur released from pretrial confinement. R.C.M. 905(c)(2). The
burden

olproof is by

a prcponderance

ofthe evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)( l).

LAW

13.

Prctrial confinement is,

of his liberty before he

as a general matter,

is convicted of a

inappropriate because it deprives the Accused

crime. Thus. to justify such confinement, R.C.M.

305(d)(2)(B) requires a finding that confinement is necessary because it is foresceable either that
the confine

will not

appear at trial (i.e., he is a flight risk) or he

will engage in serious criminal

misconduct. Moreover, less severe forms ofrestraint must be inadequate. Id. "A person should
not be confined as

I

mere matter ofconvenience or expedience." Discussion of R.C.M.

305(hX2XB), MCM, p. ll-25.

34.

R.C.M. 305(iXl){B) requires a military judge to order release from pretrial confinement

if "Ii]nformation not presented to the 7-day reviewing officer establishes that the confine should

:

AE II!
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o
be released.

o

Article 3Oa(a)(E)(i), UCMJ authorizes

a

military judge to review pr€trial

confinement prior to referral.

ARGUMENT

35.

Full consideration of facts not made available to the IRO, as well as PFC Arthur's present

condition and behavior in the brig, should persuade the Court to order PFC Anhur released from

confinement. PFC Arthur's history of minor absence offenses do not support a finding that he is
a flight

risk. His record of compliance with the MPO, and lack of any improper behavior toward
prior to the MPO's imposition, support the conclusion that he will not commit serious

LCpl

misconduct upon his release. Accordingly, less severe tbrms ofrcstraint would be adequate to
ensure PFC Anhur's presence for trial and prevention of serious criminal misconduct.

36.

PEe

aftermath

4dhur

is not a flight

risk. PFC Arthur's record ofabsence offenses

ofhis

be gan in the

This

extraordinarily painful event gave the Marine nightmares, insomnia, and, consequently, problems
with waking up on time. The Defense is not arguing PFC Arthur should therefore be allowed to
be late to work with impunity-indeed. the Marine has twice accepted responsibility for his
tardiness by accepting nonjudicial punishment. There is, however, nothing about these offenses
that support the beliefthat PFC Arthur

37.

will

not be presentfor

trk . lle is not a flight

risk.

The most recent absence offenses which preceded his confinement were chccking in

I5

minutes late for the first duty check-in, 47 days into his 60 days of restriction, and eating lunch

with his girlfriend in her vehicle. lt does not follow from these infractions that PFC Arthur will
flee Camp Lejeune or make himself otherwise absent from

trial. Moreover, pretrial confinement

is not supposed to be employed merely for the sake ofconvenience for the Marine's leadership.

The exaspcrated tone ofPFC Arthur's First Scrgeant in his 5W's email explaining ("do I need to

t)
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answer this?") PFC Arthur's breaking of restriction tends to sho'*' that PFC Arthur's leadership
was simply tired of

him. That is not what pretrial confinement is for.

38.

will

PFC Arthur

not commit serious criminal misconduct. The re is no evidence PFC

Arthur would violate the terms of his MPO should hc be releascd from confinement. He obeyed
the MPO before his confinement. There is no evidence he behaved improperly toward LCpl

during the approximately 5 months between having sexual intercourse with LCpl

and her

repon to NCIS. Accordingly, a MPO is suflicient to prevent PFC Arthur fmm cngaging in
serious criminal misconduct,

39.

Less severe forms ofrestraint would be adequate. PFC Arthur's presence at trial can be

ensured by less severe forms ofrestraint. So too can the prevention ofserious criminal

misconduct (i.e., by a MPO, or administrative reassignment of PFC Arthur to a different section
in the command, or to

a

different battalion even).
RE,LIEF Rf,,QUESTED

40.

The Defense respectfully requests the Military Judge release PFC Arthur from pretrial

coofinement.

4l

.

Oral Arsument

The Defense rcquests a hearing to p.esent argument on this motion at

the earliest opportunity.

42.
is

Evidence. The Detbnse presents the following as evidence in support ofthis motion, and

willing to supplement with morc information from the materials thus far provided by the

Govemment in discovery, as the Court desires:

L

Charge Sheet

2. Additional Charge Sheet
3. Request for Release from Pretrial Confinement and Demand for Speedy Trial
4. Personnel Casualty Report for the Death of Mrs.
5. Mental Health Records for PFC Arthur
6. 72-hour Memorandum for Continued Prctrial Confinement with Enclosures

7
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7. Serious lncident Report for PFC A*hur's
8. Pretrial Confinement Hearing Record
9. Brig Progress Report

9 December 2020

!+',' E"'d b'
PRIC€.SEAN-KY

nrf'rdft',6

te.

iL.,,,.,

",.

""

S. K. PRICE

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel and
the Court on 25 February 2021 .
Pfi ICE.SEAN.KY

L

+i:l:jl:,r
:1,""J"''r

"'"

''

K PRICE
Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defensc Counsel
S.

I
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NAvy-Manrr,ro CoRps TRIAL JuucrnRv

UNITED STATES
COVERNMENT RESPONSE TO
DEFENSE FOR APPROPRIATE RELIEF
(REI-EASE FROM CONFINEMENT)
Jesse D.

Arthur

Private First Class
U.S. MARINE CORPS

Date: 2 March 2021

EASTERN JUDI

IRCUTT

l. Ilelsrr.dllsi4ali!&
This is the Government's response to the Defense Motion for Appropriate Relief in
the casE of United States v. Private First Class Jesse D. Arthur, U.S. Marine Corps. This

Court lacks jurisdiction to hear this matter and should DISMISS the motion for lack

jurisdiction. Arguendo the Court
because the

has

of

jurisdiction they should DENY the Defense's motion

Initial Review Oflicer did not abuse their discrction and there is no new

information that PFC Arthur should be released.

2.

Slltf,afll-stnil$.
a. On l4 December 2020 the Accused was placed in Pretrial Confinement. [Def

Encl 6l

b. On l6 December 2020

the Commanding Officer of 8th Communication Battalion

submitted a 72 hour memorandum. [Def Encl 6l

c. On l7

Decembcr 2020 an lnitial Reviewing Officer conducted a hearing on the

Accused continued pretrial confinement. IDef Encl 7l

d. On l7

December 2020 the IRO determined the Accused should remain in pretrial

confinement. IDef Encl 7]
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3. Law.

l. l0 U.S.C. $ 830a - Art

304. Proceedings conducted before referral

(a) ln General.
( l) The President shall prescribe regulations for matters relating to proceedings conducted
before referral ofcharges and specifications to court-manial for trial, including the lollowing:
(E) Pre-refenal matters rclating to the lollowing:
(i) Pre{rial confinement of an accused."

"(2) In addition to the matters specified in paragraph ( l), the regulations prescribcd under that
paragraph shall

(C) include appropriate limitations to ensure that proceedings under this se€tion extend only to
matters that would be subject to consideration by a military judge in a general or special
court-manial
2. R.C.M.305

(h)(z)(B) Req u irc me nt s for co nfi ne me nr
"The commander shall direct the confinee's release from pretrial confincment unless the
commander belicvcs upon probable cause, that is, upon reasonable grounds, that:
(i) An offense triable by a Court-Martial has been committed;
(ii) The confinee committed it;
(iii) Confinement is necessary because it is loreseeable that:
(a) The confinee will not appear at trial, pretrial hearing, or preliminary hcaring, or
(b) The confinee will engage in serious criminal misconduct; and
(iv) l,css severe fbrms of restraint are inadequate.
Serious criminal misconduct includes intimidation ofwitnesses or other obstruction of
justice, serious injury ofothers, orother oft'enses, which pose a serious threat Io the safety ofthe
community or to the effectiveness, morale, discipline, readiness, or safety of the command, or to
the national security ofthe Unhed States. As used in this rule, "national security" means the
national defense and foreign relations ofthe United States and specifically includes: a military or
defense advantage over any foreign nation or group of nations; a favorable foreign relations
position; or a defense posture capable of successfully resisting hostile or destructive action lrom
within or without, overt or covert." Manual for Courts-Marlial Unired States 2019 Edition.

(i)(2XA)(iii) Standcrd of proo/.
"The requirements for confinement under subparagraph (hX2)(B) of this rule must be
proved by a preponderance ofthe evidence." Manual for Courts-Martial Unitcd States 2019
Edition.

0x l)

"Release. The military judge shall order release from pretrial confinement only

if

2
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(iXIXA)

"The 7-day revicwing officer's decision rvas an abuse ofdiscretion, and there is nol
sufficient information presented to lhe rn ilitary judge justitying continuation ofpretrial
confinement under subparagraph (hX2XB) of this rule"

(jXIXB)
"lnformation nol presented to the 7-day revierving officer establishes that the confinee
should be released under subparagraph (hX2XB) ofthis rule"
3. R.C.M.309
(a) ln general.

(l) A military judge

detailed under regulations ofthe Secretary concerned may conduct
proceedings under Article 30a before referral ofcharges and specifications to court-martial for
trial, and may issue such rulings and orders as necessary to funher the purpose ofthe
proceedings.

(2) The matters that may be considered and ruled upon by a military judge in proceeding under
this rule are limited to those matters specilied in subsection (b).

(3) lf any mauer in a proceeding undcr this rule becomes a subject at issue with respect to
charges that have been referred to a general or special court-martial, the matter, to include any
motions, related papers, and the record of the hcaring, ifany, shall be provided to the military
judge detailed to the court-martial.
(b) P re -refe rral mat ters.
(l'1 l're-t'eferral invesligative subpocnas.
(2'1 Pre-referral tarranls or orders for v,it'e or eleclronic communicalions.
(3\ Requests for relieflrom suhpoeno or olhet process.
(4) Pre-referral ntatters referred by an appellote courl.
4. Abuse of Discrelion

"An abuse ofdiscretiorr occurs when the trial court's findings olfact are
clcarly crroneous or ifthe court's decision is influenced by an erroneous vierv ofthe

lal."

Unired Storcs

t. Frcemtn,65 M.J. 451,

453 (C.A.A.li. 2008). "The abuse

of

discretion standard is a strict one, calling tbr more than a mere difference ofopinion.
The challenged action must be'arbitrary. fanciful. clearly unreasonable.'or'clearly

erroneous."' Unite.l St.ttes v. Itlc Elhaney,54 M.J. 120. I 30 (C.A.A.F. 2000) (quoting
United Snres v. Miller, 46 M.J. 63. 65 (C.A.A.F. 1997); United States v. Trcrcrs.25

M.J.6l,62 (C.M.A.

1987)). "The abuse of discretion standard "recogniz.s that a

l
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5. De Novo Review
··When a militar) judge i~ a,_f...cd lo detenninc "hcther confinement should be
continued pcndente lite. a different question is pre!)cnted. An accused's contention that
conditions have changed since he wa~ placed in confinement or that new information has
been developed which shows that confinement need not be continued requires a de no, o
revie,, :· See RCM 305U)( I )(8). United Srwe,

1·.

Goithet. 45 M.J. 3-t9. 351 (C.A .A .F. 1996).

6. Doctrine of Exhaustion of Administrath e Remedies

"The finality requirement is concerned with whether the initial decisionmaker has
arri ved at a definitive position on the issue that inflicts an actual. concrete injury: the
exhaustion requirement generally refers to administrative and j udicial procedures by which
an injurt!d party may seek review of an adverse decision and obtain a remedy if the decision
is found to be unlawful or otherwise inappropriate." H illiamwm County Re~ionol Plonning
Cvmm'n v. Hamilton Donktf.Johnson Ciry, 473 U.S. 172, 193, 87 I.. F.d . 2d 126, I 05 S. Ct.

3108 t l985).

Whether courts are free to impose an exhaustion requiren,ent as a matter of judicial
discretion depends. al least in part, on whether Congres'> has provided otherwise, for "of
'paramount importance' to any exhaustion inquiry is; congressional intent," McCarthy v.
Madigan. 503 U.S. 140. 144. 117 L. Ed. 2d 291 . 112 S. Ct. I081 ( 1992). quoting Pat:,y v.
Board uf Regents of Florida, 457 ll .S. 496. SO I. 73 L. Ed. 2d 172. I 02 S. Ct 255 7 ( 1982).

4. Discussion.

The Court lacks jurisdiction under IO U.S.C. § 830a to ruk on the Defense motion. This
act of Congress has only delegated to the President of the United States the authority to
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promulBate regulations for matters relating lo pre-trial confinemcnt pre-referral, rhis acl
Congress did nol promulgate any regulations. Further the President

ofthe United

of

Slates has not

promulgated any regulations or issues any executive orders for matters relating to pre+rial

confincment pre-referral. Since the Presidem has not promulgated any executive orders or
regulations, the Coun is bound by what has becn promulgated as proper matters to consider pre-

referral. These matt€rs are derived from l0 U.S.C. $ 830a and have b€en enumerated in the
Rules for Courts-Martial 309. RCM 309 has enumerated four matteni the Coun can hear prior to

referral:

"(l) Prc-referral

invesligative s,tbpoenas.
(2) Pre-referral x,orranls or orders for v,ire or electronic communicolions
(3) Requestslor t'elief.from subpoena or other process.
(4) Pre-refetral notters referred by an appellalc cout'l."
Since this motion does not address any ofthe matlers promulgated by the President of the United
States as being proper for the

Military Judge to consider pre-refenal, the Court

lac ks j

urisdiction

to hear this motion ond it should be dismissed.
Arguendo, this Court assumes j urisdiction of this matter this motion is not ripe for

judicial determination as Defense has not exhausted all available administrative measures
available for releasing PFC Arthur from pretrial confinement. Dcfense has not reguested nor
been denied a re hearing before the

lnitial Review Officer for consideration ofthe matter based

on the alleged new information. The remedy available and under

l0 U.S.C.

$ 830. (c) the

military judge may designate a military magistrate to preside over the proceeding. l'his matter
should be brought again bcfore thc military magistrate for the lnitial Review Officer to examine
the alleged new information and again determine whether pretrial confinement is appropriate.

Until the re hearing is conducted or the military magistrate has refused to conduct a re hearing
the matter is not ripe forjudicial decision under the doctrine ofcxhaustion of administrative

5
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remedies. Congress has not mandated a rcquirement ofexhaustion of administrative remedies,
nor has the Presidenl promulgated any requirement, however, Congress has allowed for the
President to promulgate "procedurcs for the review ofsuch rulings".

l0 U.S.C. g 830a (aXz)(B).

ln the absence of guidance frorn the President the Military Judge should consider this available
administrative remedy that is still available to Defense that would allow for finality in the
decision ofthe Initial Rcview Oflicer. This would then make the decision ofthe lnitial Review

Officer final and ripe forjudicial deterrnination. However, absenl the exhaustion ofthe available
administrative remedies and the discretion of the Military Judge to designate a military
magistrate to preside over the proceeding the issue is not ripe forjudicial determination by the

Military Judge.
Arguendo, the Court assumes jurisdiction and finds this motion ripe for dctcrmination the

lnitial Review Officer (lRO) did not abuse his discretion in making his determination rhar PFC
Arthur should remain in pretrial confinement.
R.C,M. 305 in relevant part states that the Initial Review Officer determine the following,
by a preponderance of the evidence:

(i) An offenx triable by a Court-Martial has been committed;
(ii) The confinee committed it;
(iii) Conlinement is necessary because it is foreseeable that:
(a) The confinee will not appear at trial, pretrial hearing, or preliminary hearing, or
(b) The confinee will engage in serious criminal misconduct; and
(iv) Less severe forms of restraint are inadequate.
The IRO considered the evidence broughr forth both in thc 72 hour memorandum in
concluding that Sth Communications Battalion had apparent Court Martial Authority over an
oflense triable by Court Martial. This facto. was not contested by Defense at the IRO nor in
their motion.
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The IRO again considered the same evidence in determining that there was, by

a

preponderance of the evidence, proofthat the Accused committed the alleged misconduct, This
factor was not contested by the Defense at the IRO nor in their motion.

The IR0 again considered the same evidence and determined that the Accused needs to
be in continued pretrial confinement to prevent the Accused from committing serious criminal

misconduct because it is foreseeable that the alleged and potential acts ofthe Accused pose

a

serious threat to th€ safety of the community or the effectiveness, morale, discipline, readiness,
or safety of,the Command. These are all factors listed in R.C.M. 105 that define serious criminal

misconduct. Contained in the 72 hour memorandum are various ofl'enses for which the Accused
has bcen previously counseled on, received non-judicial punishment or have been investigated.
These offenses included

Anicle 86 (Absence without teave), Article 87b (Offense againsr

correctional custody and restriction), Article

9l (Willful

disobedience

ofa wanant,

noncommissioned officer or petty officer), Article 92 (Failure to obey order), Article 120 (Sexual

Assault) and Article 134 (Disorderly Conduct). The Commanding Officer of 8th
Communication Battalion, Lieutenanl Coloncl

dctailed in the 72 hour memo the extent

of

thc misconduct that he considered and the weight that continued misconduct would havc on the

Command. LtCol

determined that PFC Anhur posed a serious risk to the Commands

effectiveness, morale and discipline and that his actions were prejudicial to good order and

discipline. Based on the 72 hour memorandum there was adequate evidence before the IRO to
conclude that the Accused

if rcleased, would engage in serious criminal misconducl. As the

Court articulatcd in Uniled Slales v. Rosalo, pretrial constraint was appropriate for an airman for
the commission ofoffenses of

willfuI disobedience

and disrespect offenses, "When the Accused

behavior is an infection in the unit [they] may be so confined.".29 M.J. 1052 (CMR 1990).

1
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Further, the 72 hour memorandum details the previous unauthorized absences by PFC Anhur to

various Command mandated events and activities. Based on PFC Arthur's prior inability to
attend mandatory unit events,
in this behavior and not be at

Ltcol

trial.

determined that PFC Arthur would continue to engage

Under the abuse of discretion standard, the decision of the

IRO is not clearly unreasonable norclearly enoneous; the mere difference ofopinion is not
enough.

The IRO again considered the same evidence and determined that lesser forms

of

restraint would not be adequate lo prevent the Accused from committing serious criminal

misconduct. The 72 hour memorandum that the Command provided detailed the multiplc means
ofattempted lesser forms of restraint through verbal and written counseling and previous
Company and Battalion [eve[ Non-Judicial Punishment. However, despite the repeated attcmpts
by the Command to prcvent PFC Arthur from continuing to engage in serious criminal

misconduct, the Accused has in fact continued to engage in serious criminal misconduct. In the
case of PFC Arthur, not only were lesser means

of restraint considered they rvere attempted,

which is not rcquired under M.R.E. 305. Only after these lesser means were exhausted did the
Commanding Oflicer determine that there were no lurther means of restraint available to the
Command to prcvent future misconduct based on the Accused blatant disregard for authority.
Under the abuse of discretion standard, the decision of the lRO is not clearly unreasonable nor

clearly erroneoust the mere difference ofopinion is not enough.

ln addition. because there was no abuse ofdiscretion and the Defense has not
brought forth any nerv infonnation which would show that confinement lor thc Accused
need not be continued. no review of the pretrial confinement is appropriate for this Court to

consider punuant to R.C.M. 305(iX

IXB). Additional

documents ihat funher expand upon

the information already considered is not new information. merely other means

of

o
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memo and associmed encl osures re, eals thnt PIT Arthur,, as" ido,, ed and ha5 n ch ild.
(See Defenc;e Encl 6) . Additional[~, there are multiple insrn n~es \\here the 72 hour

memorandum references the mental stale

or PFC Arthur (paragraph 3, paragraph 5.

paragraph 6, paragraph 7). (See Defense Encl 6). PFC Arthur·s subsequent behavior in
rrctrial contincrncnt has no bearing on ,.., hcthcr continued pretrial con linernent is
appropriate.
Arguendo, the Court finds that there is additional information presented, pretrial
contincment is appropriate in the case of PFC Arthur for the reasons set forth above as it i,
likel) that he wi ll not appear at trail , continue to engage in serious criminal mi sconduct and
lesser forms of restraint are inadequate.
5. Conclusion.

For these reasons the Court should DISMISS the motion for lack of jurisdiction.
Or in the alternative the Coun should DENY the Defense·s motion because the Initial
Review Officer did not abuse their discretion and there is no new information that PFC
Arthur should be released.
6. Burden of Proof.

T he burden of proof and persuasion rests with the Defense as the
moving party.

9
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7. Enclosures.
The Covernment incorporates the Defense's enclosures.

8. Arqument.
I'he Government respectlully requests oral argument in rebuttal

T. J, SCHWERDTFECER
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Trial Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing motion was served on lhe court and opposing
counsel via electronic mail on 2 March 2021.

T. J. SCHWERDTFECER
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Trial Counsel
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rr-AV\'-\lr\Rln*E CORPS TRlr\L J UD lC' I AR \'
I:ASTERN JUDICli\t CtRCUIT
PRE.REFI]RRAL

DEFENSE REPLY TO GOVERNMENT
RESPONSE: DEFENSE I\,IOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE REI-IEF: RELEASE
FROiVI PRETRIAI- CON FINEM ENT

UNITI:D STi\TES

JESSE D. ARTHUR

2 March 202

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

I

REPLY
The Defense herebl replies to the Covernment's response to (he Defense motion to
release Prir ate First Class (Pl'C) Arthur from pretrial conllnement.

ARGUMENT

t.

I!ECa!!{_bas jlrrisdiction. The Government argues the Military Judge lacks authority to

rule on this matter because the President has not promulgated rules concerning pre-referral

judicial revieu'ofpretrial confinement. ln enacting l0 U.S.C. $830a, Congress used mandatory
language: "The President sftal/ prescribe regulations ibr matters relating to proceedings
conducted before refenal of charges and specifications." [emphasis added'l with rcspect to the

"Iplre-trial confinement of the accused." Congress thereby conferred upoo service members the
same right enjoyed

b) defendants in all other crim inal jurisdictions in this countr;'- judicial

revicw ofthe proprietl ofpretrial confinement. PFC Anhur is not deprived of this right by

vinue ofexecutivc inaction. That is. rhe mere fact the President has not yet complied rrith
Congress's command does not deprive PFC Anhur of the right to judicial revierv of his

confinement-
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l.

'fhere is no doctrine ofadrninistrativc exhaustion. 'llre Corernment cile: to no nrilrtalr

case requiring the Accused to request another

revien by thc lnitial Revierv Ofticer. There is no

such requirement under the UCMJ. the Manual for Courts-Manial. or the Eastern Judicial Circuit

Rules of Practice.
-l'he

l.

US. v Rosuto is nol comDarablR to this case.

Roscuo

in its argument that PFC Anhur should be retained in confinement because ofthe all6ged

Government points to

Ur

eclSla/es

r,.

risk he poses to the good order and discipline ofhis battalion. Tellingly,in Rosato. the accused
rvas chargcd and convicted at 8,cn€ral court-martial

obey a larvful order. disrespect. and

oldisobcdience off'enses. namely "failure to

willful disobedience." 29 M.J. 1052, 105] (A.F.C.M.R.

1990). PFC Arthur is not charged rvith any offenses involving disobedience, disrespec(. or
unauthorized absence.
PRTCE.SEAN.KY

ffifiH:I

LE

r&'o"n'o''"n'

S. K. PRICE
Major. U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defbnse Counsel

CERTIFICAI'E OF SLRVICE
I hereby certity that a copy
the Coun on 2 March 2021

ofthis motion

was served electronically on Trial Counsel and

.

P Rr

CE.S

EAN.KY Hi"1IiiiH,

LE.

?"[xt'oJo,r"'o

S. K. PRICE

Major. U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT.MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

DEFENSE MOTION 1'O COMPEL

DISCOVERY

JESSE D. ARTHUR

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

3 May 2021

MOTION
This is a motion to compel discovery by the Government pursuant to R.C.M. 906(bX7)
and

R.C.M.70l(g)(l).
SUMMARY
The Govemment has charged Private First Class (PFC) Arthur with the sexual assault

Lance Corporal (LCpl)

. Due to the late rcporting of LCpl

.

she

of

only reported her

encounter with PFC Arthur as a sexual assault some five months later, when she was undcr

investigation for misconduct-there is no forensic cvidence. The u'hole case turns on LCpl

credibility. It is therefore essential to

the conduct

ofa fair trial in this

case that the

Court compel the Govemment to provide the materials described in this motion.

FACTS

l.
LCpl

2.

The Govemment provided in discovery a victim impact statement purporting to be from

. [Encl

(

l)]

A large portion of the victim impacl statement is redacted, with the explanation

"Redacted M.R.E.

5

13." [Encl

(

I

)]
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3.

The statement says, among other things. that "Just the sign ofa vehicle that is similar to

his [that is, PFC Arthur's] sends
in an electrical socket." IEncl

4.

The day after LCpl

a

jolt ofanxiety

and panic through me as

if I've

stuck my finger

(l)]
. claims PFC Arthur sexually assaulted her, she rode in PFC

Arthur's truck back to Camp Lejeune, then went to the movies with PFC Arthur.

5.

On l6 June 2020, LCpl

gave a statement to an investigating officer conducting a

preliminary inquiry into hcr alleged inappropriate relationship with another Marine, Corporal
(Cpl)

6.

. IEncl (2)]
ln that statement, LCpl

. admits she previously lied to the investigating officer

about her whereabouts on a particular

7.

LCpl

date

she had, in fact, been at Cpl

. then immediately claimed she "was dnrgged and passed

house. [Encl (2)]

out. I woke

up to

myself being sexually assaulted." [Encl (2)]

8.

LCpl

subsequently gave a statement to the Naval Criminal Investigative Service

(NCIS) to the effect that PFC Arthur had sexually assaulted her.

9.

LCpl

10.

The Covernment has not charged PFC Arthur with having administered a drug to LCpl

. did not claim to NCIS that she had becn drugged or passed out.

or with engaging in a sexual act with LCpl

when she was unconscious.

BURDEN
II

.

burden

As the moving party, the Defense has the burden of persuasion. R.C.M. 905(c)(2). The

ofproofis by a preponderance ofthe evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)( l).

LAW

12.

Article 46, UCMJ, guarantees the prosecution and Delense "equal opportunity to obtain

witnesses and other evidence in accordance with such regulations as the President may

-)
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prescribe." R.C.M. 701(a)(2) requires the Covernment to allow the Defense to inspect all
documents, tangible objects, and reports within the possession, custody, or control of military

authorities and ifthe item is relevant to defense preparation. Under R.C.M. 703(e)( l), the
Defense is "entitled to the production ofevidence which is rclevant and necessary."

ARCUMENT

13.

The Defense is moving the Coun to compel discovery or production ofthe following

items that were denied.

An unredacted version of the victim im Dact statement provided as BS 000144.

14.

I

As a threshold matter, the redacted porrion ofthe victim impact statcment is not

privilcged. M.R.E. 513 only prolects from disclosure "confidential communication made
between the paticnt and a psychotherapist . . . ifsuch communication was made for the purpose

of facilitating diagnosis or trcatment of the paticnt's mental or emotional condition." M.R.E.
5

l3(a). "A communication is 'confidential' if not intended to be disclosed to third persons other

than those to whom disclosure is in furtherance of the rendition of professional services to the
patient or those reasonably necessary for such transmission of the communication." M.R.E.
5

r3(bx4).

I

5.

LCpl

impact statement is clearly intended to be disclosed to third persons, which

is, in fact, why it was disclosed to third persons, including thc Defense. It is a communication
intended by her to be provided to decision makers in the military justice system. Consequently,

it is not confidential under M.R.E.

5

13. Neither is it a communication "made for the purpose

of

facilitating diagnosis or treatment." Thus, it cannot be privileged under M. R.E. 513.

I Paragraph l.a. ofsccond supplemental discovery request of2 Apr 21. Thc Covernmcnt denicd lhc rrqu.st
without explanation.
3
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Assuming the unredacted statement is not in thc Covcrnment's possession.z the

statement's production is relevant and necessary under R.C.M.

703(e)(l). LCpl

has

already made inconsistent statements to investigators concerning the circumstances of the
alleged sexual assault. Any and all statements by LCpl

conceming the sexual assault and

the consequences she claims flowed from it are necessary for PFC Arthur's defense. The

Govemment's case rests on the foundation ofLCpl
sentencing, lhe Covemment's case in aggravation

entirety of LCpl

17.

credibility. lfthiscasegetsto

will also center on LCpl

. Thereforc, the

impact statement is relevant and necessary to the Defense.

I;urthermore, the portion ofthe statement that is redacted relates to her reasons lor

rcporting PFC Arthur. The sentence immediately preceding the redaction

is: "Speaking

about something like this took me months, monlhs ofsleepless nights and months
encouragement from the few frie[redaction begins]." However,

it

is already clear

up

of
LCpl

"spoke up" only when she was investigated for her own misconduct, and not simply as the result
ofencouragement from "friends." ln any evcnt, LCpl

reasons for "speaking up" are

relevant and necessary to PFC Anhur's defense. The Supreme Court has "recognized that the
exposure

ofa witness' motivation in testifying

is a proper and important function

constitutionally protected right of cross-examination

(1974). The redacted portion ofLCpl

."

ofthe

Duvis v. Alaska,4l5 U.S. 308, 316

impact statement is specifically about her

motivation for "speaking up." Thus, the Defense requires LCpl

full, unr€dacted impact

statement so that PFC Arthur may confront her, as he is entitled to do undcr the Sixth

Amendmenl.

r

The Trial Counsel has not explicitly said this in discovery responses, but the Defense assumcs ifthe Trial Counsel
had a copy oflhe unredacted statcmcnt, hc would have provided it. If it is, R.C.M.70l(a)'s broadcr standard for
disclosure (relcvant, ar opposed to relevant and ficccssary) would compel thc shtcm.nt's disclosure.

4
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18.

the al

eed

victim's OMPF.I

Article 46, UCMJ guarantees the Dcfense "equal access" to witnesses and evidence.

R.C.M. 701(a)(2)(A) requires the Governmcnt to permit Defense inspection of items "within the
possession, custody, or control of military authorities"

if 'the item is relevant to defense

preparation." This provision was specifically amended in 201 E to "broaden the scope of
discovery, requiring disclosure of items that are 'relevant' rather than 'material' to defense
preparation of a case." MANUAL FoR COURTS-MARTIAL, UNITED STATES, R.C.M. 701 analysis,
at A I 5-9.

19.

official military personnel file

The Covemment has already accessed LCpl

(OMPF). On 8 August 2020, NCIS reviewed LCpl

OMPF and determined it "did not

rcvcal any information pertinent to the captioned investigation." 4 Put bluntty, the Delense
should not have to rcly on NCIS's relevancy determination, not to mention thc fact that review
was conducted nearly 9 months ago. OMPFs are often rife with impeachment material and other

rclevant information, which is is why NCIS routinely reviews the OMPFs of both the subject and
alleged victim in sexual assault cases. Somctimes impeachment material takes an obvious form,
such as a page I

I counseling or unit punishment book (ttPB) entry. Other times, impeachment

material is less conspicuous, such as when the alleged victim's home of record is in the same
state she has secured an expeditcd transfer to.

20.

NCIS agents are not trained in the art of cross-examination, nor are they predisposed to

examining evidence from a Defense perspective. The Defense should nor be required to take
them at their word when they say nothing i'pertinent" was found in LCpl

!

Paragraph l,e. ofsecond supplemental discovery requcst of2
without explanation.
r Attachcd as cnclosure (5).

Apr2l.

OMPF. The

The Government d€nied the request

5
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Government has revierved l-Cpl

OMPF as part of its own preparation for the

investigation end prosecution of this case. Accordingly, Article 46's principle ofequal access
demands the Defense be given the same opportunity.

i
Confirmajion that the alleqed victim has soueht mental health treatment since I Februarv 2020.

21.

The Defense expects there will be litigation conceming the contents of LCpl

mental health records,

victim impact slatement

ifthey exist. The fact that LCpl

purportedly redacted under M.R.E.

5

is

l3 strongly suggests such records do exist. Yet the

Govemment refuses even to confirm their existence. Ifthey do not exist, that fact is relevant to
Defense preparation, both on the merits and in sentencing.

lt

is also, ofcourse, relevant to

whether the impact statement could possibly be propcrly redacted under M.R.E. 513.

Confirmation that mental health records do not exist would also sparc this Coun funher filings
and litigation

22.

-why

Iitigate the contents of r€cords that do not exisl in the first place?

On the other hand,

Srates v.

ifthe records do exist, that fact is in itself d iscoverable. Sce Unitecl

Stellato,T4 M.J.482,483 (CAAF 2015) ("accept[ing] the military judge's finding that

the Covemment violated the accused's discovery rights when it did not investigate the existence

of [the witness's] menral health records following the accused's discovery reques(."). The
Defense cannot, at this point, properly litigate M.R.E.

5

l3

issues without Govemment

confirmation ofthe records'existence. Indeed, in Stellato,lhe Govemment did noteven bother
to challenge the propriety ofa discovery request concerning the existence ofmenul heakh
records, or the trialjudge's ruling that the Governmcnt violated the accused's discovery rights

when it did not investigatc the existence ofthose records after a specific discovery request. 1d.

' Paragraph l.c. ofsecond supplemental
without cxplanation.

d

iscovery rcquesl

of2 Apr2l.

The Covernmcrt dcnied the requcst

6
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RELIEF REQUESTED

23.

The Defense respectfully requests the Court order the Govemment to immediately

disclose and/or produce the requested evidence.

24.

Oral Argument. The Defense requests oral argument on this motion, ifopposed.

25,

Evidence. The Defense presents the following as evidence in support olthis motion::
I

.

Viclim Impact Statement
Preliminary lnquiry Statement
Second Supplemental Discovery Request of 2 Apr 2l

LCpl
LCpl

2.
3.
4. Covernment
5.

Response to Second Supplemental Requcst

of 8 Apr 2l

OMPF Review of l8 Aug 20

NCIS Results of

Dhit rr rhad b,

PR|CESEAN.KY nrt*rx.m!
LE

tn'o!

S. K. PRICE

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTII.'ICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that
the Court on 3 May 2021

.

a copy

of this motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel and
pRICE.SEAN.K

rxeh,rrsrs,rd

b,

P cEl€ n'xYtr

YLE

lllli'.:,1#'
S. K PRICE

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel
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UNITED STATES
v.
Jf,SSE D. ARTHUR
PRIVATE FIRST CLASS

Government Response to
Defense Molion to Compel Discovery

USMC
6

I

. Nature of

Motion. I

Mav 2021

his serves as thc Government's res ponse to the Defense's Motion to

Compel Discovery. The Government respectfully requests that the Court DENY the Defense

Motion to compel.

2. Burden. The burden ofproofand

persuasion rests onthe Defense

forthismotion. The

standard as ro any factual issue necessary to resolve this molion is to a prepondetance

olthe

evidence. RCM 905(c)(l). Under MRE 513(d)and 513(e)(3)/(4), any production or disclosure
permitted by the military judge under this rule must be narrowly tailored to only the specific
records or communications. Further, it must meet an exception under the rule.
J. Summa

of Facts

a. The Covernment adopts the facts laid out in the Defense's Motion

4. Stclement of Law
DISCOVERY
The foundation for military discovery practice is Article 46, UCMJ, in which Congress
mandated that "the trial counsel, the defense counsel, and the court-martial shall have equal

opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence in accordance with such regulations as th€
President may prescribe." Unired States v. Williams,50 M.J.436 (C.A.A.F. 1999). R.C.M. 701
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identifies specific discovery and disclosure responsibilities that implement the mandates set forth

in Article 46, UCMJ, and related case law. /d.
The broad discovery obligations mandated by Article 46, UCMJ, are also implemented
by R.C.M. 703, which governs the production of witnesses and evidence. R.C.M- 703(fl states

"[e]ach party is entitled to the production ofevidence which is relevant and necessary," and
requires that any request for the production ofevidence shall list each piece ofevidence and

a

description ofeach item "sufficient to show its relevancc and necessity." Although thes€ rules
are intended to put into effect the broad discovery mandate set forth in Article 46, UCMJ, they
are lhemselves grounded on the fundamenlal concept

M.J, 104, 107 (C.A.A. F.

201 0)

of relevance. Uniled States v. Graner, 69

(quoting I John Hcnry Wigrnore, Evidence in Trials at Common

Law 655 (Peter Tillers rev. 1983) ("[nJone but facs having rational probative value arc

admissible."). The defense is not entitled lo send govemment agents on a "fishing expedition,"
as the evidence sough must ultimately be "material to the preparation

Stutes v.

ofthe defense." Uzited

Morris.52 M.J. 193, 197 (C.A.A.F. 1999). Evidence is material only if there is a

reasonable probability that, had the evidence been disclosed to the defense, the result

ol

the

proceeding would have been different. United Stures v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667. 682 ( 1985).

MRE s!3
The psychotherapist-patient privilege within the Military Rules of Evidence establishes that,
patient has a privilege to rcfuse to disclose and to prcvent any other person ftom
disclosing a confidential communication made between the patient and a psycholherapisl
... in a case arising under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, if such communication
was made for the purpose offacilitating diagnosis or treatment ofthe patient's mental or
emotional condition." Mil. R. Evid.5l3(a).

"A

The protections under this privilege extend to cvidcnce of a patient's records or communications,
meaning, "testimony ofa psychotherapist

[...] or

patient records that pefiain to communications

)
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by a patient to a psychotherapist

[.,.] for the purposes ofdiagnosis

or treatment ofthe patient's

menlal or emotional condition." Mil. R. Evid.5l3(bX5). The Coast Guard Court of Criminal
Appeals in H-Y. v. Kitchent , expands upon that definition by holding that the protections under

Mil. R. Evid. 5lJ include "records indicating

a psychiatric diagnosis, the date

ofsuch diagnosis,

any medications prescribed, the duration prescribed medications were to be taken, types

of

therapies used. and the resolution ofthe diagnosed psychiatric condition" but does not include
"dates of treatment, the identily of the providcr and the time taken on each date." /d. at 7l 9

Mil. R. Evid. 5lJ

has seven enumerated exceptions where there is no psychotherapist-

palicnt privilege:
'1. The patient is dead;
2. The communication is evidence of child abuse or neglect, or in a proceeding in which
one spouse is charged with a crime against a child ofeither spouse;
l. Federal law, state law. or service regulation imposes a duty to report information
contained in a communication:
4. Psychotherapist or assistant to the psychotherapist belicves that a patient's mental or
emotional condition makcs the patient a danger to any person, including the patient;
5. The communication clcarly contemplated the future commission of a fraud or crime or
if the services of the psychotherapist are sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to
commit or plan to commit what lhe patient knew or reasonably should have known to
be a crime or fraud;
6. When necessary to ensure the safety and security of military personnel, military
dependents, military property, classified inlormation, or thc accomplishment ofa
military mission; or
7. When an accused offers statements or other evidence concerning his mental condition
in defense, extenuation, or mitigation." Mil. R. Evid. 5l 3(d)2.

1

75 M.J. 717, (c.c.c.c.A.20r6).
"These exceptions are intended to emphasize that military commanders are to have access to all
inlormation that is necessary for the safety and security of military personnel, operations,
installations, and equipment. Therefore, psychotherapists are to provide such information
despite a claim of privilege." Analysis of the Military Rules of Evidence, App. 22, M.R.E.
s l 3(d)

r

3
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Concerning the enumerated exceptions, the court in JM v. Payton-O'Brien3 recognized the intent
ofCongress and the President to strengthen the psychotherapisGpatient privilegc by eliminating
the "constitutionally rcquired" exceptiona but held that while "privilege may be absolute outside

the enumerated exceptions,

[...] it must

not infringe upon the basic constitutional requirements

ofdue process and confrontation." O'Brien,76 M.J. at 787-88. "lfthe Constitution demands the
'admission or disclosure' of otherwisc privileged communications, the deletion of Mil. R. Evid.

5ll(dx8)

does not

limit the Constitutions reach into the rule. Put differently, the Constitution is

no more or less appticable to a rule ofevidence bccause it happens to be specifically mentioned
in the Military Rules of Evidencc." 1d (citing, LK

r,.

Acosta & Sanchez, T6 M.J. 6l l,615

(A.c.c.A.20r7).
a. Mtl.

R. Evto.

5lJ Procedure

When a party to the proceedings seeks production or admission of records or
communications ofa patient other than the accused, the moving pany must:

(l) file a written

motion at least five (5) days prior to the entry ofpleas, and (2) serve the motion on the opposing
party, the militaryjudge, and unless impractical, provide notice to the patient or patient's
representative.

Mil. R. Evid. 513(eXl). The written motion must rpec i,fically describe the

evidence and state the purpose for which it is sought.

Mil. R. Evid. 5l3(eX l). "The contents ot'a

motion under Mil. R. Evid, 513 are critical." DB v. Lipperr,20l6 CCA LEXIS 63, I8 (A.C.C.A.

2016). Substantive notice is required under this rule to insurc that the patient is provided due

I 76 M.J. 782, (N.M.c.c.A. 20l7).
"After observing military judges routinely breach the privilege in sexual assault cases,

a

Congress and the President attempted to subsrantially strengthen the Ipsychotherapist] privilege
[in the 2015 NDAA] by removing the constitutional exception from the rule and adding the
separate requirement that any piercing of the privilege met one ofthe remaining seven
enumerated exceptions for in camera review-" Id. at7E6-87.
4
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process prior to the production ofprivileged conrmunications. Lippert,2016 CCA LEXIS 63, 18.
These rights can be frustrated if the defense argues a "completely novel factual and legal theory
at the hearing in support of breaching the privilege." 1rl. See also, ,4cosla, 76 M.J. at 620.
Before ordering the production or admission of privileged records or communications the

military judge must conduct a closed hearing. Mil. R. Evid. 513(eX2). The militaryjudge may
examine evidence in camera only ifsuch examination is necessary to rule on the production or

admissibility of protected records or communications. Mil. R. Evid.5l3(e)(3). Beforc
conducting an in camera review, the military judge must lind by a preponderance ofthe evidence
that the moving party showed:

(A) A specific factual basis demonstrating a reasonable likelihood that the records or
communications would yield evidence admissible under an ex€eption to the privilege;
(B) that the requested information meets one ofthe enumerated €xceptions;
(C) that the information sought is not mercly cumulative; and
(D) that the party made reasonable efforrs to obtain the same or substantially similar information
through non-privilcged sources." Mil. R. Evid, 5l 3(eX3).

Ifthe moving party satisfies all the prongs, but does not meet Mil. R. Evid. 513(e)(3)(B),

one

of

the seven snumcrated exceptions, then the military judge should determine whether the
accused's constitutional rights still demand an in camera teview.

0'Brien,76 M.J- at 789.

"When determining whether an in camera review or disclosure of privileged materials is
constitutionally rrquired [..,], the militaryjudge should determine whether inlringement ofthe
privilege is required to guarantee a 'meaningful opportunity to present
citing EV v. Robinson ond Martinez, No.201600057, slip ord. at

I

a

complete defense."'/d.

n.2 (N.M.C.C.A. 25 February

2016) (quoting Holmes v. South Carolina,547 U.S. 319, 324 (2006)). The court inO'Brien
provided a non-exhaustive list of situations where courts have found that the privacy rights of a
patient zay yield to constitutional rights ol an accused: "( I ) recantation or other contradictory

conduct by the allegcd victim; (2) evidence ofbehavioral, mental, or emotional difficulties ofthe
5
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alleged victim; and (3) the alleged victim's inability to accurately perceive, remember, and relate

events." Id. at 789.

5. Discussion
The Covemment does not believe the requested items are relevant as they are not

"material to the prcparation of the defense." I;nite.l States v. Morris,52 M.J. 193, 197 (C.A.A.F.
1999).

Victim lmoact Statement
The fact that the Victim impact stat€ment was redacted under MRE 513 by the Victim's

VLC before its production to any party shows that it was clearly NOT intended to be disclosed to
third persons. The other portions ofthe statement were clearly intended to be discloscd to third
persons, which is why they were ultimately disclosed to third p€rsons included Defense. Thus,

this qualifies as a communication undcr MRE 513 that is "confidential" as it was not intended to
be disclosed to third parties, The whole purposed

of MRE 513

is to protecl patients

from being

forced to disclose communications made for the purpose offacilitating diagnosis or treatment

of

the pati€nt's mental ofemotional condilion. The Sixth Amendment does not provide for the

unlimited disclosure of privileged communications. Defense has failed to establish under MRE
5

l3 rvhy this ponion ofthe redactcd Victim [mpact Statement meets an exception under the rule

for disclosure, nor have they complied with all ofthe procedural requirements under MRE 513
by notifying the patient or the VLC. (Trial Counsel forwarded the motion ro VLC on 6 May
2O2t).

Full Copv of the Victim's OMPF
A complete copy of the Victim's OMPF is not relevant to the preparation of the Defense. As
noted NCIS has reviewed the OMPF and found nothing, Additionally, Trial Counsel requested

6
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the unit conduct a review ofthe OMPF for any derogatory intbrmation thar the Trial Counsel

would disclose. The unit confirmed that there was no derogatory information contained in the
OMPF and Trial Counsel informed Dcfense of as much. Defense has not indicated what in the
OMPF they would find relevant to their Defense, but have only speculated about the poteotial
information contained within. An OMPF contains all of an individual PII from social security
numbers to addrcss to

SGLI. tnformation over which an individual

has an expectation

of

privacy, Defense has not articulated what they need the entire OMPF for or what relevance it

would have for their preparation.
Mental Heal th 'l'reatment
The Covernment has inquired into the cxis(ence of mental health records of ahe Victim.

6. Relief Reouested.

-l

he Covernment respectfully requests that lhc court

DENY. in part the

Defense motion.

TJ Schwerdtfeger
Captain, USMC

Trial Counsel
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Counsel on 6 May 2021 .

TJ Schwerdtfeger
Captain, LJSMC

Trial Counsel
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UNITED STATES
DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL:
PRODUCTION OF EXPERT CONSULTANT

JESSE D. ARTHUR

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

3 May 2021

MOTION
Pursuant to R.C-M. 703(d), the Defense moves this Court to compel lhe production ofrhe

following expert consultanl inthe field of Forensic Psychology: Dr.

Dr.

is employed by thc U.S. Govemment, currently serving as the

Directorof the

SUMMARY
This Court should compel the production of Dr.

as an exp€rt consultant in

the field of Forensic Psychology for the Defense because the memory and suggestibility of both
Private First CIass (PFC) Arthur and the alleged victim are cenral to this case. Only an expert
such as Dr.

can conduct the necessary evaluation

Defense on psychological factors affecting the reliability

ofPFC Arthur to advise the

ofhis incriminatory statements to the

Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS). Furthermore, only an expert witness-should the
Defense decide to employ Dr.

as

such-may testify concerning the interrogation

techniques employed by the NCIS in this case. Dr.

may also testifo conceming the
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reliability of PFC Arthur's incriminatory statements, and the reliability of both PFC Arthur and
the alleged victim's memories- No member of the Defense team currently possesses the
necessary qualifications to conduct a psychological evaluation

of PFC Anhur. And neither

defcnse counsel may testify in the case. Accordingly, the Court should compel production

ofDr.

as an expert consultant, to ripen into an expert witness depending on the outcome

of

the consultation.

FACTS

l.

The Government has charged PFC Arthur with sexual assault and assault consummated

by a battery.

2.

The Govemment alleges that on or about

I February 2020, PFC Arthur sexually

assaulted

the alleged victim, Lance Corporal (LCpl)

3.

Both PFC Arthur and LCpl

4.

LCpl

were intoxicated at the time ofthe alleged offense.

did not report the sexual encounter as an assault until June, some five

months later.l

5.

On 29 June 2020, NCIS interviewed LCpl

6.

ln lhe course ofthe interview, LCpl

and PFC Arthur had the following exchange

via text message:

I LCpl
first rcportcd hcr sexuaLencounter with PFC Anhuras non-consensual to an investigating o fficer who
was invcstigating LCpl
lor misconduct. That preliminary inquiry, in which LCp
admhted to making a
falsc official starcmcnt, is included in the allicd papers as one ofthe Dcfensc cxhibits for the Articlc 32 hearing
conducted in this case.
2
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7.

On

8

PFC Arthur admitted to having seKual intercourse

9

During the interrogation, this exchange occurred, beginning at approximately the 33:04

l0

June 2020, PFC Arthur made statem€nts to NCIS during his interrogation

with LCpl

mark in the video
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10.

On I I Fehuary 202 I , after reviewing that ponion of the intermgation video, Dr.
opined: "it appears the interrogators are using various aspects ofthe Reid technique

lt

...
I

is not clear in my view what he rcmembers versus what he is guessing." [Encl

l.

Dr.

(l)]

concluded:

Overall, it appears as if he [PFC Arthur] is trying to remember and the
interrogator is pushing him to endorse her saying no and him proceeding. From
his perspective he appears to be saying that he is gening the green light by what
she is doing, cuddling, looling around, grinding, being active. Another question
is does he remember her saying no or is he adding that hased on what she said in
the

12.

text. [Encl ( l)]

On l9 April 2021 , the Defense requested Dr.

as an expert consultant in (he

field ofForcnsic Psychology. IEncl (2)]

13.

One

14.

To properly evaluate an individual's false confession vulnerability risk, Dr.

ofDr.

specialties is false confession vulnerability risk.

musl interview the individual, review any applicable mental health records, administer the
Cudjonsson suggestibility and compliance scales, an intelligence test, and other personality
inventories.

15.

can also adviseand opineon source monitoring errors. Source

Dr.

monitoring enors are memory distoriions cause by the false attribution ofthe source

ofa

particular memory.

16.

On

2l Aprit 2021,

the

Trial Counsel negatively endorsed the Defense's request. [Encl

(3)l
17

.

18.

On 23 April 2021 , the Convening Authority denied the Defense's request. [Encl (4)]

A detailed chronology ofPFC Anhur's mental health issues, primarily stemming lrom

the abrupt death of his wife from a drug overdose in September 2019, is included in the

Defense's 25 February 2021 molion for PFC Arthur's release from pretrial confinement.

4
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19.

Following his wife's death, PFC Arthur

20.

PFC Arthur aftempted suicide on 9 December 2020.

21.

Additional facts p€rtinent to thc motion arc discussed below.
BURDEN

22.

As the moving party, the Defense has the burden ofpersuasion as to whether the military

judge should compel the production of Dr.
is by a preponderance

. R.C.M,905(cX2). The burden ofprooF

of the evidcnce. R.C.M. 905(cXl).

LAW

73.

As a matter of military due process, service members are entitled to expert assistance

when necessary for an adequate defense. Uzrled Slales v. Gafties,22 M.J.2E8, 290 (C.M.A.

1986). I'he right to supplement the defense team with expert assistance and witnesses is based
on Article 46, UCMJ, M.R.E. 706, and R.C.M. 703(d). Denying an accused expert assistance

with respect to the "linchpin ofthe prosecution case" amounls to denying the accused the right to
present a defense. United States v.

McAllister,64 M.J.248,252 (CAAF 2007) (citation omitted)

"The right to prcsent a defense is a fundamental elementofdue process of law." /d. (intemal
quotation and citation omitted)-

24.

The standard for production ofan expert consultant is "whether the assistance of the

expert is necessary for an adequate defense." R.C.M. 703(dx2)(A)(ii). Couns employ the
Freeman. Gonzalez test to decide on the production of an expert consultant for the Defense.

United Stotes v. Freemun sets out a two-part test, under which thc Defense has the burden

showing a reasonable probability

l)

of

that the expert would be ofassistance; and 2) denial ofthe

5
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expert assistance would result in a fundamentally unfair

trial.

65 M.J. 451. 458 (CAAF 2008).

Pursuant to United States v. Gonzalez,the first pan ofthe Freeman test is divided into three

subparts: I ) why is the expert assistance needcd; 2) what would the expert assistance accomplish
for the accused; and 3) why is the defense counsel unable to galher and present the evidence the
expert assistant would be able to develop. 39 M.J. 459, 461 (CAAF

25.

CAAF

has

l99l).

specifically ruled on the question ofproviding an accused with expert

assistance conceming unreliable or false confessions, United States v. Bresnahon,62

MJ.

137

(CAAF 2005). ln Bre.snahan, CAAF upheld a military judge's denial of expert assistance in this
area because

l)

the Defense never presented any evidence to suggest the confession was false; 2)

the Defense presented no evidence suggesting that the accused suffered from "any abnormal
mental or emotional problems"; aad 3) the judgc found no evidence suggesting lhe accused had a

"submissive personality so weak or disoriented as to make false incriminatory statements in
response to accusations ofserious criminal

26.

lo United

conduct." /d, at 143.

States v. Dougherty, NMCCA overturned the appellant's sexual assault

conviction because the militaryjudge "preclud[ed] a forensic psychologist t'rom testifying that
thc appellant ha[d] a suggestible personality that made it morc likely for him to falsely confess in
response to coercivc interrogation

tastics,"

20

l3 CCA LEX IS 1072, at '2 (NMCCA 2013). In

Dougherty, both the appellant and alleged victim were intoxicated on the evening ofthe alleged
sexual assault.

kl.at*3.

NCIS subsequently interrogated the appellant, using leading questions

and rejecting appellant's statements conceming his "level of intoxication and his lack

of

memory." ld. atr5. The first military judge granted the appellant's request for an expert
specializing in false confessions, finding that the cxp€rt

"will testify

about the phenomenon

of

false confessions in general, as well as conduct a battery of psychologic tests on the accused to

6
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determine his vulnerability to police interrogation techniques." Iel. at+6. The expert
subsequently did administer those psychological tests, which showed that the appellant yielded

to leading questions more olten than oth€rs, and that appellant "was panicularly vulnerable to
providing a false confession due to his faulty memory regarding what actually transpired." 1d at

r7.
at

But the military judge detailed for trial in Dougherty excluded the cxpert from testifying.

*8-9. NMCCA reversed, holding that "given

the centrality

/d

ofthe confession to the

Govemment's case, we find that the militaryjudge's erroneous ruling denied the appellant his
constitutional right to present a defense."

Id

at i I8.

ARGUMENT

freerraz Part One: Dr.

27.

Gonzalsz Part One: Dr

entire case turns on LCpl

would be ofassistance to the Defense.
exoert assistance is needed. The Covernment's

credibility, which itselfturns on the quality of her mcmories

several monahs after the party where she claims to have been intoxicated, and the reliability
PFC

of

Arthur's incriminatory statements to NCIS. Here, there are two credibility problems shared

by LCpl

and PFC Arthur for which Dr.

expert assistance is necessary: the

length of time between the alleged sexual assault and NCIS's

investigation approximately five

months, and both LCpl

and PFC Arthur's intoxication. However, even more imporunt is

lhc assistance Dr

can provide with rcspect to PFC Arthur's incriminatory

statements to NCIS.

28.

PFC Arthur has a constitutlonal right to anack "the credibility

ofa confession when

such

evidence is central to [his] claim of innocence." Crane v. Kentucky,476 U.S.683, 690 (1986).

Unlikein Bresnahan, in which the appellant provided no evidence the appellant had abnormal
mental or emotional problems, thete is ample evidence already beforc the Court that PFC Arthur

1
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was suffering from serious mental and emotional problems at the time NCIS interrogated him.
lndeed, PFC Arthur was receiving mental health treatment at th€ time, and continues to receive
such treatment, due to depression and anxiety stemming from his

wife's unexpected death in

September20l9. Her death suddenly and dramatically changed PFC Arthur's life, from having
an ordinary family home life with two children,

to living by himself, with persistent sleep

problems and alcohol dependence.

29.

NCIS interrogated PFC Anhur at a particularly vulnerable period in his Iife, and used

leading questions to get PFC Arthur to endorse a sequence and description ofevents related to

NCIS by LCpl

There are two reasons to suspect the credibility of LCpl

narrative.

First, th€ quality ofher own memory is suspect due to the lenglh of time since the alleged sexual
assault, nol to mention her claimed intoxication. Second, LCpl

had a significant motive to

fabricsle and exaggerate; she initially reported being sexually assaulted because she was
confronted with her own misconduct in a separate investigation.

30.

has already revicwed this panicular portion

Dr

and concluded, based on his expertise,

"it

appears as

ofthe interrogation video

if [PFC Arthur!

is

trying to remember and

the interrogator is pushing him to endorse her saying no and him proceeding." However, Dr.
cannot fully assist the Detbnse based simply on his review ofan excerpt ofthe

intermgation video. As in Dougherty, Dr.

must interview PFC Arthur and

administer psychological tests to determine his suggestibility and vulnerability to false
confessions. The Defense cannot, ethically, permit Dr

to conduct this evalualion

ol

PFC Arthur without the cloak of confidentiality that goes along with being an expert consuhant.
3I

.

Gonzale.t Part

Two:

What Dr.

would accomplish. Dr.

accomplish much the same thing as the expeft in Dougherty. Dr.

would
would review the

tl
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case file, the interview

ofthe alteged victim, the entire interrogation video ofPFC Arthur, and

PFC Arthur's mental health records. 1{e would then interview and administer psychological tests

to PFC Arthur. as the expert did for appellant in Dougherty. Given the information already
presented to th€ Court, particularly with respect to PFC Arrhur's
there is at least a reasonable probability

would find what the expen did in Dougherty: that PFC Arthur was at panicular

Dr.

risk for making a false confession.

32.

Dr.

would then assist the Defense in contesting the voluntariness and

credibility ofPFC Arthur's statements to NCIS, including by testimony, depending on the
outcome ofthe consultation, ln addition, Dr

would assist the Defcnse in

tunderstanding source monitoring errors, and the role they may have played in both the alleged

victim and PFC Arrhur's recounting of the events of I February 2021

.

JJ.

Gonzale Part Three: The Defense Counsel are unable to sather and Dresent the evidence

Dr.

would be ablc to develop. Neither ofPFC Arthur's attorneys are psychologists,

nor are they permitted to testify on PFC Arthur's behalf. Dr.

is a forensic

psychologist employed by the [1.S. Government at the

r. He is a board-certified forensic psychologirt with over thirty years ofexperience in
clinical and forensic psychology. He is the director ofthe first and only postdoctoral training
program in forensic psychology to receive accreditation through the American Psychological

Association. He has extensive experience in providing [orensic administrative and clinical
services, extensive experience in pcrforming psychological evaluations in forensic, military, and

civilsetting in both pre-trial and post-trial contexts, and he

has expertise in expert witness

9
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testimony on a wide range of forensic issues. Imponantly tbr this case, Dr.

has

specialized forensic expertise in false confessions.
Freeman Pan

14.

Two: Denvine Dr

would be fundamentally unlair

'l'here is no forensic evidence in this case. The alleged victim reported five months after

her sexual encounter that it was non-consensual, when she was investigated for misconduct.
Consequently, the linchpin ofthe prosecution's case

will

be the alleged

victim's credibility, and

the reliability of PFC Arthur's statements to NCIS. Accordingly, denying the Defense the
assistance of Dr.

will amount to denial ofPFC Arthur's right to mount a defense.

McAl l i s te r, 64 M.J. al 252.

35.

NCIS took the narrative ofLCpl

who by vinue ofbeing a subject ofa separate

investigation into her own misconduct had an obvious motive to fabricate, and used leading
questions to get PFC Arlhur to endorse that narrative. Due to his wife's unexpected death, PFC

A(hur

. The Defense must be able to build a case, with Dr.

scientific

cxpertise. to contest the quality ofthe alleged victim's memory and the credibility ofPFC

Arthur's incriminatory statements. Denying the Defense acccss to Dr.
exp€rtise the Federal Government already pays him

expertise-

for-would result in a fundamentally unlair

trial.

RELIEF REQUESTED

36.

The Defense respectfully requests this court grant the production of Dr

as an

expert consultant.

17.

Oral Argument. The Defensc rcquests oral argument-

l0
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is

Evidence. The Defense presents the followingas evidence in support ofthis motion, and

willing to supplemenl with more information from the materials thus far provided by the

Covemment in discovery, as the Court desires. The Defense will also supplement the evidence
for this motion with a declaration from Dr

l.

2.
3.
4.

or his testimony.

Email of I I Feb 2l
Defense Expert Consultant Request
Trial Counsel Expert Consultant Endorsement
Convening Authority's Decision

Dr.

PRrcE.sEAN,K

YLE

m;gfrxifl

r$:'llii'

S. K. PRICE
Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel and
the Court on 3 May 2021 .
o${trlr^d i,
PRCE.sEAN.KY
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N,q.vy-MaRIN E CORPS TRIAL JuoIclnRy
EASTERN JUDICIAL CTncuIT
GENERAL COURT MARTIAL

UNI'I'ED STATES

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO
DEFENSE I}IOTION TO COMPEL
PRODUCTION OFEXPERT
CONSULTANT (FORENSIC
PSYCHOLOGY)
JESSE D. ARTHUR

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

Date: 6 Mav 2021

1. Nature of Motion. Pursuant to Rules for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 703(d), United

States v.

Gonzalez,t and other applicable authority, the Government respectfully moves the Court to deny
Ihe defense's motion to compel production ofan expert consultant.

2. Burden.
Pursuant to R.C.M. 905(cX I ), the burden of proof is by a preponderance of the evidence.
Pursuant to R.C.M. 905(cX2)(A), the burden of persuasion is on the defense as the moving pany.

3. Summarv of Facts. The Government generally

agrees with the defense's Summary of Facts

for consideration of this motion.

4.

St4temena of the

Law

On a motion to compel expert assistance, "the service member bears the burden

of

demonstrating the necessity for the expert assistance he requests."2 R.C.M. 703(d) provides for
the employment

olan expert assistant for the accused when it is releyant and necessary. ln

determining whether an accused is entitled to an expen assistant during case preparation the
court applies a three-pronged test:

A. Why is thc expert assistance needed?
| 39 M.J.459,,161 (C.M.A. 1994).
2

United States v.

Allen,3l M.!.572,624 (N.M.C.M.R.

1990).
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B. What would the expert assistance accomplish for the accused?
C. Why is defense counsel unable to gather and present the evidence that the expert
assistant would be able to develop?l

ln particular, the defense must show what it expects to find; how and why the defense
counsel and staffcannot do it; how cross-examination

will be less effective without the services

ofthe expcrt; how the alleged information would affect the Covernment's ability to prove guilt;
what the nature ofthe prosecution's case is; including the naturc ofthe crime and the evidcnce

linking him to the crimel and how the requested expert would othcrwise be useful.a
ln the process ofapplying this three-part test, military couns have held that to
demonstrate necessity. an accused "must demonstrate something more than a mere possibility
assistance from the requested expert . - .

."5 The defense "must show the trial court that

of

there

exists a reasonable probability both that an expert would be ofassistance to the defense and that

denial ofexpert assistance would result in a fundamentally unfair trial."6
One factor courts usc to determine if a trial would be fundamentally unfair to the accused
is whether the content ofthe govemment's expert knowlcdgc is central to the governmeot's case
When scientific analysis is the "linchpin" of the govemment's case, a denial ofexpert assistance
may be an abusc

ofdiscretion.' Howerer, reviewing courts have readily distinguished

McCollister in cases where the subject matter ofthe requested expen assistance is not central to
the govemment's case.t Additionally, although an accused may be entitled to expert assistance

t

Gonzalez,39 M.J at 461

.

Allen,3l M.J. at 623-24 (intemal citations omitted).
e United States v.
Gunkle,55 M.J. 26, 3 I (C.A.A.F. 2001 ) (quoting United
o

States v. Robinson,39

M.J. 88, 89 (C.M.A. 1994)).
5

Id.
States v. McCallister,55 M.J. 270, 276 (C.A.A.F. 2001).
e.g., United States v. Lloyd, 69 M.1.95, 100 (C.A.A.F. 2010).

' United
" See,

7
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upon the proper showing ofnecessity, he is not necessarily entitled to an expen ofhis own

choosing.e Ifan expert is necessary, alt that is required is that competent assistance be available,

which may be in the form ofan adequate govemment substitute.l0 "ln the usual case, the
investigative, medical, and other expert services available in the military are sufficient to permit
the defense to adequately prepare for

trial."l

I

5, Analvsis,
ln order to compel Dr.
preponderance ofthe evidence

assistance, the Defense must demonslrate by

(l)

I

that an expert is ncedcd, (2) that his assistance willdevelop

relevant and necessary evidence, and (3) that defensc counsel is unable to Bather snd present
such evidence without such expert assistance.

l2 The Defense must further demonstratc by

a

preponderance of the evidence that the denial of such expert assistance would result in a

fundamentally unfair trial. The Defense motion to compel Dr.

assistance should be

denied because it fails to meet any ofthese thrcsholds.

As a preliminary matter, thc Covernment does not anlend to admit the interrogation
conducted by NCIS o[the Accused. So the need to review any portions of this intenogation
under the theory

ofa

false confession is not rclcvant or necessary.

a. The Defense has Failed to Establish
To

why an Expert is Needed.

justify the necessity ofan expert, the defense relies upon the expansive body of

research on false confession. While this field

of study may indeed be robust, that alone is

insuflicient to establish necessity. lndeed, expansive research and scholarship exists in

States v. Short, 50 M.J 370, 312-73 (C.A.A.F. 1999) (citing United Srates v. Burnele,
29 M.J 473,47s (C.M.A. 1990)).

' United

Id,
United States v. Garries,22 M.J. 2E8 (C.M.A. 1986).
t) Gonzalez,39 M.J. at 459.

\o

tL

3
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practically cvcry area ofexpertise that could be relevant at a criminal

trial.

Rather than relying

on broad generalizations, the defense has the burden of articulating what specific aspects of this
particular case require the requested expert to understand. Further, as the Covemment is not
admitting the interrogation ofthe Accused, this assistance is not necessary. Additionatly, the
mere fact thal the Victim reported the incident in a delayed period or after a night ofdrinking is

insuffrcient. A finding ofnecessity here would essentially amount to a determination that
expertise is necessary in every case ofthis type where there is delayed reporting or where alcohol
is involved.
b. The Defense has Failed to Adequately Articulate

rvhrt the Expert rvould Accomplish,

Thc Defense asserts that the requested expert will "review[ ] the case file, the interview

ofthe alleged victim, the enrire interrogation video of PFC Arthur, and Pl'C Arthur's mental
health records" and then "interview and administer psychological tests" in order to evaluate the

"risk for making false confessions." These assertions failto satisfy the defense burden because
they establish no more lhan the mere possibility ofexpert assistance. ln a similar casc, the
Force Court of Crirninal Appeals affirmed the trial court's denial
assistance from a forensic psychologist for lack

Air

ofa defense motion to compel

of necessity when similar generic arguments

were made:
The generalized defense request for expert assistance to "review case malerials"
and "assess what psychological issues exist regarding memory, perception, and
post-incident reporting and actions" could generically apply to any number of
cases and raises no more than the mere possibility ofassistance in this particular
case. Likewise, vague statements that the expert would assist in ''developing our
case theory, exploring possible defenses, and interviewing the complainant" fail
to show necessity. We find no abuse of discretion in the military judge's
determination that the generalized statements offered to support the request fail to
show the required necessity.ll

L'United Srates v. Price,2Ol4 CCA LEXIS 256, r5-6 (A.F. Ct. Crim.

f nn 2nlrt)

4
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c. The Defense has Failed to Demonstrate thaa they are unable to l)evelop and Present

Evidence without Expert Assistance.
The Defense argues thal an expert in forensic psychology is necessary because Defense
Counsel are not psychologisls and cannot testify. No other fact relevant to this case is presented

by Defense in this portion ofDefense's motion. This argument is also overbroad because it fails
to identify any specific facts about this case that require psychological expenise to understand
and assess. "[T]he duty of counsel, whether of prosccuting or defending, is to educate
themselves concerning any issues involved in their case. Sole reliance on the advice of

ex;rrts

is

no substitute for the hard rvork rcquired to obtain the knowledge necessary to prepare a client's
case for

trial."la In this case,

the defense has already identified the factors which could have

contaminated the Victim's testimony, the delayed reporting, factors surrounding the report and

consumption ofalcohol. Additionally, the delense has not identified an aspect ofthe case that is
foreign to a Marine Judge Advocate or unique to this case or even a subset ofcases. Assessing

reliability and credibility ofa witness in preparation for cross cxamination is central to the
training and education of cvery trial litigator and does not require an expert to develop.
d. Denial of Expera Assistance

will not Result in a Fundamcntally Unfair Trial.

Only in cases where scientilic analysis is the "linchpin" ofthe Government's case may
denial ofexpert assistance violate the Accused's Constitutional rights. This case falls at the
other end of the spectrum. Whilethe govemment did interview PFC Arthur they are not

admitting this evidence at trial. The Govemment will not be relying upon scientific evidence to

,'Allen,3l

M,J. at628 (quoting Unrterl.Srarcs v. True,28 M.J. 1057, 1062(C.M.A. I989))
(internal quotations omitted),
5
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prove its case and does not intent to elicit expert testimony at this time. As such, denial ofthe
defense's motion

will not rcsult

6. Relief Requested. 'Ihe

in a fundamentally unfair

rial.

Government respcctfully requests that the court deny the defense's

motion for an expert consultant.

7.@ss!.
The Government requests oral argument

if

necessary.

TJ Schwerdtfeger
Captain, USMC

Trial Counsel
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Certificate of Service
I cenify that I have served a true copy (via e-mail) ofthe above on the Coun and Defense
Counsel on 6 May 2021.

TJ Schwerdtfeger
Captain, USMC

Trial Counsel
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIl'
CENERAL COURT.MARTIAL

DEI:ENSE MOTION

UNITED STATES

FOR

APPROPRIA.TE RELIEF: RELEASE

FROM PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT
JESSE D. ARTHUR
3 May 2021

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

MOTION
Thrs is a motion pursuant to R.C.M.906(bX8), and R.C.M. 105(JXl)(B) lo release Private
First Class (PFC) Anhur ftom pretrial confinement. 'l hc Defense docs not charactcrizc this
motion as onc for rcconsidcration because it is based on new information sincc the Court last
ruled on the rssue ot PFC Arthur's confinement.

SUMMARY
PFC Arthur should bc relcascd from prelrial confinement bccaus€ it is not foreseeable

that he

will fail to appear at trial or pretrial hearings, The Court prcviously dcnied

PFC Arthur's

Anicle 30a motion for rclcase from confinement on the basis ofPFC Arthur's history ofshowing
up late to duty rnd chccking in latc for restriction to which hc was sentenced through battalionlevel nonjudicial punishmcnt (l.,lJP). The Court reasoned that continued confinement was

justificd on the basis that PFC Arthur might bc late to a trial or pretrial hearing.
PFC Artlrur has, to date, been in prctrial confinemcnt for ovcr flrve months, since

l4

December 2020. The question ofwhether pretrial confinement is appropriate solely on the basis

of thc possibility he might be late to

a

trial or prerrial hcaring bears reeramination, in light ofthe

impmvemcnt ofPFC Arlhur's mental condition, as wcll as the absence ofany form ofbail in thc
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mililary justicc syslcm ln shon: PFC Anhur should be altorvcd his liberly to be given a second
chance at lesser forms of pretrial rcstraint. Fivc months of confinement isenouSh to impress
upon him the imponance ofpunctuality.

FACTS

l.

The Det'ensc rcquests thc Coun consider the facts set out in the first motion for PFC

Arthur's release from pretrial confinement.

2,

PFC Arthur's commanding officer placed him in pretrial confinemenr on

l4

December

2020, immediately after the Marine's discharge

3.

ln Septembcr 20t9, PtC Anhur's wifc, with whom he had onc child, dicd unexpcctedly

ofa drug ovcrdose.

4,

Ever sincc thcn, PFC Arthur

S.

Cunently, PFC Anhur is

6.

On 7 December

2020

47days intothc 60daysof restriction he was awardcd PFC

Arthur checkcd in l5 minutes late, at 0715 rather than 0700.

7.

On 9 Decembcr 2020, PFC Anhur's Firsr Sergeant allegcdly obscrved PFC Arthur in

what he believed to bc PFC Arthur's girlfriend's pcrsonally owncd vehiclc.

8.

After being informed by his First Sergeant that he would be placed in prerial

confinement, PFC Arrhur

9,

PFC Arthur

10.

Upon discharge from inpatient tr€atm€nt, PFC Arthur's commanding officer placed him

in pretial confincment.
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l.

On 4 March 2021. PFC Anhur's motion for

re

lease from prctrial confinement rvas

dcnied.

12.

The Military Judge rulcd orally that PFC Arthur's absence offenses madc it foresecable

hc would not show up for a prctria! or trial hearing.

13.

Since 4 March, PFC Anhur

t4.

As of27 April 2021, PFC Arthu

15.

PFC Anhur's insight, judgment, and impulsc control are

15.

PFC Arthur remains in pretrial confinement.

"intact." [Encl

(l)l

BURDEN
17

.

As the moving party, lhe Dcfcnsc has thc burden of persuasion as to whethcr thc military

judge should order PFC Arthur released from prctrial confincmcnt. R.C.M. 905(c)(2). The
burden of proof is by a prepondcrancc of lhc cvidence. R.C.M. 905(cX I ),

LAW

18.

Pretrial confiocment is, as

I

general matter, inappropriate because it deprives the Accused

of his libeny bcforc hc is convicted of a crirnc. Thus, to justify such confinement, R.C.M.
305(dX2)(B) rcquircs a finding that confincmcnt is nccessary because it is foreseeable either that
thc confine will not appear at trial (i.e., he is a flight risk) or hc will engage in serious criminal

misconduct. The military's highest court has obscrved lhal becausc thcre is no bail in the
m ilitary

justice system, "[a]fter thc conclusion is rcachcd that one eould be dctained because

lhe existence of probable cause, then thc ncxt

question whether he should

be

detained

ol

is all

important." Courtneyv. Williams, ) M.!.267,271 (C.M-A. t976). Accordingly, less scvcre

l
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"A

forms ofreslraint must be inadequale in order tojustify confinement. R.C.M. 105(dX2Xb).
person should not be confined as a merc matter ofconvenicnce or expedience." Discussion

of

R.c.M. 105(hX2XB). MCM, p. II-25.

ARGUMENT

t9.

After the military judge's ruling on 4 March 202 I , the only justification for PIC Arthur's

ret€htion in confinement is that he will not appear at trial ora prctriat hcaring, The
prcponderance ofthe evidcnce does not supporl this determination. PFC Arthur

20.

ln any other jurisdiction, PFC Anhur would b€ allowed the option to posl bail to rcgain

his freedom pending

trial. The military justice system does nol afford PFC Arthur that

opportunity. 'thus, it is "all imponant" whether PFC Arthur should remain in confinement.
Cowlney

v Willions, lM.J.at27l.

PFC Arthur abided by thc tcrms of thc rcstriction imposcd

on him pursuant to battalion-level nonjudicial punishment for 45 out of60 days. On the 47lh
day, 7 December2020, hc chccked in at 0715 rather than 0700. Two days later, on 9 Decembcr,
PFC Arthur's First Sergcant saw him in a personally owncd vehicle. PFC Arthur

21.

[n short, the culminating offcnscs rhat rcsulted in PFC Arthur's pretrial confincment are

chccking in l5 minutes late, at 071 5 rather than 0700, and being inside a pcrsonally owned

vehicle. lmportantly, thc Ea$tem Judicial Circuit does not ordinarily commence hearings ar
0700- At some poinl, PFC Anhur's prctrial confinement or this basis bears re.examination. We
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have reachcd that

point. l his Coun should pernrit PFC Arthur anothcr opportunity. in light of

his cxtensive tim€ in prctrial confinement and his improvcd

to abide by less serere

forms of pretrial restraint.

22.

Lcss severe lorms ofres traint would be adequate

PFC Anhur's prcsetcc at trial and

pretrial hearings can b€ ensured by less severc forms ofrestraint. His mental health has
improved, and scvcral months in pretrial confincment are sullicient lo imprcss upon him lhe

imponanct of checking into pretrial reslriction on time (shoutd the command see fit to impose
such restrsint upon him).

RELIEF REQUESTf,,D

23.

Thc Defensc rcspectfully rcqucsts thc Courl release PFC Arthur from prctrial

confinemcnt.

24.

OralAry,ument

The Defcnsc requcsts a hearing to present argument on this motion at

th€ csrlicst opportunity-

25.

Evidence, The Defense rcqucsts the Coun consider the evidence accompanying the first

motion for release from pretrial confinement, as well as thc following:

l.

Mcntal Health Record of 27 Apr 2l
PR|CE.SEAN.K

YLE
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Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detai led Defense Counsel
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CERTIFICAI'E OF SERVICE
I hcrcby certify thal a copy of lhis motion was s€rvcd clcctronically on Trial Counsel and
rhe Courl on 3 May 2021

.
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NAvY-MARINE CoRPS TRTAL JUDTCIARY

IJNITED STATES
COVERNMENT RESPONSE'l'O
DE{:ENSE FOR APPROPRIATE RT,LIEF

(RELEASE FROM CONFINEMENT)
Jesse D. Arthur
Private First Class

U,S. MARINE CORPS

Date: 6 May 2021

EASTERN

Juplctlt ClRcun

l. Ilrltlrecllhddolie!.
This is the Covernmcnl's rcsponse (o the Defense Motion for Appropriate Rclief in
the case of United States v. Privetc First Class Jesse D. Arrhur, U,S. Marine Corps. 1'he

Courr should DENY lhe Defense's motion becausc lhc lnitial Review Officer did oot
abrrsc their discrction and there is no new information that PFC Arthur should be releascd,

2.

SflrE3ll-olEls$.
a. The Command placed PFC Arthur into Prctrial Confinement on l4 Decembcr

2020.

b. On t 6 December 2020 the Commanding Oflicer of 8rh Communicarion Ea alion
submittcd a 72 hour mcmorandum. [Encl

c. On

I

l]

7 December 2020 an lnitial Reviewing Olficer conducted a hearing on thc

Accused continued prclrial confi ncmcnt.

d. On l7 December 2020 the IRO determined thc Accuscd should remain in prctrial
eonfinement.

c. On 4 March

f.

2021 an Anicle 30a hearing was held.

At that Article 308 it was held that PFC A.rhur $hould remain in confinemcnt.
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l. R.C.M.

105

(hX2)(B) Re q uire nrc n t s for conJi ne n a n t
"The commander shall direct the confinee's release from pretrial conftnement unless the
commander bclicvcs upon probable cause, that is, upon reasonable grounds, that:
(i) An offense triable by a Court-Martial has been committed;
(ii) The confincc committed it;
(iii) Confincment is necessary because it is foresceable that;
(a) The confinee will not appcar at trial, pretrial hearing, or preliminary hcaring, or
(b) The conlinee will engage in serious criminal misconduct; and

(iv) Less scverc forms of restraint arc inadcquatc.
Serious criminal misconduct includes intirnidation of witnesses or othcr obstruction of
justice, serious injury ofothcrs, or othcr oft'enses, which pose a serious thrcat to the safety ofthe
community or to the effectiveness, morale, disciplinc, readiness, or safety ofthe command, or to
the national security ofthe Unitcd States. As used in this rule, "national security" means the
national defense and foreign rclations ofthc United Slates and spccifically includes: a military or
dcfense advantage over any forcign nation or group of nations; a favorablc foreign relations
position; or a defense posture capable of success[ully resisting hostile or dcstructive action from
within or without, overt or coven." Manual for Courts-Martial United States 201 9 Edhion.

(iXzXAXlii) Standard

oJ

proof.

"1'he requiremcnts for confinement under subparagraph (hX2XB) of this rule must be
provcd by a preponderance of the evidence." Manual for Courts-Martial United States 20 l9
Edition.

0xr)

"Relsasc The military judge shall order rclease from pretrial confinement only if:

OXIXA)
"The 7-day reviewing offrcer's decision was an abuse of discretion, and there is not
sulficient information presented to the rniliaary judge justifying continuation of pretrial
confincment under subperagraph (h)(2)(B) of this rule"

(x txB)
"lnformation not prcscntcd to the 7.day reviewing officer establishes that thc confinee
should be released undcr subparagraph (hX2XB) ofthis rule"
2. Abuse of Dlscretlon

"An abuse ofdiscretion occurs wlren the trial coun's findings of fact arc
clearly erroneous or if the coun'r decision is influcnccd by an erroneous vicw olthe

law." United Sunas

t'.

Freemu.65 M.J,451. Jsl (C.A.A.F.2COE). "The

abuse

of

discretion standard is a strict one, calling for mrrre than a mere differencc o[opinion

2
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65 M.J. ..t5 I, 453 (C.6- A.F. 2008)

3. De Novo Review

"When

a

milil,tr) judge 1s a~ke<l

10

determine \.\hccher confinement should be

1.l)ntinm:d pendente lite. a different question is presented. An aecu, ed's contention that
rnndi1ion~ have changed since he

\HIS

placed in confinement or that new informat ion has

been developed which shows that confinement need 11m be continued requires H dt: novo
rcvic,, •· See RCM 305(i)(l)(B). United S1a1e.1 v. Gaither. 45 M.J. 349. 351 (C.A.A.F. 1996).
4. Motion to Reconsider

A mililM) judge ma} reconsider any ruling not :imouoting to a tinding of not guilt).
Rule for Court-Martial 90:S(f). Unilt!d Stolc:1 v. Linc:oln. 42 M.J . 315. 322 (C.A.A F. 1995).

When reconsidering a ruling. the military judge may permit the opportun ity for the parties to
present aJdttional evidence and argument. United Srarer. ,, Ko~ek. 41 M.J. 60. 65 {CM.A.
1994). "(A] trial judge has inher~nt aulhority. not onl} to reconsider a previous ruling on
matter~ proper!) before him. but al 50 to take additional evidence in connection therewith."
llarrison v. Uni led Stales. 20 M J. 55. 5 7 (C.M.A 1985). Umt1tcl Stote.1· ,, Mob!l!y. No 201321. 20 13 CCA LEXIS 1102. at 8 (A.F. Ct Crim. App. Dec. 20.2013)

..
3
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The lnitial Rcvierv Officer (lRO) did not abuse his discretion in making his determination
that PFC Anhur should rernain in pretrial confinement. Nor is Defcnse arguing that this is case.

Nor is Defense arguing that the Coun abused its discretion in making its initial ruling. Howevcr,
a review

ofthe relevant factors of R.C-M.305 shows that continucd prctrial confinement

is

nccessary,

R.C.M. 305 in relevant part statcs that the lnitial Review Officcr determine the following,
by a prcpondcrance ofthc evidence:

(i) An offense lriable by a Court-Manial has becn committed;
(ii) The confinee committed it;
(iii) Contincmcnt is neccssary because it is forcsceable that:
(a) Thc confincc will not appeat at trial, pretrial hearing, or preliminary hearing, or
(b) The confinee will cngage in serious criminal misconducl; and
(iv) Less severe forms of restraint are inadequate,
The IRO and Military Judgc considered the evidence brought forth bolh in the 72 hour
memorandum in concluding that 8th Communicalions Battalion had appar€nt Court Manial

Authority over an oflense triablc by Coun Martial. This factor was not contesred by Defcnse at
the [RO nor in thcir motion. Thc Court Martial has now bccn convened by Ltocn

Bcgudreault. 'l'his factor is satisfied.
Thc IRO again considcred thc samc evidence in determining that there wos, by

o

prcponderance of the evidence, proofthat the Accused committcd thc allcged misconduct. This

faclor was not contestcd by the Dcfcnsc at lhc tRO nor in their Article 30a motion. Defense
again does not contcst this issue in this motion.
The IRO and Military Judge again considercd the same cvidcncc and detcrmined that the
Accused nceds to be in continued pretrial confinement to prevent the Accused from committing
serious criminal misconduct becausc

it

is forcsccable thal lhe allcgcd and potential rcts

ofthe

4
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Accused pose a serious threal to the safety of the community or the effectiveness. morale,

discipline, readincss, or safety of the Comrnand. 'l'hese are all factors listcd in R,C.M. 305 (hat
define scrious criminal misconduct, Conlained in thc 72 hour memorandum are various offenses

for which the Accuscd has been previously counseled on, received non-judicial punishment or
have bccn inv€stigatcd. These offenses included Article E6 (Abscnce without leave), Articlc 87b

(Offensc againsr concctional custody and restriction), Aniclc

gl (Willful

disobediencc ofa

warrant, noncommissioned officer or petty office$, Article 92 (Failure to obcy order), Aniclc
I

20 (Scxual Assault) and

Arlicle

134 (Disordcrly Conduct). The Commanding Officer

Communication Banelion, Lieutcnant Coloncl

of

Eth

detailed in the 72 hour memo the exrent

of

the misconduct that he considered and thc weighr thar continued misconduct would have on thc

Command- Ltcol

determincd thar PFC Arthur posed a serious risk to the Commands

effcctiveness, morale and discipline and that his actions werc prejudicial to good ordcr and

discipline. Based on the 72 hour memorandum thcre was adcquate evidence beforc thc IRO to
conclude lhat the Accused ifrcleascd, would cngage in serious criminal rnisconduct. As the

Coun aniculated in United Sktes v. r(osoto, prctrial constraint was appropriale for an airman for
the commission ofoffenses of

willful disobedience and disrespcct offenses, ''When the Accused

behavior is an infection in the unit [theyl may bc so confined.", 29 M.J. 1052 (CMR t990).
Further, the 72 hour memorandum details the prcvious unaulhorizcd absences by PFC Anhur to
various Command mandated evcnts lnd activities. Based on PFC Arthur's prior inability to
atteod mandatory unit cvcnts,

in this behavior and not bc at

Llcol

trial.

determincd that PFC Anhur would continue to cngage
Under the abuse ofdiscretion standard, the dccision ofrhe

IRO is not cleorly unreasonable nor clearly erroncous; thc mere difference olopinion is not
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cnough. The Military Judgc conducted u de novo review

ofthe IRO's decision

and

independcntly determined that the Accused shoutd remain in prctrial confinement.

of

The IRO again considered thc samc evidence and dctcrrnined thal lesscr forms

restraint would not be adequate to prevent lhe Accused from committing scrious criminal

misconduct. The 72 hour memorandum that the Command providcd detailcd the multiplc mcans
of attempt€d lcsscr lorms of rcstraint through verbal and wrillen counseting and previous
Company and Battalion level Non-Judicial Punishment. However, despite ihe repeated attempts
by thc Comrnand to prcvcnl PFC Arthur from continuing to engage in scrious criminal

misconduct, the Accuscd has in fact conlinued to engagc in serious criminal misconduct. lnthe
case of PFC Anhur, not only werc lesser means of rcstrainl consider€d they were altempted,

which is not required undcr M,R.E. 105. Only aftcr these lesser means were exhausted did the
Comnranding Oflicer detcrmine that therc wcre no further means of restraint available to the
Command to prcvent future misconduct based on (he Accused blatant disregard for authority.
Under lhe abuse ofdiscrction standard, thc decision ofthe IRO is not clearly unreasonable nor
clearly crroneous; the mere difference ofopinion is not enough. Funher, the Military Judge
reviewed this decision de novo and determined that PFC Arthur should rcmain in pretrial
confincmenl.

ln addition, bccause therr was no abuse oIdiscrelion and the Military Judge

has

already revieu,ed the evidcnce and the Dehnsc has not bmught forth any ncw information

which rvould show

thaa conrinemenl for thc Accused ne€d not be continued, no rcvierv

of

the pretrial confinemcnt is appropriatc for this Court to consider pursuant to R.C.M.

30S(iXtXB). Defcnse

has not articulated what the nerv information is that rvould ryar.ant a

de novo revierv ofthe decision

ofthc IRO and the Military Judgc. Reviewing thc 72 hour

memo snd Anicle 30a procccdings thc mcntal srate of PFC Arthur was discussed in detail.

6
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thr.: c,,s..: l)I PFC Arthur foe the n:a:-lln:-

s1:1

r rth .,bl H! u~ it b

Iii-cl~ that he wi ll not appear al trn1l. conti nue lo engage in ~t•riou, cri minal misconduct and
lesser form!> or rr.:strninl a1e in:idcquatc.
5. Conclusion.

For these reasons the Court should DENY the Defense 's motion because the
Initial Review Officer did not abu~ their discretion and there is no new information that

PFC Arthur should be released.
6. Burden of Proof.

The burden of proof and persuasion rests with the Defense as the

moving party.

7
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z'Ettctosures.

The Government incorporates thc Article 30a rccord and for convenience includes
the follou,ing:

Encl l: 72 hour memorandum

t.

Areumenl.
The Governmcnt respectfully requests oral argumcnt in rebuttal.

T, J. SCHWERDTFECER
Captain, U,S. Marine Corps
Trial Counsel

CERTITICATE OF SERVICE
I hcrcby cerlify that a copy of thc foregoing motion was scrved on the coun and opposing
counsel via electronic mail on 6 May 2021.

T. J, SCHWERDTFEGER
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Trial Counsel
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDTCIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL

UNITED STATES

DISCOVERY:
MENTAL HEALTH RECORDS

JESSE D. ARTHUR

2t May

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS

2021

TJSMC

MOTION
This is a motion to compel discovery by the Covemment of Lance Corporal (LCpl)
mental health records, pursuant to R.C.M.906(bX7), R.C.M. 701(a)(6XD). M.R.E. 513,,

rnd J.M. v. Poyton-O'Brien,76 MJ.782 (N.M.C.C.A. 2017).

SUMMARY
The Govemment has charged Private First Class (PFC) Arthur with the sexual assault

LCpl

. Thc unredactcd version of the impact statement LCpl

of

provided to the initial

review officer (lRO) references posFtraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) owing to her alleged
sexual assault by PFC

Arthur. LCpl

has received mental health treatment for PTSD

onboard Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune. The Coun should conduct an in comera review
those records pursuant to

lM

of

v. Payton-O'Brien and disclose records that PFC Anhur

constitutionally requires to prEsent a complctc defense. 76 M.J. at 789 (citation omitted).
FACTS
I

.

The Government has provided the unrcdacted version of LCpl

impact sratemenr,

which was provided to the lRO. The previously redacted portion reads:
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I've finally started seeing someone from mental health to try and work through
the feelings I have about what happened that night, and I feel like I'm finally able
to rebuild, it's hard to hear from a proGssional that you might have PTSD from
something you just want to forget. But slowly by focusing on the truth of what
happened and dealing with it healthily with the right coping mechanisms, I can
build up to be myselfagain. [Encl (l)]

2.

PTSD is classified as a Trauma- and Stressor-Related Disorder in the Diagnostic and

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM-5).

3.

The two medicalions approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for

treatment of PTSD are Paroxetine (Paxil) and Sertaline

4.

(Zoloft). [Encl (2)]

Paxil's side effects include nausea, drowsiness, dizziness, trouble sleeping. loss of

appetite, weakness. dry mouth, sweating, blurred vision, and yawning. [Encl (3)]

5.

Zoloft's side effects include nausea, dizziness, drowsiness, dry mouth, loss ofappetite,

increased sweating, diarrhca, upset stomach, and trouble sleeping. [Encl (4)l

6.

LCpl

has given varying accounts

7.

LCpl

. told First Lieutenant (lstLQ

ofwhat happened between her and PFC Arthur.
, who was investigating hcr for misconduct

with a non-commissioned officer in her shop, that she had been "drugged and passed out. I woke
up to myself being sexually assaulted."

8.

LCpl

, did not tell the Naval Criminal lnvestigative Service (NCIS) that she had

been drugged, but instead that

"l

was kind of frozen and stuck there."l

9.

LCpl

did not tell NCIS she "woke up" to being sexually assaulted.

10.

LCpl

told NCIS she discussed the incident with two other Marincs: Corporal

(Cpl)
Cpl

whose relationship wirh LCpl

is the subject of a separate Defense motion,r and

.l

I This is at approximatcly thc l5:30 ma.k in the NCIS inrcrview video ofLCpl
.
: Thc Defens€ motion ia /imiae under M-R.E 403 and 412.
r LCpl
. mcntions Cpl
ar thc 49:10 mark in the NCIS interview video of LCpl

2
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l.

LCpl

did talk to Cpl

about having sexual intercourse with PFC Arthur, but

did not say anything about it being non-conscnsual.

12.

LCpl

talked to Cpl

about her sexual encounter with PFC Arthur before she

was under investigation for fiatemization with Cpl

13.

ln her impact statement, LCpl

also wrote: "Just the sight of a vehicle that is

similar to his sends ajolt ofanxiety and panic through me as if I've stuck my finger in an
electrical socket." [Encl

14.

(

l)]

The day after LCpl

claims PFC Arthur sexually assaulted her, she rode in PFC

Arthur's truck back to Camp Lejeune, then went to the movies with PFC Arthur.

15.

A picture was taken ofLCpl

in PFC Arthur's truck as she is riding back to Camp

Lcjeune from lhe house where she claims to have been sexually assaulted. The picture depicts

LCpl

16.

. smiling.

Al the Art.39(a) session conducted on 1l May 21, the Defense's requested expen

consultant testified that on the basis of his limited review ofthe alleged victim's statement to

NCIS, there is evidence she may have experienced an alcohol-induced, fragmentary blackout at
the time of her sexual intercourse

17.

with PFC Arthur.

The Defense's requested cxpert has not conducted a morc thorough review ofthe

evidence in this case to provide a more definite opinion conceming the possibility of fragmentary

blackout by the alleged victim due to the pendency oIthe Court's ruling to compel the
Covcmmcnt to produce the expen.

18.

On2O May 2021, the Cou( denied the Defense's motion to compel the expert. The

Defense submined a request to the Convening Authority for Dr.

production as an

exp€rt witness the same day.

3
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Other facs pertinenl to this motion are discussed below.

BURDEN

20.

As the moving party, the Defense has the burden ofpersuasion. R.C.M. 905(c)(2). The

burden of proof is by a preponderance of the evidcnce. R.C.M. 905(c)( I ).

LAW

21.

Psvchotheraoist-Patient Privilege. Under M.R.E. 513, a patient may refuse to disclose

confidential communications belween the patient and psychotherapist or assistant to the
psychotherapist. Congress eliminated the "constitutionally required" exception to the M.R.E.
513 privilege. Payton-O'Brien,76 M.J. at 786. This makes it impossible to satisfy M.R.E.

513(e)(3)'s four-part test for in camera review by the militaryjudge to determine whether
disclosure is constitutionally required, because one part ofthe test is that the "rcqucsted
information meets one of the e numerated exceptions." M,R.E.

5

l3(eX3XB). Under the full,

four-pan test lhe military judge must, before conducting an in camera review, find by

a

preponderance ofthe evidence that the moving party showed:

(A) A specific, crcdible factual basis demonstrating

a reasonable likelihood that the
rccords or communications would contain or lead to the discovery of evidence admissible
under an exception to the privilege;

(B) That the requested information meets one ofthe enumerated exceptions under
subdivision (d) of this rule [M.R.E. 513];
(C) That the information sought is not merely cumulative of other information available;
and

(D) That the party made rcasonable cfforts to obtain the same or substantially similar
anformation ahrough non-privileged sources.

22.

The Pa.vton-O'Brien framework

.

ln Payton-O'Bnan, the Court held that a patient's

M.R.E. 513 privilege 'tannot trump the [accused's] right to a meaningful opponunity to present
a complete

defense." 76 M.J. at 789 (citation and quotation omitted). Thus, under Paloz

4
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O'Brien, the military judge applies the same tesl tor in camera review set out in M.R.E.
5

I

l(e)(3), except for the prong requiring that the information meet one of the enumerated

exceptions to M.R.E.

5

ll.

1d. lf the military judge finds the moving party met its burden with

respect to the other three parts

ofthe M.R.E.

5

l3(e)(3) test, *then the military judge determines

whether the accused's constitutional rights still demand production ofthe privileged materials.

lf

so, then the military judge gives the victim an opportunity to waive the privilege for in cumera

review by rhe military judge." Id. at790. [f the victim refuses to waive the privilege, the
mititary judge may strike the victim's testimony, dismiss charges withoul prejudice, abate the
proceedings, or declare a mistrial.

23.

Id.aa79l.

Meanincful oDDortunity to Drqslnt a complete defense. Whether rooted directi y in thc

Due Process Clause

ofthe Fourteenth Amendment or in the Compulsory

Process

or

Confrontarion Clauses of the Sixth Amendment, the Constitution guarantees criminal defendants
a meaningful

opportunity to present a complete defcnse." Holmes v. South Carolina,54T U.S.

319,324 (2006) (citation omhted). Accordingly, "courts have allowed discovery ofprivileged
information in the following areas:

(l)

recantation or other contradictory conduct by the alleged

victim; (2) evidence ofbehavioral, mental or emotional difliculties ofthe alleged victim; and (3)
the alleged victim's inability to accurately perceive, remember, and relate events." Payton-

O'Brien,76 M.J. at 789 (citation omitted).

ARCUMENT

24.

The Defense is movingthe Court to conduct an in cumera rcview of LCpl

mental health records to determine if there is constitutionally required information conceming
the following:

A. Whe(her LCpl

has in fact been diagnoscd with PTSD;

5
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PTSD is attributable to PFC Arthur, to some other event, or

B. Whether LCpl
both;

has been prescribed any medication

C. Whether LCpl

for PTSD that would affcct

the manner in which she testifies, or could altematively be the cause of impacts she
attributes to PFC Arthur;r

communicated a contradictory or inconsistent account of the

D. Whether LCpl
alleged sexual assault-

Specifi c. credible factual basis demonstratins reasorable l ikel ihood.

25.

The Defense has provided the Coun with a specific, credible factual basis demonstrating

a reasonable

likclihood lhe records or communications would contain or lead to the discovery of

evidence required for PFC Arthur to have a meaningful opportunity to present a complete

explicitly states she "started seeing someone from mental health to try and

defense. LCpl

work through the feelings I have about what happened" and she "might have PTSD."

26.

Whe the r te

pl

know whether LCpl

has been diasnosed with

PTSD. PFC Arthur's Defense needs to

has, in fact, been diagnosed

has not been diagnosed with PTSD. and LCpl

with PTSD for two reasons. First, ifshe

is representing that she has PTSD, this

would tend to show she is exaggerating or misrepresenting the effects ofPFC Arthur's conduct,

which is important information for both the finder of fact and sentcncing authority to consider in
weighing LCpl

credibility and determining an appropriate sentence. Second, ifshe has

been diagnosed with PTSD, the Defense needs to know this to prepare for sentencing.

27.

Whether LCol

PTSD is attributable to PFC Arthur. If LCol

does have

PTSD, the Defense then needs to know whether that PTSD is anributable to PFC Anhur, or to

'NMCCAreceotlyheldthattheM.R.E.5l3privilegeextendstodiagnosisandprcscription,notwithstandinglhe
plain language of the tlule. Unired Stotes ! ,l./e//eae, NMCCA No. 20 1900J05, slip op- at 9.10 (2021 ).

6
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another event, or some mixture

ofboth. If

the sentencing authority

will consider LCpl

PTSD-and there is no reason to believc this inlormation will not be presented either in
aggravation or in the alleged victim's unswom statement the Defense must be able to inform
the sentencing authority to what extent the PTSD is attributable to PFC Arthur's conduct, as
opposed to some other event in LCpl

to bear the brunt of LCpl

life.

Put another way, PFC Arthur should not have

PTSD by way ofa court-martial sentence, if he is either not

responsible at all, or only partially responsihle, for that PTSD. Accordingly, ifthe Govemment

or LCpl

intends to offer evidence related to a PTSD or other mental health condition

resulting from the alleged conduct ofPFC Arlhur (on the merits or during sentencing), PFC

Arthur has the right to inspect the underlying records to confirm or relute and sufficiently
confront lhat evidence.

28.

Whether LCpl

has been prescribed any medications for PTSD. The two FDA-

approved medications for PTSD have side effects that could affect the manner in which LCpl

testifies, and thereby influence the finder of fact and sentencing authority's assessmcnt

of

her credibility. Both Paxil and Zoloft can cause nausea, dizziness, sweating, loss ofappetite. and

trouble sleeping. These side effects could affect LCpl

demcanor on the stand in a

manner adverse to PFC Anhur by giving the finder of fact a misleading impression of how

difficult the experience oftestifying is for LCpl

or how traumatic her experience with

PFC Arthur was. There is no forensic evidence in this coud-martial due to LCpl

late

repon: her credibility is everything. lmportantly, in her interview with NCIS. LCpl
demeanor was outgoing; she engaged in small talk, joking, and never

cried. lfLCpl

medications produce the opposite effect when she testifies, PFC Arthur's Defense needs to know
that in order to highlight to the fact finder other explanations for her demeanor on the stand.

'7
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29.

communtca ted a contradictory or incon istent account of the

Whether LCol

allesed sexual assault. LC pl

has already communicated three accounts ofher alleged

sexual assault, each of which can be expected to produce a different level oftrauma. LCpt
about her sexual encounter with PFC Arthur, but related nothing at all about

told Cpl

it being non-consensual though she implied to NCIS that she disclosed to Cpl
account she gave

NCIS. LCpl

account to Cpl

the same

if true, would likely produce no

trauma at all, though evidently she was embarrassed her sexual cncountcr with PFC Arthur was

known within her section. Second, LCpl
relationship with Cpl

told the IO who was investigating her

that she had been "drugged and passed out" and awoke to being

sexually assaulted. This account, iftrue, would appear to be the most traumatic ofthe three
accounts she has given thus far, though the Government did not base its charging scheme on it.

30.

Third and finally, LCpl

told NCIS she "was kind offrozen and stuck there"

as

PFC Arthur had intercourse with her. This account would appear to be more trauma-inducing
than LCpl

account to Cpl

but less raumatic than her account to the lO, who was

responsible for making a disciptinary recommendation for her battalion commander to hold her
accountable for her false official statements and fraternization with Cpl

. This is the account

on which the Govemment based its charging scheme.

3l

.

The qucstion then, is which account has LCpl

thereby forming the basis

. provided her psychotherapist,

fora PTSD diagnosis? Civen LCpl

historyof inconsistent

statements concerning the naturc of her sexual encounter with PFC Arthur, and her history

lyingto Govemment invesligators, there

of

is a reasonable likelihood the account LCpl

gave

her psychotherapist is not the same as that which forms the basis of the charges against PFC

Arthur. This information is necessary for PFC Arthur to confront and impeach LCpl

on
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the merits. lt is also necessary information for the sentencing authority because PFC Arthur's
sentence should not be influenced by a PTSD diagnosis based on an account of the sexual assault

that differs from the sexual assault he is charged with.

The informarion sousht is not mere ly cumulative

t2.

.

The information the Defense seeks is not merely cumulative with other information

available. The Defense has already moved for, and received, LCpl

unredacted victim

impact statement. Whilc that statement discusses a PTSD diagnosis. it provides no detail
concerning the information the Defense seeks. LCpl

says she

"might" have PTSD. In the

statement, she does not disclose whether the PTSD is solely attributable to PFC Arthur, nor
whether she has been prescribed any medications for

it.

Finally, LCpl

did not disclose

which ofher three versions ofher sexual cncounter with PFC Anhur is the basis for her PTSD
diagnosis.

The Defense has made rcasonable efforts.

33.

The Defense has made reasonable effons to obtain the same or substantially similar

information through non-privileged sources. Not only did the Defense seek, and receive, the
unredacted impact statement and LCpl

OMPF, the Dsfense has reviewed LCpl

social media accounts, and interviewed members of her command. which led to the discovery

of

three character for untruthfulness witnesses.\ The information the Dcfense seeks can only

reasonably found in the records of LCpl
l'l

34.

litutional ri

mental health treatment on Camp Lejeune.
ts demand

roduction f the

The Defense has satisfied the three prongs ofthe M.R.E.

5

iv

il

l3(e)(3) test for in camera

review lhat possibly can be satisfied in the absence oI an enumerated constitutionally required

t

Th€ Governm€nl granted prcduction oftwo ofthe thrce witnesses. The Defense is litigating production ofthe

third irl a motion to compcl.

9
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exception. Thus, the issue becomes whethcr PFC Arthur's Due Process and Confrontation righls
rcquire infringement of LCpl

privilege under M.R.E. 513. They do. At the outset, the

Court should bear in mind that PFC Arthur's guilt hangs in the balance of LCpl

credibility. There was no forensic examination, there is no DNA, and there are no crime scene
photos. lndeed, the only photo taken close in time to the alleged sexual assault depicts LCpl
smiling broadly in the back of PFC Anhur's truck.

35.

Before being investigated for misconduct. LCpl

told Cpl

about having sex

with PFC Arthur, and said nothing about it being non<onsensual. When she was investigated
for misconduct, LCpl

said she had been drugged and passed out. LCpl

then gave a

third account to NCIS, which formed the basis for this courl-martial. Moreover, there is reason
to doubt LCpl

remembers anything at all from that night. This is supported both by the

Defense's requested expert's preliminary opinion on fragmentary blackout, and LCpl

own statement to NCIS in which she related that she asked the resident ofthe house in which
PFC Arthur allegedly sexually assaulted her

if PFC A(hur'lried to make

a move on her," thus

implying she had no recollection at all ofwhat happened the previous night.6

36,

Now, LCpl

claims to have PTSD stemming from her sexual encounter with PFC

Arthur, an event which she may have littlc or no mcmory of. This raises questions about which

ofher accounts is thc basis for her diagnosis, ifthere

is a

diagnosis. It funher raises the issue of

what prescriptions she has, ifany, and how those prescriptions may affect her demeanor on the
witness stand and the manner in which she testifies.
37

.

Thus, the requested information implicates all three of the areas in which courts have

allowed discovery ofprivileged information:

"(l)

recantation orother conradictory conduct by

6 Reviewing lhis evidence with the Defcnsr's requested expen also suppons thc Dcfense's contcntrcn thc cxpcrt is
necessary to PFC Anhur's defense.
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the alleged victim; (2) evidence ofbehavioral, mental or emotional difficulties

ofthe alleged

victim; and (3) the alleged victim's inability to accurately perceive, remember, and relate
events." Payton-O'Brien,76 M.J. at 789 (citation omitted).

38.

LCpl

diagnosis for PTSD and the extent to which

implicales category (2), as it bears on LCpl

it

is attributable

to PFC Arthur

behavioral, m€ntal, or emotional difliculties.

The Defense needs this information to prepare for pre-srntencing proceedings in this case. LCpl
prescriptions also implicate category (2), as they may be the cause ofbehavior, mental
or emolional difficulties LCpl

demonstrates on the witness stand, in contrast to her

demeanor when speaking with NCIS.

19.

inconsistent accounts ofher sexual encounter with PFC Arthur implicate

LCpl

both categories

(I)

and (3), as they are evidence she does not remember having sex with PFC

Arthur at all, her memory ofthat event has changcd over time from consensual to nonconsensual, she is fabricating details ofthe event, or some combination thereof. This case is

similar to United States v. Mellette, in which NMCCA held it was an abuse of discretion for the
military judge to refuse to conduct an in camera review when the alleged victim had previously
denied "anyhing inappropriate had happened" and "repeatedly stated in both formal and

informal settings that she was unable to remember the precisc timeframe of the events in
question." NMCCA No. 201900305. slip op. at l3 (2021). Asin Mellette, LCpl

has

given an account ofher sexusl encounter with PFC Arthur in which thcre was nothing
inappropriate about it, and immediately after that encounter stated she had no memory at all. ln
these circumstances. in camera review is necessary to determine

if LCpl

gave yet another

account ofthe alleged assault to the psychotherapist, or an account that is not the basis ofthe

Govemment's charging scheme.

lt
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40.
LCpl

PFC Anhur cannot meaningfully present a complete det'ense without the information in
mental health records. The central importance of LCpl

Arthur's guilt and sentence, LCpl

crrdibility to PFC

inconsislent accounts ofthe naturc ofher sexual

encounter with PFC Arthur, the possibility shc has no memory at all

ofthe alleged sexual

incidcnt, the total absence of forensic or photographic evidencc, and her demonstrated history
lying to investigators, all combine to make in comera review necessary to ensure PFC
gets a constitulionally fair

trial.

See

of

A(hur

Melleue, slip op. at l3 (finding abuse ofdiscretion by the

military judge for declining to rcview mental health records "[gliven the centrality of Ithe alleged

victim's] testimony to the substantially delayed allegations, the circumstances under which they
were reponed, and the plethora ofissues posed by her mental health diagnoses and treatment.").

Accordingly, if LCpl

is unwilling to waive the privilege for in camero reyiew, she should

not be permitted to testily either about the sexual assault, her PTSD. or enter an unswom
statement 6bout either.

R.ELIEF R-EQUESTED

41.

The Defense respectfully requests the Court conduct an in camera review of LCpl
mental health records to disclose to the Defense information necessary for PFC Arthur

to prcscnt a complete defense.

42.

Oral Arsument. The Defense requests oral argument on this motion, ifopposed.

l:
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43.

Evidence. The Defense presents the following as evidence in suppon of this motion::
I

.

LCpl

Victim lmpact Statement (not redacted)

2. Common treatments of PTSD
3. Paroxetine (Paxil) side effects
4. Sertraline (Zoloft) side effects
5. Picture of LCpl
in PFC Arthur's

truck
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SUMMARY

of

This is the Government Response to the Defense Motions to compel production

certain evidence. to include protected rccords under Military Rule of Evidence 513, pertaining

to the alleged victim, Lance Corporal

2.

BURDEN
As the party movingfor an in-camera review ofprivileged communications. the

defense has the burden ofestablishing by a preponderance

ofthe evidence that each ofthe four

prongs under Mil. R. Evid. 513(eX(3) have been satisfied.

3.

DISCUSSIONOFTHELAW
Mil. R. Evid. 513(a) provides patienb rhc privilegc to p.otect from disclosure

confidential communications made to mental health providers made for the purpose

of

facilitating diagnosis or treatment ofthe patient's mental condition, including all patient
records pertaining to such communications. Mil. R. Evid.

5I

3(b)(5). Mil. R. Evid. 5 I 3

unquestionably a rule of privilege, not discovery. Lkv. Acosta,76 M.J.
201

7). While therc is "little doubt that

6ll,6l3

(A.C.C.A.

defense counsel in criminal cases would like . .

explore the underlying psychopathology" of the patient, Mil. R. Evid

5I

I

is

is a rule

.

to

of privilege,
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not exploration." United Stal,es v. Rodriguez,2019 CCA LEXIS 3E7,
Nevertheless, since its inclusion in the Manual

IIl

for Courts Mortial twenty

(A.C.C.A.2019).
years ago, many

militaryjustice "practitioners have continued to view access to privileged mental health
records through the lens ofdiscovery."
The previous version of

kl. at614.

Mil. R. Evid. 5 l3(e)(l) provided that the Military

Judge could

Lippert,20l6

conduct an in camera review simply if"necessary to rule on the motion." DB v.

CCA LEXIS 63, I l4 (A.C.C.A. 2016). Under this nebulous slandard, in camera rcviews of
privileged mental health communications became almost routine, clearly frustrating the
protective purpose ofthe rule.

/d atrl4-15.

As such, substantial changes were incorporated

in 201 5 in order to "substitute[ | a requirement for specific findings" justifying production
records for rn cazera revicw. Id.

of

al'13-15.

A party moving for an in camera

rev iew

of protected rtcords or communications has

the burden of showing by a preponderance of the evidence:

(A)a specific, credible factual basis demonstrating a reasonable
likelihood that the records or communications would contain
or lead to the discovery of evidence admissible under an
exception to the privilege;

(B)that the requested information meets one ofthe enumerated
exceptions under subdivision (d) of this rule;
(C) that the information sought is not merely cumulative of other

information available; and

(D)that the party made reasonable eflbrc to obtain the same or
substantially similar information through non-privileged
sources.

Mil. R. Evid. 5ll(eX3).
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Even where none

of the enumerated exceptions to the privilege under Mil. R. Evid.

513(d) apply, the Military Judge may determine in camera review is required in order to protect
the due process and confrontation rights of the accused. J.M. v. Paylon-O'Brien, 76 M) . 782,

789 (N.M.C.C.A. 2017). Constitutional situations in which such an infringement upon the
privilege may be warranted include "( l) recantation or olher contradictory conduct by the alleged

victim;" (2) evidence of behavioral, mental, or emotional difficulties of the alleged victim; and
(3) the alleged victim's inability to accurately perceive, remember, and relate events."

4.

Id

A.RGUMENT

ln the instant

case, the Defense argument hinges entircly on the Victim's impact

statement provided to the Preliminary Hearing Oflicer which state. in pertincnt part, the Victim

"started seeing someone from mental health to try and work through the feelings I have about
what happened" and she "might have PTSD." Def. Motion at

6.

Lance Corporal

began

receiving some form of mental health treatment for the effects resulting tiom and rclating to the
incident with the Accused. Al prescnt. there is no evidence that she suffe.ed from any behavioral,
mental,

or emotional difliculties prior to the alleged assault or rhat she had any difficulty

perceiving, rccalling, or relaling events at the time of the alleged assault.
The Defense Motion here must fail because it is fails to establish a specrlc,factual basis
demonstrating why the Accused's Constitutional rights would be infringed. Instead, the Defense

only offers excelpts from a vaguc reference to a PTSD diagnosis referenced by the Victim's own
impact statemen!. From this vague statement the Defense has concocted a theory of proscribed
treatment and impacts, to include, drug treatments and necessary side-effects for which there
remains little by way ofevidence to support. Without further context, the meaning and relevant

of these statements by Lance Corporal

is purely speculative. Based on lhe scant evidence

l
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the Delense is relying upon, the only logical conclusion is that any difficulties the Vicrim
stemming from the
traumatic event underlying this case. Therefore, it would be an affront to common sense and the

of the Mil. R. Evid. 513 to vitiate the privilege, absent a showing of Constiturional

purpose

necessity, simply because a victim seeks

stemming from the

charged misconduct.

5.

EVIDENCE
None.

C. M.

dAVIS

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Covernment Trial Counsel
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UNITED STATES
DEFENSE MOTION TO SUPPRESS:

ACCUSED'S CELL P}IONE

JESSE D. ARTHUR

2l

PRIVATE FTRST CLASS
USMC

May ?021

MOTION
Pursuant to R.C.M.905(bX3) and

M.R.E.3l l(d), the Defense moves to suppress the

conlents ofPrivate First Class (PFC) Arthur's cell phone becaux PFC Arthur did not voluntarily
conscnt to the search.

SUMMARY
The Naval Criminal lnvestigative Service (NCIS) obtained consent from PFC Arthur to
search

hiscell phone under circumstances that rcndered his consent involuntary. Accordingly,

the Court should preclude the Government from offering any evidence derived from the search

of PFC Anhur's phone at trial.
FACTS

l.

The Covemment has charged PFC Arthur with sexual assault and assault consummated

by a battery.

2.

NCIS interrogated PFC Arthur on 30 June 2020.

3-

PFC Arthur was

4.

PFC Arthur signed and read out an Article

at the time.
3

l(b) rights advisement and waiver.
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5.

Two NCIS agents conducted the interrogation.

6.

PFC Arthur was alone in the interrogation room with the two NCIS agents.

7-

PFC Arthur did not have counsel present, nor had hc consulted with counsel.

8.

Throughout the interrogation, PFC Arthur is sitting in a comer opposire the only door,

with the two agents sitting between him and the door.

9.

PFC Arthur

10.

After PFC Arthur tells the agents he cannot remember a particular detail, one ofthe

agents tells PFC Arthur to move his chair back into the comer.2
I

l.

NCIS presented PFC Arthur with a permissive authorization for search and seizure

(PASS) form relative to his phone.l

I2.

PFC Arthur signed the form after the agent read it aloud to him.

13.

A detailed chronology ofPFC Arthur'

the abrupt death

primarily stemming from

ofhis wife from a drug overdose in September 20t9, is includcd in the

Defense's 25 February 2021 motion for PFC Anhur's release from pretrial confinement.

14.

Following his wife's death, PFC Arthur

15.

PFC Arthur

L This is at approximately the I :07:45 mark in the interrogation vidco
This is at approximately the lr2l:20 mark in the interrogation vidco
l:42 mark in thc intcrrogation video.

I

I

)
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16.

On 20 May 2021, the Court denied the Defense's motion to compel the Government to

provide Dr.

as an exp€rt

consultant. One function the expert was going to

perform for the Defense was going to be assessing PFC Arthur's intelligence.

17.

Additional facts pertinent to the motion are discussed below.
BURDEN

I

E.

"The prosecution must prov€ consent by clear and convincing evidence." M.R.E.

3la(e)(5). "Clear and convincing evidence is that weight of proof which produccs in thc mind of
the factfinder a firm beliefor convic.tion that the allegations in question are
v-

Martin,56 M.J. 97,

103

lrue." United

States

(CAAF 2001 ) (quotation and cihtion omitted).

LAW

19.

Consent to a search "must be given voluntarily. Voluntarincss is a question to be

determined from all the circumstances." M.R.E. 3la(e)(4). ln United Stales v. llallace, the
Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces (CAAF) adopted a non-exhaustive 6-factor test for
determining voluntariness:

L

The degree to which the suspecl's libeny was rcstricted;

2.

The presence ofcoercion or intimidation;

3.

The suspect's awarcness of his right to refuse based on inlerences ofthe suspect's
age, intelligence, and other factors;

4.

The suspect's mental state atthe time;

5.

The suspect's consultation, or lack thereof, with counsel; and

6.

The coercive effects ofany prior violations ofthe suspect's rights. 66 M.J.,

5,9

(CAAF 2008) (citation omitted).

.l
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ARGUMENT

20.

Wallace laclot One: thedeqree to which the suspcst liberty rvas restricled. PFC

junior Marine, was alone in the intenogation room with two NCIS agents

Arthur, a

between him and the door. While PFC Arthur was not under apprehension, this is not

dispositive. Id. The NCIS agents exercised apparent control over PFC Arthur's libeny. They
directed him where to

sit.

He asked them for permission to use the restroom. He waited in the

interrogation room by himself for approximately an hourafterNClS took his cell phone. PFC

Arthur was in NCIS's power.

21.

lAa ace F aetotTwo- lhc Drgsence of coercion or intimidation. WhileNCISdidnot

physically coerce PFC Arthur, as the Defense's rcquested cxpert. Dr

identified in

his declaration:

My review of Private First Class Arthur's interrogation video leads me to believe
the interrogators used various aspects ofthe Reid technique. This technique is
fraught with problematic issues such as confirmation bias and is being replaced in
many jurisdictions with more open-ended empirically validated techniques.
Throughour the course ofthe interrogation. it is apparent that NCIS employed leading questions
to get PFC Arthur to endorse NCIS's preferred narrative, despite PFC Anhur's statements that he
did not remember. [t is after approximately 90 minutes of using this interrogation technique on
PFC Anhur that NCIS requests his consent to search his phone.

22.

lf/alloce

F

actor 'l hree: The sus nec sa ware ess of his risht to refuse based on inlerences

ofthe susnect's ase, intellisence. and other factors. The CAAF's anal ysis of this factor in
lYallace is instructive: in that case, the appellant was

staff sergeant with nearly

eight years ofservice and still, the Court found it "doubtful that he knew he could withdraw
consenl once given." 66 M.J.

at9-

PFC Arthur

isa

junior Marine. Atthetimeof

his interrogation, he had recently suffered the loss of his wife,

4
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These factors, taken together, give substantial reason to doubt
PFC Arthur knew he could refuse to give consent. The Defense does not have more information

on PFC Anhur's intelligence because Dr.

was denied as an expert consultant.

23.

Wallace Factor Four: The susDect's mental state at the time. PFC Arthur's

24.

ll/allace F act or Five: The sus DCC sco sultation. or lack thereof. with counsel. Pl'C

Anhur did not have the benefit of consulting with a lawyer prior to signing the PASS form with
respect to his phone.

25.

l$alloce

F

actor

Six: The cocreive effEels ojanv orio! violations ofthe susoect's rishls.

The Defense does not concede that NCIS's interrogation of PFC Arthur was proper, even though
the Covernment has informed the Court it docs not intend to offer the interrogation into

evidence. NCIS's employment of leading questions despite PFC Arthur's lack of memory
concerning the subject ofthe interrogation likely induced PFC Arthur to make incriminatory
statemenls,

i

ln any event, NCIS's conduct ofthe interrogation caused PFC Arthur to be even

more compliant than he was already disposed to be. in light of his rank, age, intelligence, and
mental health.

' At one point in the intcrrogatior, PF( Anhur asks NCIS what month cofies afler September. This is at
approximalel) thc l:04 15 mark in the video.
' The Defense needs D
to conduct arl assessment ofPFC Arthur to be more dcfinitive on this point.
5
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26.

Conclusion. The Govemment must prove to the Court by clear and convincing evidence

that PFC Arlhur voluntarily consented to the search of his phone. Hc did not. Application of the
Wallace factors to the circumstances surrounding PFC Arthur's consent leads to the conclusion
that his consent was not voluntarily given.

RELIEF REQUf,STEI)

27.

The Defense respectfully requests rhe Courl suppress the evidenc€ found on PFC

A(hur's cell phone.

28.

Oral Argument. The Defense requests oral argument.

29.

Evidence. The Defensc pres€nts the following as evidence in support ofthis motion, and

is

willing to supplement with more information from the materials thus far provided by the

Governmcnt in discovery,
testimony of Dr.

Bs

the Court desires. The Defense would also supplement with rhe

ilDr.

had been granted as an expen and permitted to

evaluate PFC Arthur.

l.

2.

PFC Anhur test scores
ASVAB fact sheet
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CERTIFICAfE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel and
2l May 2021.
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Private First Class
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27 May 2021

t.@s!!q.
This is the Covemment Response to the Defense Motion to Suppress digital evidence
seized pursuant to a Permissive Authorization for Search and Seizure (hereinafter

"PASS"). The

Court should DENY this Motion because the Government has satisfied its obligations under Mil.
R. Evid.

3

14, and thc Defense has failed to establish any applicable basis for further suppression

of lawfully obtained evidence.

2. Burden of Proof.
When a motion for suppression is filed by the Defense, the Government has the burden

of

proving by a preponderance of the evidence that thc evidence was not obtained as a rcsult of an

unlawful search or seizure or that some other exception applies. Mil. R. Evid.

lll(eXl).

The

burden ofthe prosecution extends only to the grounds upon which the defense moved to suppress

the evidence. Here the Defense is challenging the admissibility of the search on ground of
voluntariness (consent). See generally

Mil. R. Evid. 314. Thus, the burden shifts to

Government to prove that consent was given by clear and convincing evidence.
3

the

Mil. R. Evid.

la(eXa)

!

I
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J. Summary of Facts.

For the limited purpox of the Govemment Response the Defense Motion to Suppress, the

Govemment accepts the Defense's Findings of Fact

I-

12.

4. Statement of (he Law,
a. Fourth Amendment Violation
The Fourth Amendment guarantees, "[t]he right ofthe people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and cffects, against unreasonable searches and seizures . . ." Jee U.S. Const., amend

IV. A warrantless

search is "per se unrcasonable under the Fourlh Amendment - subject only to

a few specifically established and welldelineated exc eptions." see Kotz v. United States,389 U.S.

347.

f57 (1967). "Voluntary consent to search is one exception to the warrant requirement."

see

United Stotes v. Girro, 2019 CCA LEXIS 6, r'16 (N.M.C.C.A. 2019) (citing Schneckloth
Bustomonre, 4 12 U.S.

2I

b. M.K.E 1l4k\
Under

v.

8 (l 973)).

Consent Searches

Mil. R. Evid. 314(eXl), "evidence ofa

search conducted without probable cause is

admissible ifconducted with lawful consent." If a person voluntarily consents to a search of his
person or property under his control, no probable cause or warrant is rcquired. Under
3

l4(eX2). "[al person may consent to

a search

Mil. R. Evid.

of his or her person or property, or both. . . A person

may grant consent to search property when the person exercises control over that property." In

Gallagher, the search of the accused's closed briefcase, located in the garage of the accused's
home, did not exceed (he scope of his wife's consent to search the areas of the home over which
she had actual or apparcnt

authority. United

States v.

Gallogher,65 M.J.60l (N-M. Ct. Crim.

App. 2007) offirmed, 66 M.J.250 (C.A.A.F. 2008).

2
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Under

Mil. R. Evid. 314(eX3), "consent may be limited in any way by

the person granting

consent, including limitations in terms of time, place, or propertyr and may be withdrawn at any

time." However, in

Riltenhouse the Court stated consent

to search 8 computer

necessarily

implicated consent to seize and remove said computer even thouSh thc standard consent form used

did not explicitly state that the computer could bc seized and removed. United States v.
Rirrenhouse, 62 M.J. 504

(A. Ct. Crim. App. 2005). Finally, in Roberls a search was dcemed

lawful where the accused initially consented, then withdrew consent, and then consented again.
United States v. Roberts, )Z M.J. 681 (A.F.C.M.R.

Under

l99l).

Mil. R. Evid. 3la(e)(4). "to be valid,

consent must be given voluntarily.

Voluntariness is a question to be determined from all the circumstances. Although a person's
knowledge of the right to rcfuse to give consent is a factor to be considered in determining
voluntariness, the prosecution is not rcquircd to dcmonstratc such a knowledge as a prerequisite to

establishing

a voluntary consent. Mere submission to the color of autholity of

personnel

performing law enforcement duties... is not voluntary consent." ln Goudl the Accused's consent
was voluntary despite the fact that he allegedly took the commander's request to be an implied
ordet. United States v Goudy, 32 M.J. 88 (C.M.A. l99l
hospital for

a head

). tn Vassar.the Accused

was taken to the

injury and told that a urinalysis was needed for trcatment. The Court ofAppeals

for the Armed Forces (C.A.A.F) held it is permissible to use trickery to obtain consent as long as

it does not amount to coercion and it was found that the urinalysis was admissible. United Stales
v. Vassar,52 M.J.9 (1999). Finally, in Roa, thc court tells us that reading the Accused their Anicle
3

|

rights is recommended but not required in gaining consent. United States v. Roa, 24 MJ. 297

(c.M.A

reET).

,l
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ln llallace, CAAF adopted a non-exhaustive six-factor test for determining voluntariness.
United States v. Wallace 66 M.J., 5, 9 (C.A.A,F. 2008):

l.

The degree to which the suspect's liberty was restricted;

2. The prescnce ofcoercion or intimidation;
3. The suspect's awareness

ofhis right to refuse

based on inferences

ofthe suspect's

age,

intelligence, and other factors;
4. The suspect's mental state at the time;
5. The suspect's consultation, or lack

thercot with counsel; and

6. The coercive effects ofany prior violations ofthe suspect's rights.

Under M.R.E. 314(eX5), "The prosecution must prove consent by clear and convincing
evidence. The fact that a person was in custody while granting consent is a factor to be considered
in determining the voluniariness ofconsent, but it does not affect the standard ofprool."

5.

Arsument.
The Accused's Consenl wos valid and freely given.
Based on the totality

of the circumstances, it is clear that the Accused's consent to NCIS

to review his cellular phone was valid. First and foremost, the Accused was provided and signed
a

PERMISSM AUTHORIZATION FOR SEARCH AND SEIZURE C'PASS) for his personal

cellular device. Sea Encl.

I

.

While Mil. R. Evid.

3

l4(e)(4) does plainly state, '[mlere submission

to the color of authority of personnel performing law enforcement duties or acquiescence in an
announced or indicated purpose to search is not a voluntary consent." However, those sctions

taken by law enforcement prior to the PASS and communications with the Accused during the
course

ofthe interrogation, provide

necessary context here. Prior to signing this authorization to

4
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the reporting NCIS Special Agent, the Accused was notified that he was under investigation lor
having committed a crime; specifically, a viotation of Article I 20 ('sexual assault'), UCMJ. After

being advised of the Accused's right to remain silent at the beginning of the interrogation,
prolected under Article 3l(b), the Accused waived his right and began to speak voluntarily with

law enforcement. See Encl.

2.

Both of these

acts

along with the conversation and contexl

provided by the dialogue between the Accused and the NCIS Special

Agent(s)

demonslrates

that consent to review the Accused's cellular phone was freely given.

A

factor that the Coud should look to is "the person's knowledge of the right to refuse

consent." United State.t v. Goudy,32 M.J.88,90 (C.A.A.F.

l99l). ln this casc, the Accused

presented the ability to refuse the search of his cellular phone, both orally and

was

in-writing. This

demonstrates that the Accused knew and fully understood his rights at the time he signed the PASS.

The Accused rcad aloud that he had the "right to refuse" a search of his cellular device "in the
absence

ofa search warrant" and that

he

"full[y] understand[s]" this right.

.lee Encl.

l.

Then, rhe

Accused willingly gave NCIS Special Agent(s) "permission to remove and retain any property

[]

found during the search which are desired.for investigtttive purposes;' .Id. (emphasis added).
Finally, the Accuscd acknowledged that he "ma[d]e this decision freely and voluntarily" with "no
threats having been made or promises extended to

[him]" by the NCIS Special Agents. /d. This

unequivocal language, acknowledged by the Accused, gave numerous "off-ramps" to prevent him
from pmviding consent lo review his own cellular device without fully-informed consent.

Still further contexl,

as examined

by the Goudy Coun, permis this Court to look at the

Accused's age, education, length ofscrvice, rank, and CTC scorc. Goudyat 91. lnthiscase,the
Accused is a

Private First Class who had served over two and a half years in the

Marine Corps, at t}re time of the incident. He is a high school graduate with five 'MarineNet'

5
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Courses, and over 30 annual service training requirements completed. Funhermorc. the Accused

atiained the requisitc CTC score, and although admittedly below average, the requisite AFQT
score, for service in the Marine Corps without waiver.

&e Encl. 3. The Accused

has the requisite

intelligence to understand his rights and consented to the search and review ofhis cellular phone.

ln Wallace,CAAF adopted a non-exhaustive six-factor tesl (hereinafter " Wallace Factors"\
for determining voluntariness. Wallace

a.

al9.

Those factors are analyzed here, in-tum:

l{allace Factor One: the degree to which the Accused's liberty was restricted. PFC

Arthur was not under apprehension, and although NCIS agents exercised apparent control as law
enforcement officers. the Accused was never restricted or had conditions imposed on his liberty.
The Accused was advised of his rights under Article

I l(b) which gave him

the ability to terminate

the interview et ory time. See Encl. 2 (emphasis added). The Accused was neither denied the

abilhy to leave the interview room nor roquested to terminate the interrogation. ln actuality, the
Accused was given the ability to pause the interview to go to the bathroom under his own volition.

b.

Wallace Factor Two: the presence of coercion or intimidation. NCIS did not physically

coerce the Accused. NCIS utilized a recognized interview technique to ascertain information
relating to the subject investigation. As previously stated. the Accused acknowledged, in the form

of advisement of his rights under Article 3l(b). and determined that he would go forward with the
interview process. The Accused "ma[dje this decision freely and voluntarily" with "no threats
having been made or promises extended to [himl" by the NC lS Special Agents. See Encl.

l.

While

this does not suggest per say lhe interrogation must have been voluntary, this unequivocal
language, acknowledged by the Accused, gave numerous "off-ramps"

to

prevent

him from

providing consent to review his own cellular device without fully-informed. voluntary consent.

6
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c. llallace

Factor Three: the Accused's awareness ofhis right to refuse based on inferences

ofthe Accused's age, intclligence, and other factors. The Accused read, completed, and signed
the PASS which clearly stated in plain language,

"l

have been informed

ofmy constitutional right

to refuse to permit this search in the absence of a search warrant. In full understanding of this
right, I have nevertheless decided to permit this search to be made," See Encl.

L

The Accused

capability to read and understand basic instructions through his completion

has demonstrated the

of high school, Military Occupational Specialty training, and 'MarineNet' courses. The Accused
had actual knowledge

ofthe content ofthe PASS and, nevenheless, made the free determination

to sign the form in affirmance of his voluntary consent to the subject search.

d.

l{alluce Factor Four: the Accused's mental state at the time. Admittedly, at the time

the Accused gave his consent, one might reasonably presume he suffered from mental anguish or

problems associated with the death

of his spouse. However, it

has not been shown that this

reasonable presumption is tied to any significant degraded mental state

or that it might

have

necessarily affected this subject investigation. Rather, the Accused proved capable ofreading and
understanding the language of the PASS

form.

He dialogued without ease with both NCIS Special

Agents. There is no reason to question that the Accused's mental state was such that he would be
incapable ofunderstanding thal he voluntarily gave his consent while completing the PASS.

e.

llallace Factor Five: the Accused's consultation, or lack thereof, with counset. The

Accused was given notice of his right to consult with counsel and subsequently waived this right
under

A(icle 3l(b).

f.

See Encl. 2.

llallace Factor Six: the coercive effects ofany prior violations oflhe Accused's righrs.

There are no known coercive effects placed upon the Accused during this inrerrogation. Funher,

there is no evidence that the Accused's

will

was over-borne by either law cnforcement agent to

7
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call into question the voluntariness of the interrogation. Rather, the Accused was taken into the

interrogation room, mid-morning. No stand-off period was observed, and the Accused
demonstrated no level ofanguish during the recorded portion

ofthe interrogation.

Finally, and most convincingly, the Accused here limited the scope ofthe PASS. On the
document containing the authorization for search and seizure, the Accused limited the search

his cellphone to his

with the corresponding phone number

"IMEI" number

of

and

The Accused further limited the scope of the PASS to only

allow the search to occur on "30Jun20" and signed his name to the one page PASS form which
stated the Accused "[gave

hisl permission to remove and reuin any propeny or papers found

during the search which are desired for investigativc purposes." See Encl.
Here, under the standard outlined

in lVallace

and the totality

l.

of the circumstances, the

evidence obtained from lhe Accused cellular device should not be suppressed by this Court.

Even lf Accused did no, consen,,lhere wus proboble cause lo search the cell phone.

A search is proper if conductcd pursuant to a search warrant or authorization based-upon
probable cause.

Mil. R. Evid. 315. A

search authorization is granted by a military commanderi it

may be oral or written, need not be under oath, but must be based on probable cause. Probable
cause is a reasonable belief that the pcrson, propeny, or evidence sought is located in the place or

on the person to be searched. Mil. R. Evid. 315(t). It is a "fluid concept---turning on the
assessment

of probabilities in panicular factual contexs---nor readily, or even usefully, reduced

to a near ser of legal rules." Illinois v. Gates, 462 u.s. 2 13, 232 (19E2).
The Gales Coun'totalaty ofthe circumstances" test was re-articulated in I'niled States

v.

Bethea.in which the C.A.A,F. held that there was sufficient probable cause to authorize a seizure

li
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of a hair sample to establish wrongful use ofcocaine based on a prior positive urinalysis despite
fact that hair samplc would not nccessarily indicate a prior one-time use ofcocaine.

6l M.J.

184

(c.A.A.F.2005).
Here, the facts which led to the interrogation of the Accused show that there was (and
remains) probable cause under the Carrol/ Doctrine that a crime was committed by the Accused.
Statements provided to NCIS from the named-Victim during the course ofthis investigation allege

the Accused to have commitled a sexual assault upon the named-Victim on or between
2020 and

I

Feb

3l

Jan

2020. ln his interview, prior to giving consent for the search of his cellular device

the Accused admitted to performing sexual acts on the Accused during this time-frame.
Funhermore, the subject search was of his personal cellular device. Such devices can be easily
and quickly destroycd and. therefore, evidence destroyed along

with

it. Il is not unlikely

that the

Accused would have been held in custody and a search based on probable cause authorized by the

Commanding OITicer (commonly referred to as a Command Authorization for Search and
Seizure), to obtain the subject evidence not in violation ofthe Fourth Amendment.

The evidence oblained lrom the Accused would be inevllobly discovered

lllegally obtained evidence is admissible
through independent, lawful means.

if it

inevitably would have been discovercd

SeeMil.R.F.vid.3ll(b)(2). In this cas6, the named-Victim

provided information and texts relating to th€ conversstion she had with the Accused. The
situation in the immediate case is no different than one where

a

car trunk is searched absent consenl

but the evidence was admissible anyway because the police were in the proccss of gctting a
waftanJ- United Srares v. Carrubba, 19 M.J. 896 (A.C.M.R. l9$5). Although the inevitable
discovery is based on an impending inventory search rather than an impending warrant, the result

q
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might reasonably be the

same

.

Here,

it

is

ofsignificant notc that thc evidence obtained

as a result

of the PASS, was also offered by the Victim. Had NCIS not received a PASS from the Accused,
they would still have access to substantially similar evidence via the voluntary submission by the

Victim.

6.

Evidence.
The Government provides the following additional enclosures as evidence

-

Enclosute ( I ): PASS dtd 30 Jun 20
Enclosure (2): Article 3 I (b) Rights Waiver of the Accused dtd 30 Jun 20
Enclosure (3): Relevant Portions ofthe Accused SRB

7. Relief

Requested.

The Governmenl respectfully requests this Court DENY the Defense Motion to Supress.

E. Oral Argument.
The Oovernment respectlully requests oral argument on this matter.

C. M. I,AVIS
Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Government Trial Counsel
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I certify that J served a true copy via e-mail ofthe above on the Court and Defense Counsel on

77 May 2021
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C.

Major. U.S. Marine Corps
Covernment Trial Counsel
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL
PRODUCTION OF WITNESSES

UNITED STATES

JESSE D. ARTHUR

2l

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

May 2021

MOTION
Pursuanl to Rule for Court-Martial (RCM) 703, Defense rcspectfully moves this court to

compel the production of witnesses.

SUMMARY
The Government has charged Private First Class (PFC) Arlhur with two specifications

of

sexual assault, one specification ofabusive sexual contact, and one specification ofassault
consummated by a battery against Lance Corporal (LCpl)

LCp

did not rcporr her

sexual intercourse with PFC Anhur as a sexual assault until nearly Iive months after it occurrcd.
The consequent absence of forensic or video evidence means LCpl

credibility, and any

motive on her part to fabricate the allegations, is central to any decision on PFC Anhur's guilt.
The Defense has requested numerous witnesses requircd to provide an effective defense and to
challenge the

*edibility of LCpl

the Defense's case.

lt

The Govemment has denied two witnesses necessary to

is essential to the conduct of a fair

trial in this

case that the Court compel

the Covemment to produce the witnesses described in this motion.
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FACTS

L

Pursuant to the coun-ordered trial milestones in this case, the Defense submined a

request for pmduction of witnesses to the Covernment on 5 May 2021. This request included
contact information and synopsis ofexpected testimony. [Encl

(l)]

2.

l4 May 2021. The Covemment

The Covernment responded to the Defense's request on

denied the production of the following witnesses: Sergeant

and Mr.

. The Govemment did not provide a rcason for denial. [Encl (2)]
BURDEN
As thc moving party, the Defense bears the burden ofpersuasion. R.C.M. 905(cX2XA).

The burden of proof is by a preponderance olthe evidence. R.C.M.905(cXl).

LAW
The Accused is entitled to have material witnesses provided for his court-martial. Article
46. UCMJ. See.r/so Unired Srates v. Manos,

l7 U.S.C.M.A, I0,37 C.M.R. 274 (C.M.A. 1967)

(applying Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S. l4

(I

967). ln order to compel

the production

of

witnesses, the defense must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the requested

witness is both material and necessary. United States v. Tansouz, 5 M.J.426 (C.M.A. l97t).

Materiality has been defined by the Court of Military Appeals as embracing the
"'reasonable likelihood' that the evidence could have affected the judgment ofthe military judge

or court members." United States v. Hampton, 7 M.J. 2E4, 285 (C.M.A. 1979). Materiality of a
witness tums on whether the witness's testimony "cithcr ne8ates the Covernment's evidence or
suppons the defense." U.S. v. Allen,
is

I I M.J. 572,610 (N.M.C.R. l9m). lf

material. A witness is "necessary"

so, then the witness

when the testimony "would contribute to a party's

presentation ofthe case in some positive way on a matter in issue." United States v. Breedin(.

2
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44 M.J.345. 150 (1996).

The faclors relevant to whether the personal appearance of a witness should be compelled
were stated in United Srates v.

Allen,3l M.J.572 (N.M.C.M.R. l99l),af'd,33 M.J.

209

(C.M.A. l99l). cert. denied, I l2 S.Ct l47l (1992).'Ihey are:
) The issues involved in the case and importance of requested witness to those issues;
(2) Whether the witness was desired on the merits or sentencing;
(3) The availability of the witness or alternatives to live testimony;
(4) The military status of the witness;
(5) Whether compelling the witness's appearance would interfere with mission
(I

accomplishment; and
(6) Whether the witness's testimony would be cumulative.

ARGUMENT
Sqt
The Covernment did not provide a reason for denying the production ofSgt

. Sgt

can testify concerning the alleged victim's character for untruthfulness. Becausc the

Government's case turns on LCpl
the Defense be able to call her

credibility. it is essential to PFC Arthur's defcnse that

oedibility into question. Sgt

truthfulness rests on a different

basis

opinion concerning LCpl

and he arrived at it from a different

perspective-(han the two character for untruthfulncss wilnesses already granted by the
Government. Thus, his testimony would not be cumulative because he would be subject to

diffcrcnt lines of cross-examination than the othe, witnesses.

Mr.
The Govemment did not provide a reason for denying the production of Mr.

. Mr.

can provide testimony in senlencing regarding an incident in which PFC

Arthur saved his life. In 2017, Mr.

was badly injured when he tripped and plunged his

hand through a window. PFC Arthur applied a toumiquet and drove Mr.

Given ambulance rcsponse times in the area, it is doubtful Mr.

to the hospital.

would have survived.

l
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Mr

testimony is necessary for considering PFC Arthur's life-saving actions as a

mitigating factor at sentencing. Any other form of testimony or cvidence as to this act would be
an insufficient substitute,

RELIEF REQUESTED

l.

The defense respectfully requests this coun to compel the production ofthe forgoing
witnesses at trial.

2.

3.

Oral Argument. lfopposed, the Defense requests oral argument.
Evidence

l.

2.
J.

Enclosure I : Defense lnitial Witness Request dtd 5 May
Enclosure 2: Govemment Respons€ dtd l4 May 2l
Enclosure 3: Government Witncss List dtd 9 Apr 2l

2l

C. W, MCALISTER
First Lieutenant, USMC
Detailed Defense Counsel

d
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CERl'IFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel,
Victim Legal Counsel. and lhe Coun on 2l May 2021.

C. W. MCALISTER
First Lieutenant, USMC
Detailed Defense Counsel
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ITAVY.MARJNE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENf,RAL COURT.MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
JESSE D. ARTHUR
Private First Class

Government Response to
Defense Motion to Compel Witnesses

USMC

28May ZULI

l. @LMotion.
Witnesses filed on

2l

This is the Covernment's response to the Defense Motion to Compel
May 2021. The Govemmena respectfully requesb rhat the Court

EU

the Defense Motion.

2.

fulg.

As the moving party, the Defense bears the burdcn of proof and persuasion. R.C.M.

905(cxzXA). Absent proofby a preponderancc ofthe evidence that the requested witnesses are
both relevant and necessary, the Defense Motion must be denied. /d.

3. Suomrrv of Fects
The Govemment accepts the facts as set forth in Defense motion.

4. Law
The prosecution and defense and the court-martial shall have equal opponunity to obtain
witnesses and evidence, subject to the limitations sel forth in RCM 701, including the benefit

of

compulsory prccess. RCM 703(a). Each party is entitled to the production of any witncss whose
testimony on a matter in issue would bc relevant and neccssary. RCM 701(b)(l). Evidence is
relevant when it has a tendency to make a fact that is ofconsequence in detetmining the action
more or less probable than it would be without the evidence. MRE 401. Necessary means the
evidence is not cumulative and would contribute to a party's presentation ofthe case in some
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positive way on a matter in issue. RCM '03(b)( I ) discussion.

The right to compel the attendance of witnesses, however, is not absolutei the defense must
demonstrate that witnesses are both material and necessary before any order lo produce is

required. Unired States v. Allen,ll M.J. 572, 610 (N.M.C.M.R. 1990). Whether Defense is
entitled to the production of a material witness is a matter within the discretion of the military
judge who is required to balance at least seven factors in determining whether a material witness
must be produced: ( l) the issues involved in the case and the importance of the requested witness
to those issues; (2) whether the witness was desired on the merits or on sentencing; (3) whether
the witness' testimony would be merely cumulative; (4) the availability of altematives to the
personal appearance of the witness such as depositions, interrogatories. or previous testimonyt

(5) the unavailability ofthe witness, such as that occasioned by nonamenability to the court's
process; (6) whether or not the requested witness is in the armed forces and ior subject to

military orders; (7) the elfect that a military witness'absence will have on his or her unit and
whether tha( absence

will adversely affect the accomplishment of sn important military mission

or cause manifest injury to the service.

"A military judge's ruling on

i/.

a r€quest for a witness is rcviewed for abuse of discretion."

United Srates v. McElhaney, 54 M.J. 120, 126 (C.A.A.F.2000) (superseded on other grounds).

5. Areument
Here, Defense is requesting the Court compel the Covemment to produce the following
witnesses: Sergeant

. Defense argues that these

and Mr.

witnesses are rclevant and necessary to testify to the truthfulness of the Victim and a maner not
on the merits but at sentencing. However, Defense has failed to provide sufficient information to
show that the rcquested witnesses are relevant and necessary. The Covernment has already

1

t
:
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agreed to produee the following witness to testify and based on the proffer in Defense's motion

could testify regarding the Victim's trustworthiness: Cpl

Gunnery Sergeant

and on sentencing:

a.

Sgt

, Defense has failed to prove how Sgt

The proffered testimony of Sgt

is that he

is not merely cumulative.

will testify to the Victim's character

for truthfulness. This is the same proffer provided for both Cpl

and GySgt

, Defense has failed to articulale any manner in which this testimony would

be

would be able to testify to any specific instance through

different or how Sgt

which he formulated this opinion. As this witness is merely cumulative to the already
granted Noncommission Officer and Staff Noncommissioned Officer in Cpl

and

GySgt

b.

Mr.

.

Def'ense has failed to prove how

Mr.

is rclevant and

necessary for physical production. Under the factors to be analyzed, this witness is not
desired on the merits and has no imponance on the merits ofthe case. These factors

weigh in favor or denial. This witnesses testimony as proffered would not be
cumulative, this weighs in favor of production. Because therc are no confrontation
clause concems and thc potential to relax the rules during sentencing there are multiple

alternatives to the production ofthis witness. This weighs in favor ofdenial. Mr.
has nol been subpoenaed nor has he indicated he would deny one. This factor is

neutral and does not weigh in favor ofeither party. This witness is not subject to

military orders, this factor weighs in favor ofdenial, however, this witness will not
impact any units mission, and this factor weighs in favor ofproduction. These last two
factors weighed together appcar to be neutral and weigh in favor of either pany. The

3
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totality of thc factors and relative weight the Court should afford each onc shows that the
production of this witness is nol required under the Rule or the Law and his production
should not be compelled.

The Defense has failed to provide proof by a preponderance of the evidence that the requested
witnesses are both relevant and necessary and not merely cumulative to the granted witness, thus

the Defense Motion should be denied
6

Relief Reouested
As the Defense fails to meet its burden of proof, the Government respectfully requests

the court

pEry

the Defense Motion.

7. Evidenc*
The Covernment incorporates Defense's Enclosures.

TJ Schwerdtfeger
Captain, tISMC

Trial Counsel
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Certificate ofService
I certify that I have served a true copy (via e-mail) of the above on the Coun and Defense
Counsel on 28 May 2021 .

TJ Schwerdttbger
Captain, USMC

Trial Counsel
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Nnvy-M.c,ruNE CoRps TRrnr. JuorctlRv
Elstenr.t JUDICIAL Ctncutr
Grnrnal CoURT-MARTTAL
GENERAL COURT MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

VICTIMS' LEGAL COUSEL RESPONSE
(IN CAMERA REVIEW OF
PRIVILEGED MATERIAL LNDER
MILITARY RULE OF EVIDENCE

slr)

JESSE D. ARTHIiR
PriYate First Class
U. S. Marine Corps

l.

Datc: 28 Mav 2021

Nature of Motion.
The Victim LCpl S.B,S. requests that the court deny lrr carnera review ofprivileged

material under Mrr.. R. Evto.513 because the Defense has not demonstrated by the
prepondcrance ofthe evidence why review such material is relevant and necessary,

2-@'
Pursuant to R.C.M. 905(cX

l), the burden ofproof is by a prcponderance ofthe evidence.

Pursuant to R.C.M. 905(c)(2)(A), the burden ofpersuasion is on the Defense as the moving
party.

Ststement of the

a. Victims'

Lrw
Leqal Counsel Standinq

The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces in LRM v. Kastenbergt , held that victims have
both standing and the right to be represented and heard through counsel at hearings under

Mil. R. Evid.5l3.2 "There isa long-standing precedent that

a holder

ofa privilege hasa

right to contest and protect the privilege" Kastenberg, T2 M.J. at 368.

| 72 M.J. 354, (C.A.A.F. 20t3).
I "The President has exprcssly statcd the victim or patient has a ri8ht to a reasonablc oppo(unity to attend and be
hcard in €vidcntiary hearings undcr M.R.E. 412 and 513 .. . A Easonable oppoflunity to be hcard at a hearine
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R. f,vtp. 513

The psychotherapist-patient privilege within the Military Rules of Evidence establishes that,

"A patient

privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from
disclosing a confidential communication made between the patient and a psychotherapist
.. . in a case arising under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, if such communication
was made for the purpose of facilitating diagnosis or treatment ofthe patient's mental or
emolional condition." Mil. R. Evid. 5l 3(a).
has a

The protections under this privilege extend to evidence
meaning, "testimony of a psychotherapist
by a patient to a psychotherapist [.
mental or emotional condition.''

..

ofa patient's records or communications,

[...] or patient

records that pertain to communications

I for the purposes of diagnosis or treatment of the patient's

Mil. R. Evid.5l3(bX5). The Coast Guard Coun of Criminal

Appcals in H.V. v. Kitchen], expands upon that definition by holding that

Mil. R. Evid. 513 include "records indicating

ahe protections under

a psychiatric diagnosis, the date

of such diagnosis,

any mcdications prescribed, the duration prescribed medications wcre to be taken, types

of

thcrapies used, and the resolution ofthe diagnosed psychiatric condition" but does not include
"dates of treatment, the identity of the providcr and thc timc taken on each date.'' Id. at 719

Mil, R, Evid.

5I

3 has seven enumerated exceptions where there is no psychotherapist-

palient priv ilBge:
" l . The patient is dead;
2. The communication is evidence of child abuse or neglect, or in a proceeding in which
one spouse is charged with a crime against a child ofeither spouse;
l. Fedcral law. state law, or service regulation imposes a duty to repon information
contained in a communication;
4. Psychotherapist or assistant to the psychotherapist b€lieves that a patient's mental or
emotional condition makes the patient a danger to any person, including the palient;
5. The communicalion clearly contemplated the future commission of a fraud or crime or
ifthe services ofthe psychotherapist are sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to

includcs thc right to present fscts and legal argumcnt, and that a victim or patient who is represented by counsel be
heard ftrough counsel. This is self-evident in the case of M.R. E. 5 I 3, the invocation of which necrssarily includes a
legal conclusion that a legal privilege applies." Kastenberg. T2 M.J at 369-70.
I 75 M.J. 717. (C.G.C.C.A. 2016)_
2
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commit or plan to commil what the patient knew or reasonably should have known to
be a crime or fraud;
6. When necessary to ensure the safety and security of military personnel, military
dependents, military property, classified inlbrmation. or the accomplishment ofla
military mission; or
7. When an accused offers statements or other evidence conceming his mental condition
in defense, extenuation, or mitigation." Mil. R. Evid. 513(d)4.
Conceming the enumerated exceptions, the court in JM v- Payton-O'Briens rccognized the intent

of Congress and the President to strenglhen the psychotherapist-patient privilege by eliminating
the "constitutionally required" exception6 but held that while "privilege may be absolute outside
the enumeratcd cxceptions.

[...] it must

not infringe upon the basic constitutional rcquirements

of due process and confrontation." O'Brien,76 M.J. at 7E7-EE.

"lf

the Constitution demands the

'admission or disclosure' of otherwise privileged communications, the deletion of Mil. R. Evid.
513(dX8) does not limit th€ Constitutions reach into the rule. Put differently, the Constitution is
no more or less applicable to a rule ofevidence because it happens to be specifically mentioned
in the Military Rules of Evidence." 1d (citing. LK v. Acosta & Sanchez.T6

M.J.6lI,6I5

(A.C,C.A.2017).

c. MtL.

R. EvlD. 513 Procedure

When a party to the proccedings seeks production or admission ofrecords or communications
a patient other than the accused, the moving party must: ( I )

days prior to the entry

of

file a written motion at least five (5)

of pleas, and (2) serve the motion on the opposing party, the military

judge, and unless impractical, provide notice to the patient or patient's representative. Mil. R.

r "Thcsc ciceplions are intcndcd to cmphasizc that rnilrtary commanders are to hav€ access to all
information that is
necessary for ahe safety and security ofmi[rary persoln€1, operations, installations. and equipm.nt. Therefore,
psychotherapists are to provide such information dcspate a claim ofprivilege." Analysis ofrhe Military Rules of
Evidence, App. 22, M.R.E. 5ll(d)
' 76 M.J_ 782, (N.M.C.C.A. 20 t7).
'Affcr observing military Judgcs routinely brcach thc privilcgc in sexual assault cas€s, Congress and thc Prcsidcnt
anempted to substantially strength.n the lpsychothc,apistl privilege Iin the 20l5 NDAA] by rcmoving rhe
constitutional exception from the rule and adding lhe separate requirement thar any piercing ofthc privilege met one
offie remaining seven enumerated exccptions for in camcrs rcvicw." /d at 786-87.

'

3
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Evid.5l3(e)(l).

The written motion must rpecifically describe the evidence and state the

purpose for which it is sought.

Mil. R. Evid. 5 I 3(eX I ). "The contents of

a motion under

Evid.5l3arecritical.''DBv.Lippett,20l6CCALEXlS63, l8 (A.C.C.A. 2016).

Mil.

R.

Substantive

notice is required under this rule to insure that the patient is provided due process prior to the
production ofprivileged communications. Lippert,2016CCA LEXIS 63, 18. These rights can
be frustrated

if

the defense argues a "completely novel factual and legal theory at the hearing in

support of breaching the privilege."

Id

See also,

lco.sta, 76 M.J. at 620.

Before ordering the production or admission of privileged records or communications the

military judge must conduct a closed hearing. Mil. R. Evid. 513(e)(2). The military judge may
examine evidencc in comero only if such examination is necessary to rule on the production or

admissibility of protected records or communications. Mil. R. Evid. 513(e)(3). Before
conducting an in camera review, the military judge must find by a preponderance ofthe evidence
that the moving party showed:

(A) A specific factual basis demonstrating a reasonable likelihood that the rccords or
communications would yield evidence admissible under an exception to the privitege;
(B) that the requested information meets one ofthe enumerated exceptions;
(C) that the information sought is not merely cumulative; and
(D) that the party made reasonable etlorts to obtain thc same or substantially similar information
through non-privileged sources." Mil. R. Evid. 5 l3(eX3).

lfthe moving party satisfi€s all the prongs, but does not meet Mil. R. Evid. 513(eX3)(B),

one

of

the seven enumerated exceptions, then the military judge should determine whether the

accused's constitutional rights still demand an in comera review. O'Brisn,76 M.J. at 789.

"When determining whether an in camera review or disclosure of privileged materials is

constitutionally required [.. . ], the military judge should determine whether infringcmcnt of the
privilege is required to Buarantee a 'meaningful opponunity to present a complete defense."'/d.
citing EY v- Robinson and Martinez,No.20l600057, slip ord. at I n.2 (N.M.C.C.A. 25 February
4
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20t6) (quoting Holmes v. Sourh Corolrna, 547 U.S.319,324 (2006)). The court in O'Brien
provided a non-exhaustive list ofsituations where courts have found that the privacy rights
patient

m

ofa

o/ yield to constitutional rights ofan accused: "( I ) recantation or other contradictory

conduct by the alleged victim; (2) evidence ofbehavioral, mental, or emotional difficulties ofthe
alleged victim; and (3) the alleged victim's inability to accurately perc€ive, remember, and relate
eYents."

/d

at 789.

3. AgetsEls
As the moving party. the Defense has failed to meet lhe burden required for this Court to conduct
an in camera rcview

under M.R.E.

5ll.

of

LCpl

mental health rccords and other requested documents

The defense has listed in their "Facts" section that LCpl

gave three

competin8 theories or stories about what occuned with the accused, however, the defense has
provided nothing but proffcrs about these different theories. These are not directly contradictory
statements and should not be used as evidence to show that possible contradictory statements

would havc been made to her therapist. Finally. the Defense has not provided an adequate
showing that the Accused's Constitutional rights would be violated ifthe mental health records
wer€ not subjected to in camera review.

Applying M. R. E. 513(e)(A)-(D), to the requested evidence, the Defense has not met irs
threshold burden demonslrating a need to order an in cameta reyiew. The court should not

reqrie in camera review of the remaining

requested evidence because there is not a reasonable

likelihood the records or communications would yield evidence that is an exception to the
privilege, and the evidence is not otherwise constitutionally required.
The defenses requ€st to have produced or at least an in camera review of thc following
materials in regards to LCpl

. fail to meet the standards set forth in

M.R.E.5l3

and

5
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applicable case law. Most ofthe defense's motion pertains to information the defense already
has received counseling which was provided to defense

posscss, nam€ly the fact that LCpl

at lhe last 39(a) and that she is receiving treatment at an on base

lacility and the timing in which

she started receiving treatment. The defense did not articulate a specific factual basis

demonstrating a reasonable likelihood that any records arc likely to yield evidence admissible
under any ofthe previously enumerated exceptions to M.R.E

5ll.

The defense only proffered

and made assertions that there was a mere possibility that these records would be useful in
regards to any factual account a sexual assault complainant makes to a mental health provider

about allegations in this case. Directly against the rights protected under M.R.E 513

a. Defense's soecific reouests

(l)

Whether [-Cn I

has in fact been diaenosed

with PTSD

Requested documents from the Defense are specifically covered under the

privilege of M.R.E 513 and are not relevant under M.R.E 401. Other than merely stating thal
they are documents requested. the defense has failed to articulate anything further in regards to
factual bases as to why they should be admissible. Furthermore, the reasons for rvhich the
deflense

list in their motion in regards to constitutional rights are purely speculative and not

supported by any factual basis. Likelihood that any records are likely to yield evidence

admissible under any exception 10 M.R.E 513. Instead, the defense has shown only a mere

possibility that thc rccords sought would be useful in preparing the defense's case. As such, the
court should decline th€ pierce the sanctity oflhe privilege based solely on a mere possibility
since the purpose of M. R. E.

5I

3 would be undermined by even in camera review

of mental

health records by the court. The defense is using statements like, "Might have PTSD" in order to
show misrepresentation which should be considered a stretch. She did not state that she does in

6
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fact have PTSD or that it should be considered that she has PTSD, This representation was not
made to anyone, specitically the lRO, because it was redacted until the defense requested an

non-redacted version. This was also not an official statement made in any regard or used in an

ollicial capacity. Preparing for sentencing is not the same
this time the knowledge of whether or not LCpl
should be reserved for aller

a

as preparing for a complete defense, at

. has PTSD is not ripe at this time and

should not have her privacy invaded lor

conviction. LCpl

the mere possibility that this case reaches sentencing.

(2) Whether LCol
contradi ctorv or rnconsrslent ac

PTSD is attributable to PFC Arthur and whcther there were
rnt of the alleoed sexrral assarrl,

This section as stated by defense is clearly.

"lf LCpl

. has PTSD" IDef Mot Pg 6] the

VLC stands on the above statements that the defense should not be able to intrude on the privacy

ofLCpl

without real articulable facts. The defense is on a fishing expedition to invade the

privacy of LCpl

. for facts that were not regarded by the IRO and not pan ofthis case

originally. lfthe PTSD is in fact diagnosed and attributablc to the accused it is not ripc until after
a conviction and

if

used in sentencing.

The reasons for which the defense argues the records are constitutionally requircd and
admissible are speculative and not supported by any specific factual basis. The defense has failed

to meet its burden to show that an in camera review ofany mental health records would yield
admissible evidence. The Defense has failed to raise "a specific, credible factual basis
demonstrating a reasoneble likelihood that the records or communications would contain or lead

to the discovery ofevidence admissible under an exception to the privilege."T The information
that the d€fense outlined in their motion is mere speculation. The defense is attempting to

7

s'ce

MI-.

R. EvrD-

5

l3(e)(l XB)
1
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conduct a fishing expedition and pierce the privilege with mental health providers in order to

"find"

a prior inconsistent slatement about the allegations that they have no factual basis to

believe exist. As seen in previous cases, specifically Marqnez, if there was any discussion in
regards to the alleged assaults.iust because it was discussed does not provide or meet the
defenses burden

of factual

bases that is required under

M.R.E 513.t Furthermore, any requested

information does not fall under any enumerated exceptions and there is no evidence provided
that the Accused's constitutional rights are affected.

(l)

Prescriptions for LCol

The defense has failed to meet their burden under M.R.E 513 for why prescription

information is necessary. Other than providing descriptions ofdrugs that could be prescribed to
people with PTSD the defense has provided no information or evidence as to how this pertains to

LCpl
Relief Reouested,
LCpl

VLC requests that the Court deny the Defense's request.

4.@eEl.
LCpl

VLC requests oral argument.

B.L.MCGE
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Victims' Legal Counsel

+++,r:l+*,r+r,I,*++ir*,1**r*'l*l*+,r*tt+:r*,iri*+*++***i,t*+:t+tt+++*+t,t*,rt*ai,t*,**,t***
Certificate of Servace
I hereby attest that a copy of the foregoing was served on the court and opposing counsel
electronically on 28 May 2021.

t See llargue:,2ol9 CCA LEXIS 409,.14 (N.-M.C.C.C.A 2019).
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B. L. MCGE
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps

Victims' Legal Counsel
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
CENERAL COURT.MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
DEFENSE MOTION TO SUPPRESS
NCIS INTERROCATION OF THE
ACCUSED

JESSE D, ARTHUR

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS

2 June 2021

USMC

MOTION
Pursuant to R.C.M. 905(bX3), M.R.E. 304 and 305, and Anicle

3l

of the L;niform Code

of Military Justice, the Defense moves to suppress the contents of 'fhe Naval Criminal
lnvestigative Service's (NCIS) intermgation of Private First Class (PFC) Arthur. because PFC

Arthur's statements were involuntsry.

SUMMARY
NCIS intenogated PFC Arthur under circumstances that rendered his statements to NCIS
involuntary. Accordingly, the Court should preclude the Government from offering any
evidence derived from the interrogation of PFC Arthur at trial.

FACTS

l.

The Government has charged PFC Arrhur with sexual assault and assault consummated

by a banery.

2.

NCIS interrogated PFC Arthur on 30 June 2020.

3.

PFC Arthur was

at the time.
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4.

Around fifteen minutes into the interview, PFC Arthur signed and read out an Article

3l (b) rights advisement and waiver.

5.

Two NCIS agents then conducted the intermgation.

6.

PFC Anhur was alone in the interrogation room with the two NCIS agents.

7.

PFC Arrhur did not have counsel present, nor had he consulted with counsel.

8.

Throughout the intenogation, PFC Arthur is sitting in a corner opposite the only door,

with the two agents sitting between him and the door.

9.

PFC Arthur states that he cannot remember details ofthat night. like what he had been

drinking, and that most of it was a blur.

10.

'l'his is a reference to PFC

PFC Arthur

Arthur's inpatient trcatment from 2E April to I May 2020 for suicidal thoughts.
I

l.

After PFC Arthur tells the agents he cannot remember another particular deuil from that

night, one ofthe agents tells PFC Arthur to move his chair back into the corner.:

12.

A detailed chronology of PFC Arthur's
is included in the

Defense's 25 February 2021 motion for PFC Arthur's release from pretrial confinement.

13.

Following his wife's death, PFC Arthur

14.

PFC Arthur attempted suicide on 9 December 2020.

I

5.

On 20 May 202 I, the Court denied the Defense's motion to compcl thc Covernmenl to

provide Dr.

:'

as an expert consultant. One function the expert was going to

This is at approximately thc l:07:45 ma.k in thc interrogation video
This is at approximately thc l:23:20 mark in thc interrogation video

1
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perform for the Defense was to assess PFC Anhur's levels of intelligence, suggestibility, and

inability to recall the events underlying this court-martial.

16.

Additional facts pertinent to the motion are discussed below.
BURDEN

17.

Once the defense has made a timely motion under M.R.E. 304, the burden of proof is on

the government to prove by a preponderance

ofthe evidence that PFC Arthur's statements were

obtained voluntarily. M.R. E. 304(D(6-7).

LAW

18.

The Fifth Amendment provides: "No person . . . shall be compclled in any criminal case

to be a witness against himself nor bc dcprived of life. liberty, or property without due process

law." Accordingly.

of

a confession must be voluntary before it can be admitted into evidence.

Dickerson v. united stotes,530 u.s. 428, 433, I 20 S. Cr. 2326, t47 L. Ed. 2d 405 (2000).
Congress expressly incorporated these rights into the Uniform Codc of Military Justice (UCMJ),

which states that "no person subject to this chapter may compel any p€rson to incriminate
himself or to answer any question the answer to which may tend to incriminate him,' An.

3

l(a),

UCMJ. Additionally, "no statement obtained from any person in violation ofthis article, or
through the use ofcoercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement may be received in
evidence against him in a trial by court-martial." Art.

3l(d), UCMJ. Furthermore, no

person

may be subject to questioning or interrogation without first being informed ofthe nature ofthe
accusation against them and being properly advised oftheir right not to make a statement and
that any statement made by them may be used against them

aa

trial by court.martial. Ar1. 3 l(b),

UCMJ.
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M.R.E. 305(c), citing Article 3l , requires that an [investigating agent! may not

interrogate or request a statement from an accused or a person suspected ofan offense without

first: l) informing the accused or suspect of the nature of the accusation; 2) advising the accused
or suspect that he has the right to remain silent; and 3) advising the accused or suspect that any
statement made may be used as evidence against him in a kial by court-martial. Per M.R.E.
305(a), a statement obtained in violation of this rule is involuntary and

will

be treated under

M.R.E. 304, lhat is the statement will be deemed involuntary, and the statement and any
evidence derived therefrom

will be inadmissible

at

trial subject to very limited exceptions.

An "'involunlary statement' means a statemenr obtained in violation ofthe self-incrimination
privilegc or Due Process Clause ofthe Fifth Amendment to the United States Constirution,
Article 3l or through the use of coercion. unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement." M,R.E.

l0a(a)(l )(A). Moreover, "any evidence that the accused was threatened, tricked, or cajoled into
a waiver

will show that

Arizona.384 U.S. 436

20.

the defendant did not voluntarily waive his privilege." Mironda

(I

v,

996).

The test for voluntariness can be found in United States v. Bubonics. 45 M.J. 93

(C.A.A.F. 1996). "The necessary inquiry is whether the confession isthe product ofan
essentially free and unconstrained choice by its maker. If instead, the maker's will was
overbome and his capacity for self-determination critically impaired, use of the confession
would offend due process." Uniled States v. Bubonics,45 M.J., 45 M.J. at 95. Courts have
considered the totality

ofa/i ofthe

circumstances in conducting this inquiry, where "rhe import

of factors vary according to the circumstances and the statc of mind of the accused." Id
Morcover, "totality of the circumstances does not connote a cold and sterile list of isolated facts;
rather it anticipates a holistic assessment ofhuman interaction." United States v. Martinez, 38

+
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M.J. at 87 (C.A.A.F. 1993). In applying a totality of the circumstances test to determine if the
govemment has shown by a preponderance ofthe evidence that the accused's will was not
overbom in the making ofa confession, the court will consider

l)

the characteristics ofthe

accused,2) condirions ofthe interrogation, and 3) conduct ofthe law cnforcement oflicials,
United Stares v. Vandewoesryne,4l M.J. 587 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. 1994).

ARCUMENT
2l

.

I)

Thelbe1gqlelbli$ !f1b9 Accused: PFC Arthur

is a

junior Marine. PFC

Arthur's mental state at the time ofthe interrogation was in a questionable condition due to his

.

Within a few months ofthe interrogation, these

. Additionally,

PFC Arthur's

Armed Services Qualification Test (AFQT) percentile is 36, placing him near the bottom third
the population, and just over the minimum score

of

of 3 I for enlistment in the Marine Corps.l

These factors, taken together, give substantial reason to doubt PFC Arthur knew he could rcfuse

to give consent to be interviewed. The Defense does not have more information regarding the
ways in which PFC Arthur's mental health and intelligence affected his waiver ofrights because
Dr.

22.

was denied as an expert consultant.

2) The Conditions of the lnterrosstion: PFC Arthur, a

junior Marine, was

alone in the interrogation room with two NCIS agents between him and the door. While PFC

Arthur was not under apprehension, the NCIS agents exercised apparent control over PFC

r

At ooc point in thc intcnogation, PFC Arthur asks NCIS what nronth comes after Scprembcr. Thisisar
approximatcly thc l:04: l5 mark in thc video.

5
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Arthur's liberty. They directed him where to sit. He asked them for permission to use the
restroom. He waited in the interrogation room by himself for approximately an hour after NCIS
took his cell phone.

23.

3

) Conduct

of Law Enforcement OfJie ials: At the be ginning of their interview with PFC

Anhur, the two NCIS agents spend several minutes "shooting the breeze" with him. They
immediately diver( to first name bases. Before any rights advisement, they talk about lavorite
college football teams, about motorsport racing, how PFC Arthur's dad was a racer, and how he
has raccd vehicles before. They talked about his truck extensively, what work needed to be done

on it and their opinions and understandings ofvarious truck components and qualities. Very

quickly, the agents are able

10

capitalize on PFC Arthur's compromised mental health in this way

and use cajoling pleasantries to unduly lower the defenses and natural proclivities towards the
exercisc ofrights that a mentally healthy individual would have when being questioned as a
suspect in a sexual assault case. Additionally, while NCIS did not physically coerce PFC Arthur,
as the Defense's requested exp€rt,

Dr.

identified in his declaration:

My review of Private First Class Arthur's interrogation video leads me to believe
the intenogalors used various aspects ofthe Reid technique, This technique is
fraught with problematic issues such as confirmation bias and is being replaced in
many jurisdictions with more open-ended empirically validated techniques.
Throughout the course ofthe intenogation, which lasts nearly 3 hours, it is apparent that NCIS
employed leading questions to get PFC Arthur to endorse NCIS's preferred narative, despite
PFC Arthur's statements that he did not remember. NCIS's employment of leading questions
despite PFC Arthur's lack of memory conceming the subject ofthe interrogation likely induced
PFC Anhur to make incriminatory statements.

I

For example, the NCIS agents employ a host

of

leading questions, diatribes about how he should feel about what happened, hypotheticals about

'

Thc Defense needs Dr.

to conducl an assessment of PFC Arthur to be more delinitive on this point

6
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what he would do differently now, and interrogatories about the definition ofsexual assault in
order to produce from him a recollection that LCpl

at one time said

"no" to his sexual

advances- In contrast, when PFC Arrhur is unable to recall whether hc and LCpl

went to

eat the next morning at McDonald's or Popeye's, and ponders aloud, "Was it McDonald's?" the

agent says

"l don't

want to put that in your mind." Overall, NCIS's conduct during the

interrogation caused PFC Arthur to be even morc compliant than he was already disposed to be,
in light of his rank, age, intelligence, and mental health.

24.

Conclusion. The Government must prove to the Court by a preponderance ofthe

cvidcnce that PFC Arthur voluntarily consented to being interrogated by NCIS. Considering the

totality ofall the circumstances surrounding the interrogation, including PFC Arthur's unique
the conditions in which the intenogation was conducted, and the

bchavior ofthe interrogators, PFC Arthur's stalements wcre not voluntary.

RELIEF REQUESTEI)

25.

The Defense respectfully requests the Coun suppress the results of NCIS's interrogation

of PFC Arthur.

26.

Oral Arqument. The Defense requests oral argumcnt.

27.

Evidcnce, The Defense is willing to supplement with more information from the

materials thus far provided by the Covemment in discovery, as the Court desires. The Defense

, if Dr.

would also supplement with the testimony of Dr.

had been

granted as an expert and permitted to evaluate PFC Arthur-

C. W. MCALISTER
First Lieutenant, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel

?
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy ofthis motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel and
the Court on 2 June 2021 .

a

--.__-

--{<-C. W. MCALISTER
First Lieutenant. U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICTARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT.MARTIAL

tJNITE,

I) SI'A1'ES
COvuRNillENT

RESPOI\,iS[.

]'o

DF,FENSE 1!IO'TION t'O SUPRESS

(ACCUSED'S I NTE RO(;A1't()N)
J1]SSE. D. ART}IUR
Private First Class

8 June 2021

U.S, MARINE CORPS

l.

Nature

oft he Motion.

This is the Covernment Response lo the Defense Motion to Suppress the Accused
interrogation. The Court shoutd DENY this Motion

because the Govemment has satisfied its

obligations under Mil. R. Evid. 3M. 305 and Anicle 31. and the Defense has failed to establish
any applicable basis for suppression of lawfully obtained statements.

2. Burden of Proof.
When the Defense makes a timely motion to suppress statements, the Covernment has the
burden of establishing the admissibility of the evidence. M.R.E. 305(lX6). The military judge
must find by a preponderance ofthe cvidencc that the statements to be admitted were made

voluntarily by the accused. M.R.E. 305(0(7).
3. Summaw of Facts,
For the limitcd purpose of the Govemment Response the Defense Motion to Supprcss, the

Covemment accepts thc Defense's Findings ofFact

I-

5.
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4. Statement ofthe Low,
a. Article 3l Rights

"We recognize, ofcourse, that app€llant was advised olhis pertinent rights undcr Article
3l , UCMJ,

l0 USC

$ 831 . Under usual circumstances, such an advisement fairly could be seen to

overcomc any psychological pressure to rcspond to authority, to which this Court long has been
sensitive." See, e.g., United States v. Haruey,37 M.J. 140, 143

(CMA 1993): United

Stares v.

Lewis, 17 M.J. 205, 206 (CMA 19821; United Srates v. Duga, l0 M.J. 206, 210 (CMA
United Stote$ v. Armstrong,9 M.J. 374, 378

(CMA 1980\; United

l98l)l

States v. Gibson,3 U.S,C.M.A.

746,752,14 C.M.R. 164, 170(1954), United States v. Bubonics,45 M.J.93,96 (C.A.A.F. 1996).

b, Totalitv of the Circumsaances
"ln determining whether
has assessed the totality

a defendant's

will

was over-borne in a particular case, the Court

of all the surrounding circumstances both the characteristics of the

accused and the details of the interrogation. Some of the factors taken into account have included

the youth

ofthe accused, his lack of education, or his low intelligence, the lack ofany advice to

the accused of his constitutional rights, the length of detention, the repeated and prolonged nature

ofthe questioning, and the

use

ofphysical punishment such as the deprivation offood or sleep.

United States v. Lewis,78 M.l. 447,453 (C.A.A.F. 2019), citing United States v. Freeman, 65
M.J. 45 I , 453 (C.A.A.F. 20O8\; Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 2l 8, 225, 93 S. Ct. 2041 , 36

L. Ed. 2d 854 (1973). Other factors include an earlier violation of Anicle 3l(bl, United States

v.

Byers,26 M.J. 132, 135 (C.M.A. 1988). whether the admission was made as a result of the
questioner's using earlier, unlawful intenogations, United States

v. Phillips,32 M.J. 76, 80

(C.A.A.F. l99l), and "the presence of a'cleansing waming,' however, the absence of such is not
fatal to a finding of voluntariness;' United States v. Brisbane,63 M.J. I06, I I4 (C.A.A.F. 2006)

2
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(internal quotation marks omitted) (citation omitted). "The fact that a suspect chooses to speak
after being informed of his rights, is ofcourse, highly probative.", United Stales v. Iex,ls, 78 M.J.

447,453 (C.A.A.F. 2019) citing Oregon v. Elstad,470 U.S. 298, 105 S. Ct. 1285, 84 L. Ed. 2d
222 (teEs).
5. Areument.
Based on the totality

of the circumstances, ir is clear that the Accused consented and

voluntarily spoke to NCIS.
To begin the Accused was never in a custodial interrogation. When CySgt
took the Accused to NCIS he never placed him in any form of restraints. He transported him in
his personally owned vehicle to NCIS and did not ask the Accused any questions about why he
was being transponed or the investigation. GySgt

never ordered the Accused to make

any statements. he merely transported him from the unit to NCIS.
Once at NCIS, the Accused was never placed in any form ofrestraints. The Accused was
searched prior to his interrogation. The search was done in accordance with the standard NCIS

protocols and operating procedures and was for the safety of the officers. After the search the
Accused was provided a copy of his rights before the interrogation and he signed a MILITARY
SUSPECT'S ACKNOWLEDCEMENT AND

right, the Accused initialed. See Encl.

I

.

WAMR

OF RIGHTS. See Encl.

l.

After every

After going through all of his rights, the Accused read

out loud his rights and understanding ofthem. Sea Encl.

l.

At no point during this process did the

Accused ever indicate that he did not understand his rights or what he was being asked to go over.

This form clearly identified what the Accused was suspected

of

. Article

120 UCMJ (sexual

assault). Further, that SA John Taylor was a memberofNClS. In addilion to the form, SA

identified himself and presented the Accused with his credentials.

.l
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While the analysis of a custodial interrogation is normally only probative of whether

Article 3lb or Miranda rights need to br rcad, these facts go towards the totality of the
circumstances. [t is also very probative that the Accused was not only read his Article

3

lb rights

but initialed next to his rights and read them aloud himself. "The fact that a suspect chooses to
speak after being informed of his rights, is ofcourse, highly probative." United States v. Lewis.TE

M.J.447,453 (C.A.A.F. 2019) citing Oregon v. Etstad,470 U.S. 298, 105 S. Ct. 12E5, 84 L. Ed.
2d222 (teEs).
Looking at factors;'Ihe youth ofthe accused, his lack oIeducation, or his low intelligence,

the lack of any advice to the accused of his constitutional righs, the length of detention, the
repeated and prolonged nature of the questioning, and the use

ofphysical punishment such

as the

deprivation of food or sleep." United States v. Lewis,78 M.J.447,453 (C.A.A.F. 2019). These
factors weigh in favor offinding the statements !o be made voluntarily.

"Youth is more than a chronological facl;' Eddings v. Oklahoma,455 U.S. 104, I 10, 102

S. Ct. 869. 874 (1982).

[t is a time of

immaturity, inesponsibility, "impetuousness[,] and

recklessness." Joh nson v. Texas,509 U.S. 350, 361. I l3 S. Ct. 265 8. 2665 ( 1993).
and "condition

of life when

ltisamoment

a person may be most susceptible to influence and to psychological

damage." Eddings,455 U.S.,

atll5;'.

2467 (2012'). Here the Accused is

Miller v. Alubama,567 U.S.460,476, 132 S. Cl.2455,
Active Duty United States Marine, widowed with

children. These facts do not denote an individual who is at a time of immaturity, irrcsponsibility

or

rccklessness;

this is an individual who is responsible for the well-being of his dependent

children. The Accused is not a minor, which is a factor in determining the youth of an individual.

Additionally, this is an individual who made the conscious decision to join the USMC. This
decision is not one that indicates immaturity. The combination ofthese facts is evidence that the

,1
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Accused does not embody the anributes

of"youth" aniculated by the Courts,

and weighs in favor

of finding his statements to be voluntary.
The Accused in this case does nol have a lack ofeducation or low intelligence; these factors

weigh in favor of finding his statements to be voluntary. The Accused has a high school degree,
a CT score of 93 and had been in the USMC for 3 years. Further, the Accused has received

multiple NJP's, 6105's and counseling's fot his actions in the USMC. This is not a Marine who
was unfamiliar with the legal processes of the USMC. For the one NJP that predated the NCIS
interrogation. the Accused was afforded the opportunity to speak with a Military Lawyer at no
cost, and was made aware of this fact. See Encl.

2. The Accused also initialed and read his rights

immediately before makinga statement to NCIS. All ofthese facts weigh in favor offinding that
the Accused was educated enough on the process to understand what was going on and his rights.

With regards to rhe intelligence level of the Accused, while each case must be evaluated on an
individual basis - the Coun's analysis in lex,,r is worth noting.
"On the record before us, Appellant's relative age and maturity do not raise any serious red
tlags. lt is true that Appellant was an E-4 with "low average or below average intelligence."
78 M.J. at 609. However, many soldiers shsre those characteristics. and Appellant's GT
score was not outside the realm of normalcy. We do not believe that Appellant's status as
a junior enlisted soldier with "low average" intelligence necessarily weighs against a
finding of voluntariness. Even the military judge acknowledged that Appellant's GT score
was anecdotally well within that ofthe average recruit, and that his GT score would not
cause concem to cither the Army or a psychologist."

Unired Srates v. Lewis,78 M.1.447,453-54 (C.A.A.F. 2019). There is no evidence beforc the
Court that the Accuscd has a low intelligence or a "low average" intelligence. His GT score is
above the required minimum for the

USMC. The combination of the Accused high

school

education and GT score are evidence that the Accused did understand his rights. Further, during

the interrogation the Accused made multiple exculpatory statements to the Special Agents. The
Accused understood the nature and purpose of the interrogation, and in funherance of this
5
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understanding provided his
questions ofthe Special

o
"side". The Accused did not merely acquiesce to the statements

Agents

and

he provided his recollection of the events. These factors weigh

in favor of finding the statements were made voluntarily.
The Accused did not consult with a lawyer prior to conducting the intenogation, however,
the Accused also did not have a "lack ofany advice of his constitutional rights" as he was read his
rights and given them in writing and never indicated he did not understand them; this factor weighs

in favor of finding lhe statements were made voluntarily. The NCIS form breaks down the rights

individually and makes it clear what the Accused's rights are before questioning begins. These
are the Accused constilutional rights and they were deliberately reviewed and were not merely
glossed over or buried in other papers.

The next factors will be analyzed together; the length of detention, the repeated and
prolonged nature of the questioning, and the use of physical punishment such as the deprivation

of food or slcep. These all weigh in favor of tinding the stalements made by the Accused were
made

voluntarily. There was no detentioni the Accused was always free to terminate

the

interrogation and leave. However, analyzing the interrogation and nature of the questioning; it
was approximately one hour and forty minutes long ofquestion and answer, and approximately an

hour ofphone extraction. While there is no line in the sand for when an interrogation has become

lengthy an hour and forty minutes does not appear to bc a lengthy period of time, nor does the
combined time of less than three hours. The nature of the questions was nsutral, there were no
aggressive actions by the NCIS Special Agcnts conducting the interrogation. There were no
threats, lies or physical abuse during the interogation. There was no use of physical punishment

during the intenogation. These factors weigh in favor of finding the statements were made
voluntarily.

6
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Defense has stated, but provided no evidence that at the time

ofthe interrogation in June

of 2020 that the Accused was suffering from any ailment that would impact his ability to make
"good decisions". Contrary to this point, the Accused was checked into 4a towards the end o[

April 2020 and was released. Civen that the interrogation took place only a lew months after the
Accused was cleared through the 4a protocols and there were no reported issues until six months

afler the interrogation it is improper to assume any issues were present at the interrogation.

"ln contrast. in the instant case, the military judge found thal Appellant was diagnosed with
an adjustment disorder six months after his interview with INV Delgado. The military
judge then deemed it reasonable to presume that Appellant was suffering "from adjustment
disorder with mixed anxiety and depressed mood" during each of his three
interviews. On reconsideration, after the Govemment presented expert testimony that an
adjustment disorder would not affect a person's "ability to make good decisions," the
militaryjudge found that Appellant's diagnosis "generally does not affect decision making,
but it does aflect mood and the ability to cope with additional stressors." The military judge
then explicitly found that "[t]he accused was suffering from a psychological disorder that
affect[s] his mood and ability to deal with additional stressors" at the time ofhis interviews.
This finding was clearly erroneous, for there is no evidence that Appellant sulfered from
the disorder at the time of his interview with SA Boettger, Therc is simply no temporal tie.
As the CCA noted, the type of disorder Appellant was diagnosed with requires symptoms
to emerge within three months of an "identifiable stressor.'' Lewis,78 M.J. at 6l I (intemal
quotation marks omined) (citation omitted). While a military judge is allowcd to draw'
reasonable inferences from the evidence presentcd, see Uziled Stales v. King,78 M.J. 2 I 8,
221 (C.A.A.F. 20 I 9), nothing in the record identifies the "identifiable stressor" that formed
the basis of the diagnosis and no expert testimony establishes that Appellant was
suffering from the disease at the time ofhis interv iews. ln the absence ofany such evidence,
we conclude that the military judge's inference that Appellant's diagnosis could be
retroactively applied was unreasonable and that his finding was clearly erroneous. See
Criswell, TS M.J. at l4I ("Afindingof lact is clearly erroneous when there is no evidence
to support the finding.").
United States v. Lewis,78

MJ.

447

, 454 (C.A.A.L'. 201 9)

Based on the factors and the totality

ofthe circumstances these were voluntary statements

made after the Accused was notified of his Article

3l

rights and proceeded to speak to NCIS

1
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The Govemment provides the following additional enclosures as evidence

-

Enclosure ( I): Article 3l(b) Rights Waiver of the Accused dtd 30 Jun 20
Enclosure (2): Company NJP dtd 08 May 20
The Govemment may call the following witnesses to supplement their motion:

(USMC Retired

Gunnery Sergeant
SA
NCIS
LT
USN

7. Relief Reouested,
The Covemment respectfully requests this Court DENY the Defense Motion to Suppress

8. Oral Arsument.
The Govemment respectfully requesls oral argument on this mattcr.

T. J. SCHWERDTFECER
Captain, U,S. Marine Corps
Government Trial Counsel
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I certify that I served a true copy viae-mail ofthe above on the Coun and Defense Counsel on
I

I

June 2021.

T. J. SCHWERDTFEGER
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Govemment Trial Counsel
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UNITED ST'ATES
DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL:
PRODUCTION OF EXPERT WITNESS

JESSE D. ARTHUR

2 lunc 2021

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

MOTION
Pursuant to R.C.M. 703(d), the Defense moves this Court to compel the production of the

following expert witness in the field of Forensic Psychology: Dr.

. Dr.

is employed by the U.S. Govemment. currently serving as the

SUMMARY
This Court should compel the production ofDr,

as an exped witness in the

field of Forensic Psychology for the Defense because his testimony is rclevant and necessary to
Private Firct Class (PFC) Arthur's defense. Specifically. Dr.

would testify about

alcohol-induced blackouts, memory enors. and the interplay between the two. This testimony is
relevant to this case because ofthe alleged victim's consumption ofalcohol on the night ofthe
alleged sexual assault, her lack of memory the moming after, and her subsequent inconsistent
slatements conceming the nature of her sexual acts with PFC Arthur. This testimony is
necessary becaus€ the Defense needs to be able to explain to the finder of fact how the alleged
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victim's memory was impaired on the night ofthe alleged sexual assault, and how her memories
ofthat evening could have changed. Accordingly, thc Coun should compel production ofDr.
as an expert witness.

FACTS

l.

The Govemment has charged PFC Anhur with sexual asssult and assault consummated

by a battery of Lance Corporal (LCpl)

2.

Both PFC Arthur and LCpl

3.

LCpl

on I February 2020,
were intoxicated at the time ofthe alleged offense.

did not report the sexual encounter as an assault until June, some five

months later.l

4.

On 29 lune 2020, NCIS interviewed LCpl

5.

LCpl

told NCIS that the morning after lhe alleged sexual assault, she asked the

resident ofthe house

6.
but

7.

"ifAnhur

ln May 2020. LCpl

had tried to make a move on me last night?"

told Corporal (Cpl)

about having sex with PFC Anhur,

"did not describe it as nonconsensual atall." [Encl ( l)]
In June 2020, LCpl

. was investigated for an unduly familiar relationship with a Cpl

in her shop.

8.

LCpl

told the investigating officer (lO) she had been "drugged and passed out. I

woke up to myself being sexually assaulted."

9.

LCpl

instead that

"l

then told NCIS another account, in which she had not been drugged, but
was kind of frozen and stuck there."

LCpl
. firsl repoded h.r sexual encounter with PFC Anhur as non-consensual lo an invesrigating officer who
was investigating LCpl
admined ro makinS, a
for misronduct. That prcliminary inquiry,inwhich LCpl
false ollicial statement. ir included in thc allicd papcrs as one ofthe Defcnse cxhibhs for the Article 32 hcaring
conducted in this cas€

'l
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10.

o

The Defense submitted a request to the Convening Authority for Dr.

anendance at trial as an expert witness on 20

Mty 2021. The Defensc

has not yet received a

response.

IL

Additional facts pcninent to the motion are discussed below.
EURDEN

12.

As the moving pany, the Defense has the burden ofpersuasion as to whether the military

judge should compel the production ofDr.
is by a preponderance

. R.C.M. 905(c)(2). The burden ofproof

ofthe evidence. R.C.M.905(cXl).

LAW
I

3.

lf

the Convening Authority denies the Defense an expen witness, the

Miliury

Judge may

review the denial on the basis of"whether the testimony ofthe expert is relevant and nccessary."
R.C.M. 703(dX2)(AXi). M.R.E. 702 govems the admissibility of an expert's testimony. ''The
testimony provided by the expert must:

( I ) be

helpful to the trier of fact in understanding the

evidence or in determining a fact in issue; (2) be based on sufficient facts or data; (3) be the
product of reliable principles and methods; and (4) in providing his testimony, the expert musr

reliably apply those principles and methods to the facts of the case." United States v. Patick,

TE

M.J. 687,699 (NMCCA 2018). Courts look to the 6-part test set out in United States v. Houser,
36 M.J. 392

(CMA I 993) to determine whether

an expen's testimony is relevant and necessary.

United States v. Rivers,49 M.J.434,446(CAAF l99E). Thesix Hoaser crateria are:
I

.

Whether the expert is qualified;

2.

The testimony is on a proper subject matter;

3.

The basis for the expert testimonyi

4.

Relevance;

1
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5.

Reliability ofthe evidence; and

6.

Whether the testimony's probative value outweighs other considerations under

M.R.E. 403. Rivers,49 M.J. at 446 (citing Houser,36 M.J. at 397).

14.

Military courts permit €xpert testimony conceming alcohol's effect on memory and

associated memory errors. See United States v. Bard.2018 CCA LEXIS 195 at 424 (AFCCA
2018) (The Dcfense's case included "Dr. JM, a forensic psychologist who testified aboul that

JB's testimony about the event was consislent with someone who suffered from an alcohol
related 'blackout,' and it was possible that since she could not remember what happened during
the 'blackout' JB was filling the gaps in her memory with 'pseudomemories.

Roberts.2019 CCA LEXIS 50 I at

'9 (ACCA

201 9)

ffovser Pan One: Dr.

is

United States v

C'lt is important to recognize that

qualified expert may testify as to the causes and effects of

15.

"');

I

qualified. Dr.

a

possible 'blackout."').2

gualifications were

previously provided to the Coun in support ofthe Defense's motion for his production as an
expert consultant. Dr.

is qualified to testify both to alcohol-induced blackouts and

the scienc€ of memory and associated errors with memory.

t6.

rPa

sub

tma

of the ex

Per M.R.E. 702, experr

testimony is admissible when "the expert's scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge

will help thc trier of fact to understand

the evidence

ortodeterminea fact in issue." This is "a

very liberal standard." Houser,36 M.J. at 398. In lhis case, the Govemmsnt's evidence turns on
the memories of LCpl

, who was drinking the night ofrhe alleged sexual assault and the

moming after appears not to have remember the previous night's events. Dr.

will

I

The Cou( Soes on to say irl that scntence thal "the factual determinalion as to [the complaining witness's] status
was within the sole province ofth€ fact finder." Id at .9-10. Here, the Defense is nor arguing Dr.
could give thc mcmbcrs a binding opinion as to whcther LCpl
was experiencinc a blackour.

4
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help the trier of fact understand why it could be that LCpl
happened the previous night, but could

still have been capable of making and communicating

will

decisions. In other words, Dr.
and what

it

is

not

did not remember what

help the members understand what a blackout is

it is a failure to record memories, and not per

se evidence that the

individual

will

was so drunk she was physically incapacitated or incapable ofspeaking. Dr.
also help the membcrs understand what memory is, and how a person can

fill

in the gaps in their

memory left behind by a blackout.

t7

er

Pa

bas

o

rt

x

rt te tr

. "An expert may base an opinion

on lacts or data in the case that the expert has been made aware ofor personally observed."

M.R.E. 703. Here. the expert's testimony would be based on personal observation ofthe trial, as
well as review of the underlying investigation,

18.

Htrarrr Pa( Four: Relevance. Under M.R.8.401, evidence is relevant if it tends to make

any fact ofconsequence morc or less probable than it would be without the evidence. Dr.
testimony will tend to make it less probable that LCpl
the events

is accurately recounting

of I February 2020, both due to an alcohol-induced blackout

and associated memory

errors.

19.

Horser Part Five: Reliabilitv. Dr.

principles and methods. M.R.E. 702. Dr.

testimony would be based on rcliable
can testify to the reliability of those

principles and methods should the Covernment contest this issue.

20.

l/orser Part Six: Probative Value. The probative value of Dr.

not outweighed by any of the factors listed in M.R.E. 403. LCpl

accurately it reflects the events of

I

testimony

is

testimony and how

February 2020 is the heart of the Covemment's case. Dr.

can explain to the trier of fact how a person could be sutliciently intoxicated to not
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record memories, but still not so intoxicated as to be completely incapacitated from a layperson's

p€rspective. Dr.

can then explain how the consequent gaps in a person's memory

can be filled in through the operation ofvarious memory errors. The probative value

evidence is so high that it is central to the Defense's case,

lt

ofthis

is not substantially outweighed by

any of the factors listed in M.R.E.403.

RELIEF REQUESTED

21.

The Defense respectfully requests this court grant the production

ofDr.

as an

expelt witness.

22-

Oral Arsument The Defense requests oral arSument

23.

Evidence. The Defense requests the Court consider the evidence submitted in support

of

production as an expert consultant, including the expert's

its motion to compel Dr

testimony at that hearing, as well as the following:
I

.

2.

Cpl

Aflidavit

Dcfense Expert Witness Request
Dien.iy'oned by
PRICE.SEAN_KY
PtraF tFA t(YrF

1E

o.r.:201r

rr

rs rz

06 02

ol'm

S. K. PRICE

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsei

CERTIFICA'TE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy ofthis motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel and
the Court on 2 lune 2021.
PRrcE.sEAN. m,tffi Hll
KYLE,

ss

$i,1',IT;l',

S. K PRICE
Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detaited Defense Counsel
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DEFENSE MOTTON TO COMPEL
DISCOVERY (SECOND)

UNITED STATES

JESSE D. ARTHUR

PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

I

5 June 202

I

MOTION
This is a motion to compel discovery by the Covernment pursuant to R.C.M.906(bX7)
and R.C.M. 701(g)(3). The Defense has good cause

forfilingthis motion

on this date bccause

the Marine Corps lnstallations-East (MCI-East) Regional Brig has adopted a position that certain
records pertaining to Private First Class (PFC) Arthur are ''intemal" and therefore nor subject to

discovery rules.

SUMMARY
The Defense is requesting the Coun order the MCt-East Regional Brig to disclose the

Disciplinary Report and records ofthe Disciplinary and Adjustment (D&A) board proceedings
with respect to that repo(. conceming PFC Arthur's alleged possession ofan "unauthorized

writing" in March 202 I . PFC Arthur was reduced to incentive level 0 as a consequence of those
proceedings, thereby limiting privileges he had earned through the incentive level program. The
Defense needs the records underlying the brig's decision in this maner to determine whether the

brig's action in this case constituted illegal prctrial punishment.
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FACTS

l.

On 2 June, a counselor at the brig provided Defense Counsel with a progress summary

for PFC Arthur. [Encl

2.

(l)l

The progress summary documents that PFC Arthur was reduced to incentive level 0 in

March 2021 due to having prohibited propeny and unauthorized writing. [Encl (2)]r

3.

When the Defense requested the underlying disciplinary repon. the Brig Officer

responded "Disciplinary repons are intemal, administrative documents that are not available for
release."

4.

The Defense has also engaged the Trial Counsel on this matter,

5.

The Brig persists in refusing to release this material.

BURDEN

6.

As the moving party, the Defense has the burden of persuasion. R.C.M. 905(cX2), The

burden of proof is by a prcponderance of the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)( I ).

ARGUMENT

7.

The Defense needs thc materials underlying the reduction of PFC Arthur's incentive level

in order to investigate the possibilhy the brig has violated

Arlicle

ll,

UCMJ. While

"[c]onfinement in violation of service regulations does not create a per se right to sentencing
credit . . . a servicemember may identify abuses ofdiscretion by pretrial confinement authorities,
including violations ofapplicable service regulations, and on that basis request confrnement

credit;' United

Stales v. Williams,68

M.J.252,253 (CAAF20l0). [t is unclear to thc Defense

at this time whether the brig applied the correct standards in diseiplining PFC Arthur for

I

The progress summary attached as the second cnclosure is a finalizcd version provided to the Ocfense through the

Trial Co!nsel. lt is subslantially idcntical to thc previous vcrsion providcd by th€ brig counselor, except that it
sp€cifies thc unaulhorized writing was a "lener wrinen to another prisoner.'
-)
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possessing an "unauthorized

a
writing," or cven ifthe brig did apply an incorrect srandard, whether

rhat violation of service regulations would risetothe level

ofanAnicle l3 violation. ButPFC

Arthur's defense attorn€y cannot begin to analyze the merits of raising that issue without
examining the records underlying the brig's disciplinary action against PFC Arthur.

8.

The brig's position that its records with respect to pretrial prisoners are "internal" and

not subject to disclosure in connection with military justice proceedings is not consistent with
PFC Arthur's right to not be subjected to pretrial punishment. The Defense cannot investigate

and, if appropriate, raise legal issues concerning the conditions of PFC Arthur's confinement,
the pretrial confinemenl authorities

will not disclose their own records about

the conditions

PFC Arthur's confinement. Moreover. PFC Arrhur's Defense expects to request PFC

if

of

Anhur's

work and training reports for his time in confinement to potentially use it in a case in mitigation
for consideration by the sentencing authority.

RELIEF REQUf,STED

9.

The Defense respectfully requests the Coun order the MCl-East Regional Brig to disclose

the disciplinary report and records

ofthe D&A board proceedings concerning PFC Arthur's

alleged possession ofan "unauthorized writing" in March 2021.

10.
I

L

Oral Argument. The Defense requests oral argument on this motion, ifopposed,
Evidence. The Defense presents lhe following as evidence in support ofthis motion:

l.

2.

Email correspondence with the brig
PFC Arthur brig progress summary
PRrcE.sEAN.K

3;UiIiXll,:

YL

t'ii:'#L"
S. K. PRICE

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this motion was served electronically on Trial Counsel and
the Court on I 5 June 2021.
PRrc

E.

sE A N.

KYLE

ilfl:!ry€ffi fidl

i

ffi;if;H'
S. K. PRICE

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel
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UNITED STATES

GOVI'RNMENT BENCHBRIEF'
ON ADMISSItsILITY OF
PROSECUTION I'XHIBIT 6 FOR

IDENTIFICATION

D. Anhur
Private First Class
U. S. Marine Corps
Jesse

I

.

Date: 8 Julv 202

I

Nature of the Motion. The Governrnent rcquests that the court admit prosecution exhibit 6

as a matter

directly relating to arising from the offense the Accused has pled guilty.

2. Burden of Proof. The burden of proof

rests with the moving party. R.C.M. 905(c)(2)(A).

The burden of proof is by preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)( I ).

3. Summary of Facts.

a.

The Accused is charged with violation of Article 128 of the UCMJ, for kissing the neck

of LCpl

b.

On I February 2020 the Accused unlawfully kissed the neck of LCpl

without her

consent.

c.

Shortly thereafter the Accused engaged in other acts with LCpl

d.

Some of these other acts were touching of the breasts and vagina.

e.

Some of these other acts were penetrative to include the Accused finger and penis inside

LCpl

.

vulva.

f.

These acts occurred at the same location as the

g.

These acts occurred with the same person as the

h.

These act occurred on the same date as the

i.

These acts occurred shortly after the

128.

Article

Anicle

Article

I

Article

128.

128.

128.

AE
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;1. Statement of the Law

R.C.M. l00l Presentencing Procedure.
The prosecution and defense may present matters pursuant to this rule to aid the court-

martial in determining an appropriate sentence. R.C.M 1001. Specifically, under R.C.M.
1001(bX4), aggravating circumstances directly related to or resulting from the offense of which
the accused has been found guilty. Pleas of the accused do not control what may be admitted in
sentencing for otherwise proper evidence in aggravation. United States v

(CMA 1985); United States v Vickers,

13

Martin,20 MJ. 227

M.J. 403 (CMA I982). Additionally, under R.C.M.

1001(bX4), trial counsel may present evidence as to any aggravating circumstances directly

relating to or resulting from the offenses of which the accused has been found guilty. ln United
States v Nourse,55

MJ.229 (CAAF 2001),

the phrase directly relating to or resulting from has

been interpreted as encompassing evidence of other crimes, which are pzrt of the continual
course of conduct following the same crimes, same victims, or same sites. The phrase as also
been interpreted as encompassing acts that are "prepatory to the crime of which the accused has
been convicted
[.

..

[...]. It may accompany

the offense of which the accused has been convicted

]. It may follow the offense of which the accsued has been convicted". Id. at 231, ciaing

UnitedStatesvWingart,2lM.!.128, t35(CMA 1988). "Mullens (29MJ398CMA
Ross (34

MJ

183

CMA

1992) andShupe

1990),

(55MJ 229 CMA 1993) explain that when uncharged

misconduct is a part of a continuous course of conduct involving similar crimes and the same

victims, it is encompassed within the language "directly relating to or resulting from the offenses

of which lhe accused has been found guilty" under RCM l00l(b)(4)." Id. at 232.
M.R.E. 403 Excluding relevant evidence for prejudice, confusion, waste of time, or other
Reasons.

2
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"The military judge may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is substantially
outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following: unfair prejudice, confusing the issues,
misleading the members, undue delay, wasting time, or needlessly presenting cumulative

evidnce." M.R.E. 403. ln Unitetl States v Berry,

6l M.J. 9l (CAAF 2005), a military judge

should consider the following factors: the strength of the proof of the prior act; the probative

weight of the evidence; the potential to present less prejudicial evidence; the possible distration

of the factfinder; the time needed to prove the prior conduct; the temporal proximity of the prior
evenu the freqentcy of the acts; the presence of any intervening circumstances; and the
relationship between the parties.

5. Analvsis
a. The Government does not intend to offer this evidence on the merits.
The Govemment does not intend to introduce or elicit any evidence of the sexual assault

of LCpl

during the Governments case in chief or on the merils.

b. The

evidence of the sexual assault of LCpl

The details of the sexual assault of LCpl

is admissible on sentencing

are admissible underR.C.M. 1001(bX4) as

aggravating circumstances directly related to or resulting from the offense of which the accused
has been charged, and at sentencing, found

guilty. Pleis of

the accused do not control what may

be admitted in sentencing for otherwise proper evidence in aggravation. United States v Martin,

20M.!.227 (CMA 1985); United

States v Vickers,

l3 M.J.403 (CMA 1982). The fact

accused has not been charged with, pled guilty or pled not guilty to any

Article

the

120 charge or

specification does not per se bar the government from attempting to show such evidence in
sentencing, if the evidence may be admitted under R.C.M. l00l(bX4). There is no requirement
that evidence admitted at sentencing be tied to elements of an offense, either charged; uncharged

3
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or previously charged. The weight of the evidence is for the military judge to decide and not a
bar to admissibility.

ln United

States v Nourse,55

MJ.229 CAAF 2001, the phrase directly relating to or

resulting from has been interpreted as encompassing evidence of other crimes, which are part of
the continual course of conduct following the same crimes, same victims, or same sites. Nourse
does not authori ze general evidence of uncharged misconduct. This is a higher standing than
mere relevance. Evidence of uncharged misconduct must be closely related in time, type and is
the outcome of the convicted crime. Here the Accused unlawfully kissed the neck of LCpl

without her consent. While unlawfully kissing the neck of LCpl
breasts. After touching LCpl

the Accused touched her

breasts, the Accused penetrated LCpl

vulva with his

fingers before penetrating her vulva with his penis. These acts are a continual course of conduct

occurring at the same time, same place, and with the same Victim. As the Court found in Noarse
"the uncharged misconduct may be admitted because it [. . .] accompan[ies] the offense t.. .l torl

follow[s] the offense." At23l. "Mullens,

Ross and Slrapa explain that when uncharged

misconduct is a part of a continuous course of conduct involving similar crimes and the same

victims, it is encompassed within the language "directly relating to or resulting from the offenses
of which the accused has been found guilty" under RCM l00l(b)(4)." Id. at232. Given the

proximity in time, the same location, same victim and

a continuous course

of conduct arising out

of the Article 128 these are proper matters for the Court to consider in aggravation to "reflect the
true impact of crimes upon the Victim" Id. at 231. The Government is only asking the Court to
consider this evidence for the limited purpose of putting the Accused offenses into context and
"so the circumstances surrounding that offense or its repercussions may be understood by the
sentencing authority." Vickers at 406.

AE
4
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Finally, under the M.R,E. 403 balancing test, the evidence is probative as it relates to the
Accused's continual course of conduct. The strength ofthe evidence is strong, as it is the
statements of the

Victim and may be logically concluded from the stipulation of fact that based

on the lack of consent to the kissing that there was a lack of consent to the follow on actions of
the Accused. Its stated purpose is sentencing only, so there is no confusion of the issues nor are
there any members to be misled. There's no method of presenting less prejudicial evidence

LCpl

sexual assault. The evidence of LCpl

of

sexual assault is not a distraction or

confusing for the pulpose of sentencing as the Military Judge understands the limited purpose the
evidence is being introduced

for. The time required to present

the evidence is limited as

it is

contained in the same ROI's as the Article 128 offense. As such its probative value is not
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice and it should be admitted.

6. Relief Reouested. The Government

requests that the court

admit prosecution exhibit 6 as a

matter directly relating to arising from the offense the Accused has pled guilty.

T. J. SCHWERDTFEGER
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Government Trial Counsel
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REQUESTS

THERE ARE NO REQUESTS
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DEPARTMENT OI-THE NAVY
GENERAL COURT.MARTIAL
NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCU IT
UNITED STATES

GENERALCOURT.MARTIAT,

VICTIMS'LEGAL COUNSEL
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
JESSE ARTHUR

Private First Class

Datc:

U.S. Marine Corps

l.

Pursuant to Rule 36.1

ofthe lJniform Rules ofPractice for

ll

May202l

the Navy-Marine Corps

'lrial

Judiciary, I, Captain Brentt Mccce, USMC, hereby provide notice to the Court of my
appearance on

behalfofthe victim, Lance Corporal

. My office address, phone

number, and e-mail address are

2.

I have been detailed as the Victims' Legal Counsel for the above named victim in this case by
the Regional Victims'Legal Counsel, I-egal Services Support Section East. I am qualified
and certified under Article 27(b) and swom under Article 42(a)

ofthe Uniform Code of

Military Justice. I have not acted in any disqualifying manner.

3.

I am aware ofthe standards ofprofessional conduct required ofcounsel practicing in Navy-

Marine Corps courts-madial as contained in JAG lnstruction 5803.

I

E. I certify that

I am not

now, nor have I ever been, de-certified or suspended from practice in Navy-Marine Corps
courts-martial by the Judge Advocate General ofthe Navy,

4.

I have reviewed and am familiar with the Uniform Rules of Practice for the Navy-Marine
Corps Trial Judiciary and the Eastem Judicisl Circuit Rules ofPractice.
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5. My client

has limited standing as a named

victim in this court-martial, and she reserves ihe

right to exercise those rights through counsel as needed.

B.L.MCGEEO
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Victims' Legal Counsel
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Ccrtilicste of Senice
I hercby attest that a copy ofthe fioregoing notice ofappearance was served on the court and
opposing counsel viaemail on

ll

May202l.

B. L. MCGEE
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps
Victims' Legal Counsel
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NAVY.MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICTARY
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT.MARTIAL

I.JNITED STATES

NOTICE CONCERNING MOTION TO
SUPPRESS ACCUSED'S STATEMENTS

ARTHUR
PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
USMC

JE,SSE D.

2

I May 2021

NATURE OF FILING
The Defense files this pleading to inform the Coun and make clear for the record its
reasoning for not filing a motion to suppress Private First Class (PFC) Arthur's s(atements to the

Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) in this case.

NOTICE
The Defense would have filed a motion to suppress PFC Arthur's interrogation in this
case but for:

l.

The Govemment's representation to lhe Court that it does not intend to admh the

interrogation conducted by NCIS ofthe accused. The Govemment stated this in the context
its response to the Defense's motion to comp€l the production

ofDr.

of

as an

expc( consultant; and

2.

The denial of Dr.

assistance. Because Dr.

has not been able to

evaluate PFC Arthur, the Defense consequently cannot adequately evaluate PFC Afthur's mental

condition, suggestibility, and intelligence at the time of his interrogation by NCIS. Thus. the

AE
Pg
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Defense has not filed a motion to suppress PFC Arthur's statements on th€ grounds

of

involuntariness.
PR l C E.s

EAN. il,,1,."15HiY,

KYLE.

?;l';L1%1'
S, K. PRICE

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of this pleading was served electronically on Trial Counsel
and the Court on 2l May 2021.
P

RrcE.sEAN.

YLE

K

lfr!?#H :
Drt,202t,05.2t
t42!.ar.04,00,

S. K. PRTCE

Major. U.S. Marine Corps
Detailed Defense Counsel
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COURT RULINGS & ORDERS

THERE ARE NO COURT RULINGS
AND ORDERS

STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS

t

a
STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS
SECTION A - AOiIINISTRATIVE

frst, Ml

1. NAME OF ACCUSED (last,

Arthur. Jesse D

5

2, BRANCH

3, PAYGRADE

Marinc Corps

E-2

7.

6, TYPE OF COURT.A'ARTIAL

CONVENING COMMAND

II Marine Expeditionary' Force

Spccial

4, DoD ID NUI4BER

COMPOSTTTON

JLrdgc

Alone - MJA l6

8 DAIE SENTENCE ADJUDGED
Jul 8. 2021

SECNOI B. FINDINGS
SEE FINDINCS PAGE
SECTION C . TOIAL AOJUOGED SENTENCE
1, FORFEITURES

9, DISCHARGE OR DISMISSAL

10, CONFINEMENT

1

Not adjudged

6 months

NA

14 REDUCTION

15, DEATH

E-l

Yes

a

No

18,

REPRIMAND 17, HARD LABOR 18. RESTRICTION

6YesCNo (eYesC

No

6 YesC No 6

12, FINES

13. FINE PENALTY

N,\

NA

19 HARD LABOR PERIOD

NA

20, PERIOO AND LIMITS OF RESTRICTION

N/A
SECTION D - CONFINEMENT CREDIT

21 DAYS OF PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT CREDIT

23, TOTAL DAYS OF CREDIT

22, DAYS OF JUOICiALLY OROERED CREDIT

l0fi

206 days
SECTION E . PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE.TRIAL AGREEMENT

24

LI[,,lITATIONS ON PUNISHMENT CONTAINED IN THE PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE,TRIAL AGREEMENT

Chg. Sole Spec, Min: Time Served, Max: 6 Mos; no fine will be adjudgedj a reduction to

will

E.l will

be adjudgedl no other lawfirl punishments

be adjudged.
SECTION F . SUSPENSION OR

25, DID THE MILITARY JUDGE
RECOMMEND SUSPENSION OF THE
SENTENCE OR CLEMENCY?

Yes

C No (6

CLE

ENCY RECOMMENOANON

26, PORTION TO WHICH IT APPLIES

27. RECOMMENDED DURATION

28, FACTS SUPPORTING THE SUSPENSION OR CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATION

SECTION G . NOTIFICATIONS

30.

16

Yes

ONA colledjon and suknission rBquirBd in accordance vrilh 10 U.S.C. S 1565 and DoDl 5505.14?

31. Did this case involve a cdme of domeslic violence as defned ifi enclosure 2 of DoDl 6400.06?

32. 00es this csEc

triuar

a

iEarm possossioo proiibitioo in accordance witl 18 U.S.C.

S

c

No 6
Ye3(a No a
Yes C No 6
Yes C No (e

29. ls sex offender regaskalion rcquked in accordance with appendix 4 to enclosure 2 of DoDl '1325.07?

922?

SECTION H . NOTES AND SIGI{AIURE

33 NAi,lE OF JUDGE (last, first. llll)

34

Henry, Nicholas S

\larine Corps

37

BRANCH

35. PAYGRADE

36. DATE SIGNED

38 JUDGE'S SIGNATURE

o-,1

Jul 8. 2021

HENRY

NOTES

January 2020
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STATEMENT OF TRIAT RESULTS - FINDINGS
SECTION I . LIST OF FINDINGS

CHARGE

Charge:
Plea: Guilty

ARTICLE

t28

PLEA

SPECIFICATION

Sp..ificatlon.

(;uiltr

OtLn!.

tlanery

descnptron

FINDING

ORDER OR
REGULATION
VIOLATED

LIO OR INCHOATE
OFFENSE ARTICLE

OIBRS

Gurlt)

Finding:Guilty

January 2020

PR

EDITI

Page2of3Pages

t

a

MILITARY JUDGE ALONE SEGMENTED SENTENCE
SECTION J - SENTENCING
CHARGE

SPECiFICATION

CONFINEITIENT

CONSECUTIVE wlTH

CONCURRENT WITH

FINE

Charge:
Plea: Guilty

Specili(atr0n

NiA

NiA

Findine:Guiltv

January 020
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CONVENING AUTHORITY'S ACTIONS

ENTRY OF JUDGMENT

U

ENTRYoFJUDGMENT

!

SECTION A - ADMINISTRATIVE
r. NAME OF ACCUSED (LASI'. L'rRS'r'. Mr)

2. PAYGRADE/RNNK

Arlhur. Jcsse D

E2

4. LJNII' OR ORGANIZATION

5. CURRt._N

8th Comm Bn, ll MlG, ll MEF

19 June 20'l 7

7. CONVI.]N ING AI.]THORtTY

8. COURT-

(UNIT/ORCANIZATION)

MAI{'I'IAI,

II MEF

Special

'I'YPE,

t

-1.

DoD ID NLIN'lBIrR

F.NI.tS I MF.Nt'

6. TERM
4yts

9. CTOMPOSn tON
Judge Alone - MJA 16

IO,

I)A IF, ('OI'RT-]VIARTIAI,

ADJOLIRNhL)
8 July 2021

SECTION B - ENTRY O[' JUDCMENT
be signed by the Military Judge (or Circuit Military Judge) within 20 days of receipt**
I l. Findings ofeach charge and specification referred to trial. [Summary ol'each charge and specification
(include at a minimum the gravamen ofthe offense). the plea ofthe accused, the findings or other disposition

**MUST

accounting for any exceptions and substitutions. any modifications made by the convening authority or any post-

trial ruling. order. or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M.

llll(bXl)l

Charge: Violation of Article 128, UCMI
Plea: Guilty. Finding: Guilty.
Specification: Did, on or about I February 2020, commit an assault upon LCpl
said PFC Arthur's mouth. Plea: Guilty. Finding: Guilty.

Entry of Judgment -

,

by unlawfully kissing LCp

on the neck with the

Arthur. Jesse D.
Page I

ol3

Accil

lorany modifications made by reason ol!posrtrial actionbythe
12. Sentence to be Entered.
convening authority (including any action taken based on a suspension recommendation), confinement credit, or any
post-trial rule. order. or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M. llll(bX2). Ifthe sentence was
detcrmined by a military judge, ensure confinement and fines are segmented as well as ila sentence shall run
concurrently or consecutively.
Military Judge: Reduction to pay grade E-l and;

Charge: Violation of Article I 28, UCMJ.
Specification: 6 months confinement.
The accused is credited with having served 206 days ofconfinement

On 19 August 2021 the Convening Authority approved and ordered executed the sentence adjudged. The reduction to pay grade E'1
was deferred untilthe Entry ofJudgment (EOJ). ThisEOJissignedmorethan20daysafterreceiptoftherecordduetoscheduling
conflicts and being detailed to multiple hearings and a members trial when received.

lJ. Deferment and Waiver.

of the request. the CIA's Action. thc el'ltctive date ol the detlrment.
and date the deferment ended. For waivers. include the effective date and the len h of the waiver. RCM I I ll b 3
lnc lude thc nature

matter of clemency, the reduction to pay grade
effective until this date.
As a

14.

E-

l

was deferred from the date the reduction would have otherwise become

Action convening authority took on any suspension recommendation lrom the military judge

N/A

Entry of Judgment -

ArthLrr-.lcsse DPage 2

of

3

iud e's si

| 5.

H
s

E
E

t

ature:

N Ry. N I C H O LA

A N.

S.

B

I

6. Date

l'^lf.l]-',:,,1;i^tJ,,AN.

i u,

rorr.on.rrl

LI

cntlrcd

22,2021

2:os :33 _04,00,

'ep

I 7. ln accordance with RCM I I I I (c)( I ). the military judge who entered a judgment may modify the judgment to
correct computational or clerical errors within l4 days aficr the judgment was initially entered. Include any
modifications here and rcsign the Entry of Judgment.

N/A.

18. Jud e's si nature:

Entry of Judgment -

I

9. Datc ud ment entercd:

Arthur. Jesse D.
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APPELLATE INFORMATION

THERE IS NO APPELLATE
INFORMATION AT THIS TIME

REMAND

THERE WERE NO REMANDS

SUPPLEMENTAL COURT-MARTIAL ORDER

